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e Dedication:
Bringing Praise
And Glory
To God
T hose of us who have come to know Dr.Dwayne Frank (especially China enthusiasts)
have come to know him affectionately as Com-
rade Frank. "Comrade" became the proper form
of address of China after Moo Tse Tung's "liber-
ation" of Chino in 1949. The literal translation of
"Comrade" is "one working for the same aim."
As we consider the suitable criteria for a dedicant
and the appropriate words to express our appre-
ciation to that person, should nor the shared
"aim" that we have as brothers and sisters in
Christ be that which dominates our deliberations?
For whether we consider the aim of efforts in
China, the aim of Cedarville College, the aim of
the 1985 Meade, or the aim of each of us as
individuals, we are to be as "one working for the
some aim": the aim of bringing praise and glory to
God. " . . . He chose us in Him before the founda-
tion of the world, that we should be holy and
blameless before Him . . . to the praise of the
glory of His grace . . . " (Ephesions 1:4 and 6a
NASB).
Dr. Frank has been exemplary as one seeking
to be holy and blameless in all areas of his life. In
his humble dedication to our Lord, in his role as a
husband and father, and in his positions as teach-
er, colleague, friend, citizen, church member and
ream leader, Dr. Frank has consistently demon-
strated the means (being holy and blameless) to
our aim (the praise and glory of God).
Dr. Frank, it is to you this 1984 Miracle is dedi-
cated. We thank you for your contribution to our
school and our lives. As we review your achieve-
ments, may we all join in giving praise and glory
to God: for you have repeatedly reminded us that
we are not "adequate in ourselves, but our ade-
quacy is from God . . . for we do nor preach
ourselves but Christ Jesus as Lord, and ourselves as
your bond-servants for Jesus' sake" (II Corinthians
3:5 & 4:5 NASB).
Sara Beattie
Myron Youngman
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tt- lie bill Trust
in Thee . .
If my people, who are called by
my name,
shall humble themselves, and
pray, and
seek my face, and
turn from their
wicked ways,
then will 7 hear from heaven,
and will forgive their sin, and
will heal their land.
77 Chronicles 7:14
And they that know thy name
will put their trust in thee; for
thou, _Cord, bast not forsaken
them that seek thee.
Psalm 9:10
Ressed is that man that maketh
the ,Cord his trust.
Psalm 40:4
Opening 9
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"Student Life
Is Togetherness
T he sum of rhe two words "student' and "life"
equals the life of rhe student during his rime of
intense, compacted, academic rraining Contrary ro im-
ages of diligent students cramming at every opportunity,
discussing ideologies in rhe Posr Office, or hermitizing in
their srudy carrels, srudent life brings to mind rhose
images of everything bur the rime spenr in individual
srudy. Student life is rogetherness in the dorm room and
in walking down rhe "runway" with a friend How
much more fun is earning aerobics points when this
private torture is endured with o fellow M & M's eater?
Sharing complotnrs and grimaces of horror somehow
makes receiving the new quarter's syllabus bearable
We squeal "bravo" inwardly as we proudly warch pals
perform on the Alford stage During open houses, while
ratting or the gym, or driving to group shopping exper
iences, our bodies bump and collide and our spirits unite
On the next few pages, the Miracle has tried to capture
the events, activities, and times that have inspired us to
reach out and touch one anorher's lives through the
common bond of our Savior
Student Life 23
Homecoming 1984 
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The Homecoming Court
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Debbie Henry
Homecoming Queen
Homecoming 25
T his yearbook is devoted to capturing ea-ger students, revered professors, victorious
reams, live-wire organizations, friendships and
traditions and loyalties. From rime to time you
will remember some of these "captured" ex-
periences; but many other momenrs, our per-
sonal and intimate, come alive when you re-
turn to alma mater for Homecoming.
For students returning from summer vaca-
tion, the campus atmosphere revolves around
the planning and building of floats, the selecting
of the queen and her court, and the anticipa-
tion of a soccer team vicrory. In contrast, the
alumni's view of Homecoming is more than
class reunions, participating in the Road Run,
being a spectator at the parade, attending the
award luncheon, or cheering or the annual
soccer game. For former students, Homecom-
ing is that time when they once again exper-
ience that special feeling of remembrance as
they sit in a favorite sear in a familiar classroom,
gaze out a particular window and recall the
seasons' colors, lean against a stairwell wall, or
sir on a pork bench under a tree recalling a
moment of laughter or tears with a special
friend.
Homecoming is a warm handshake or the
embrace of a friend not seen in years. It's
being here. It's coming home. It's reliving those
special memories of one of the best exper-
iences of life. As someone said, "Time nor
distance can never challenge the memories of
what has been."
26 by Gary Kuhn
Alumni Relations Director
Memories Of A Lifetime
Homecoming 27
Cedar What?
28 Cedar What
As we entered this fall, we sensed auniqueness in the air which is only
felt every four years. We soon realized
we were nor just or the 'Ville, but we
were about to become a parr of the
mythical kingdom of "Cedar What?"
Taking sides between the "animals"
and "that which was proper," we saw
our candidates parade, debate, and
go to all extremes in their campaigning
for the highest office of the land.
In and our of the saddle, the Perlo
party's Gary Persecepe and his run-
ning-mare, Michael Lopez, rook a stand
for their furry friends. But direct opposi-
tion was sensed when "Brown's New
Diehl" made a triumphal entry, and for
two weeks the kingdom was turned
on end.
Then came the time for the Knights
of Alpha Chi to frantically prepare the
grounds for the final battle. November
3rd was the date for the 1200 "Cedar
What?" residents to fight for their par-
ty's right to the throne. When the
smoke had finally settled and the
states' votes were counted, Deborah
Brown and Pamela Diehl were elected
by a mere six votes to the throne of
"Cedar What?"
As we look back, may we not soon
forget our time in "Cedar What?" May
we also remember our enthusiasm
and be able to reflect it as we shore
with others about 1984's "Cedar
What?" elections.
by Greg Dudrow
Cedar Whar 29
7:45
nxious waiting.
A mad scramble,
In the room across the hall,
To finish cleaning.
7:50 pm
Shur the curtains,
Door opened,
"Is my hair O.K.?"
"Quick, put that box somewhere else!"
7:55 pm
"Close the bathroom door!"
"I did."
"Did someone put the cookies our?"
Santa adjusts his beard,
Worm and itchy already.
One final "Ho , Ho" in the mirror.
Good.
8:00 pm
OPENHOUSE!!!!
Once a year,
Mad scramble,
Purring best foot forward,
The rest in the closer.
Unit one.
"Wow!"
Foil covers everything,
Lights twinkle.
In the hall,
Santa — lop empty,
"Ho, ho, ho."
Candy and a plate of cookies,
On the table beside him,
He smiles.
A young Santo,
Only 19.
Herds trample,
Lawlor shakes.
Peals of laughter,
Looking in windows from the balcony walk,
Tour de Force,
"Where now?"
Cookies in hand,
Aimlessly wandering,
Unit 11.
Rating rooms,
Floor clean,
Under the bed,
Dust.
Sneaking a peek into closers,
Under beds and in desk drawers,
In the shower,
Avalanche!
Dirty dishes,
Dirty dorhes,
Food,
An ironing board,
And two typewriters.
Clammy palms,
In the hall another herd passes by,
Looking in couriously.
Peeking around the corner of the door,
Looking for a friendly face,
Embarrassed to find none.
COOL, sunglasses though it's dark,
Jacket collars turned up,
Walking with o swagger to impress,
30 Open House
Dorm Open House
Homework in the room undone,
Nine o'clock approaches,
Goodbyes for another year,
Franric introductions,
"Oh yeah, I had rhor class then."
"You were in there? I never knew that, too bad."
"You dare him? Wow. Does he have o brother?"
"Is she short?"
"The one with the blond hair, yeah I know her."
"No kidding?"
Unit two.
Leaves on the floor,
Branches on the walls.
Nine O'clock — no change.
R.A.'s appear,
Frowns everywhere.
H.R. enters parking lot,
Hands on hips, looking up and around.
Whispers.
H.R. turns.
Slow movements to the exits,
Hands on handrail of balcony looking down and
around,
Frantic flipping through phone book,
"Do we know anyone in this unit?"
Opening the door, a rush of heat.
"It's hot in here."
In the parking lot,
Snowballs,
A flurry of white,
On the balcony ducking,
White snow on brick wall,
H.R. returns,
More frowns,
Slow movement out of parking lot,
Last shouted goodbyes,
Another ritual completed,
9:11 pm
9:37 pm
Silence.
Doors closed,
"What a mess."
"We'll dean it up tomorrow."
Test tomorrow,
"I'll die."
Silent pecking of a typewriter
Down the hall.
Openhouse over,
Snow falls lightly,
On silent parking lot.
"I can't wait ...
Til next year."
by Dwight Myfelt
Open House 31
'Mockingbird Moves Audience
H ey Kim, what are you doing tonight?' Iasked.
"Oh, I've got to go to ploy rehearsal. To-
night we're doing the court scene," yelled Kim
Fry.
To Kill a Mockingbird was o moving ploy
presented during the fall and directed by Mrs.
Rebecca Baker. As I sat in the background
watching students tryout, practice, and finally
perform, I sow written words come olive. Mrs.
Baker saw how important the message of this
play was and, therefore, fear accompanied
her excitement in directing the play.
In a small town in Alabama during the de-
pression-ridden years, there lived a family
named Finch. They believed in truth and hon-
esty;
 
unfortunately, they seemed to be a rarity
amongst the others in their area. The many
losses Arricus Finch suffered, however, were
blighted by one staggering victory: he was
able to go to sleep or night knowing he had
dealt truthfully. His neighbor said it simply, "We
trust him to do right."
Let Carlo Ritchie, who played the lead char-
acter of Scout, explain the play in her words:
"Hey! Don't you remember me? I'm Jean Lou-
ise Finch, but most everyone calls me Scout.
"This will only rake a minute. I gotta tell you
about what happened to me! Come sir over
here on the porch.
"Me, an' Arricus, an' Jem, on' nearly every-
one in Moycomb got to pay a visit to Cedarville
College so we could tell them a story 'bout us!
Got any gum?
"Well, anyway, the story was about some-
thing that really happened to Jem, on' Arricus,
an' me this summer. Jem an' me got to meet
Dill, on' he wanted to make Boo Rodley come
our!
"Tom Robinson got in some real bad trouble
and Arricus — what? Oh, he's my father —
had to defend him at a real trial and every-
thing.
'Some people made a lot of fun of me and
Jem cause our father was defendin' a Negro,
but we jus' held our heads high and acted like
gentlemen.
"Boo Rodley started leavin' things in the
knothole. We didn't know who it was or first,
but when we were attacked by that terrible
Mr. Ewell, it was Boo who saved us!
"And we sure learned some pretty impor-
tant things. Arricus turned our to be the
best father ever. He shot al  Tim just when we
were beginning to think he was too old to do
anything. He taught us how to step in other
people's shoes, too. Jem stepped in Mrs. Du-
bose's; I stepped in Boo Radley's; Arricus? I
think he was rryin' to step in every shoe in
Maycomb!
"Hey. What's the matter? Hey! Are you
listening to me? Yeah, I guess it's getting pretty
late and Cal will be wanrin' me to get washed
for supper.
"I sure hope we get to see the people of
Cedarville again sometime. You know
they were real nice."
By Carl Rirchie
Brenda James
32 Fall Play
Arricus (Lonnie Cooper) gives some fatherly advice to Scour Jem (Steve Banning) pounds on Boo Radley's door.
(Carla Ritchie) as they sit on the porch outside their home. Elena Michael narrates the play as on older Jean-Louise.
Narrator — Elena Michael
Colpurnia — Angela Cooke
Scour — Carla Ritchie
Jem Finch — Steve Donning
Mrs. Henry-Dubose — Brenda Sutliff
Charles "Dill" Harris — Steven Walter
Nathan Radley — George Reede
Aunt Rachael — Kimberley Fry
Atticus Finch — Lonnie Cooper
Wolter Cunningham Sr — Jock Stumme
Miss Moodie — Kimberly Burrell
Sheriff Tate — Patrick CodIP
The Cast
Miss Fisher — Kimberley Fry
Wolter Cunningham Jr — Jack Stumme
Burris Ewell — James Liebler
Tom Robinson — Kurtis Summerville
Mr. Gilmer — Mork Mathews
Robert Ewell — Gory Barker
Judge Taylor — Benjamin Herr
Moyella Ewell — Ruth Morgraff
Helen Robinson — Shelley Browne
Mrs Mernweother — Cindy Guido
Bop Rodley — Geerge Reede
Extra's — Melissa Way, Dave Zerung
urrroom spectators anxiously fidget during Mayella's resrimo- Boo Radley (George Reede) finally comes our of seclusion in
A nervous Tom Robinson (Kurris Summerville) rakes his on effort to comfort wounded Jem.
Fall Ploy 33
Police officers Mike Mikeshell
and Todd Bishop check our the
'Hendrix apartment.
The Cast
Elena Michael Suzy Hendrix
Gary Barker Mr. Roar
Gary Cooke Mike Tolman
Jeff Besre Sam Hendrix
Jim Unger Sgr. Carlino
Sherry Rorramel Gloria
Mike Mikeshell  Policeman
Todd Bishop Policeman
The blinded and unsuspecting Suzy converses with Mike Tolman (Gory Cooke).
Sam Hendrix (Jeff Besre) comforts his wife Suzy (Elana Michael).
34 Winter Play
HAIR-RAISING ACTION
A quick glance down the Alford aisles revealsonly the benign interior of the well-used
auditorium. For the winter play, Wait until Dark by
Frederick Knott, however, hair-raising action trans-
formed Alford into o pit of terror for audiences.
The two act mystery drama pitted the blind Suzy
Hendrix (Elena Michael) against the sinister Mr.
Roar (Gary Barker) as they vied for the possession
of an extraordinary doll within the confines of
Suzy's apartment.
Drawing capacity crowds, the play's climactic
confrontation between Suzy and Roar brought
hearts into mouths of every audience member;
some even screamed aloud. According to play
director David Robey, the success of the play was
in parr due to the "strong audience participation in
the frightening conclusion of the play."
The first mystery play tackled in several years
was presented four times to a full house each
rime. Don Jones, the technical director for the
Village Players, designed and built the masterful
set which greatly added to the suspense of the
drama. Members of the audience filed our hur-
riedly from the interior of Jones' transformed Al-
ford; no one wanted to be left after dark.
Above, Left: Confronted by Tolman, Suzy becomes
alarmed.
The evil Mr. Roar (Gary Barker) receives his just desserts. Gloria- enters to find a tense Suzy Hendrix.
Winter Play 35
T4IMING OF
T41-1E 54-IREW
41 SUEEESSFUL
RIOW
"It is better to dwell in the corner of
the housetop, than with a brawling
woman and in a wide house."
Proverbs 25:24
Men have attempted to subdue the
irascible vixens of their time since the
fall of man; for the last four hundred
years, Shakespeare's portrayal of this
effort has entertained audiences by
making light of the challenges of living
with a "shrewish" woman. On the first
two weekends in May, the Village
Players presented Shakespeare's Tam-
ing of the Shrew as directed by David
Robey.
The cast of twenty students and fac-
ulty was led by Rebecca White and
Gary Cooke in the roles of Kate and
Perruchio. Shown on Parent's Week-
end, many visitors had an opportunity
to view what Professor Robey termed
"ci successful show."
36 Spring Ploy
The Cast
Blondello John Sidle Petruchio Gory Cooke
A Townswoman Sherry Rotramel Grumio Steve Banning
Lucentio Lonnie Cooper Curtis Steve Walter
Tranio Doug Miller Nathaniel Mike Mikeshell
A Townswoman Laura Dimacchio Nicholas Andrew Mininger
Baptista Mark Matthews Joseph Rod Blackman
Gremio Gary Barker A Pedant Brian Maas
Hortensio James Liebler A Tailor Mork Baugh
Bianca Ruth Margroff Vincenrio James Leighrenheimer
Karharina Rebecca White A Widow Srephanie Pratt
Spring Play 37
Dorm Life:
Home
Sweet
Home?
M any adjustments have to take place whencoming to college as a freshman. The most
major adjustment is moving from the comforts of
home to the problems and inconveniences of
dorm life. Mom is no longer there to do your
laundry, clean your room, or make your bed.
You always wonder why in the world you
brought so much stuff and how in the world
you're going to fir it into a tiny room that's barely
big enough for two beds! But somehow you
manage to find a place for everything and soon it
becomes home. After a few room fines you get
into the habit of making your bed, and after
ruining an entire load of laundry you finally break
down and ask your mom how to do it.
College life would be quite dull without the
excitement of living in the dorm. The late-night
"study" parries, sunbathing in Maddox courtyard
in the spring, the crazy Lawlor parties heard all
over campus, and deep theological discussions or
2:00 in the morning. Living with seven other unit-
mares develops o closeness that builds life-long
friendships. These friends are there during the bad
rimes and the good times, and during the sad
rimes and happy times.
Living in the dorm may or first seem like an
unbearable situation, burin the end it will turn out
to be one of the greatest aspects of college life.
' 38 Dorm Life
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NOVICE STUDENTS NOT NEW TO TALENT
S tanding on stage in a bathrobe and ani-mal slippers with rollers in my hair and
singing "Mr. Mailman" to the rune of "Mr.
Sandman" was about the last thing I expected
to be doing my first three weeks or Cedarville.
How I went through with it I'll never know, but
I am so glad I did. The 1984 New Student Talent
Night was performed on October 19. In order
to perform in the talent show there were audi-
tions the previous week. After few practices it
was finally bright lights, (no camera), and HOT
action! The evening's entertainment ranged
from five girls singing barbershop style to a
classical flute solo. It definitely was a "dog eat
dog night" with our MC's Percesepe and Lopez
playing the act literally. Well, I may never live
down the bathrobe and curlers image, but the
entire evening was well worth it. Its purpose
was fulfilled by oquainting the new students
with the student body.
by Jennifer Haufler
Top: Emcees Percesepe and Lopez promote
their Cedar What? campaign while entertain-
ing the audience.
Upper Left: Participants line up on Alford stage
to take their bows.
For Right: Ruth Margroff shows her dramatic
ability.
Right: Performing a song she composed her-
self, Tanya Williamson displays her talent to the
audience.
40 New Student Talent Night
AUDIEME CMCM2Z 'MEM WOKKERS
Top: Eric Helmuth wins the talent contest with
his performance of a selection from P.D.Q.
Bach.
Left: Donna Thomas and Chris Tupps wonder
obour rhe state of their love in a song from
Fiddler on the Roof.
Above: Three suirors sing a heartfelt ode to
Bertha, alias Jim Murdoch.
T his year the men of Alpha Chi designedtheir annual Alpha Chi Talent Night to in-
volve the whole student body. For the first
time, members of the audience did something
other than enjoy themselves: this year the
Talent Show became Cedarville College's ver-
sion of the "People's Choice Awards" as the
audience chose the winners of the competi-
tion. Prior to this year, a panel of judges select-
ed the winners from the ranks of the many
talented performers.
Opened to anyone, this talent show had
something for everyone, ranging from original-
ly sacred to outright farcical. Eric Helmuth, with
his rendition of "P.D.Q. Bach," Brian Maddox's
"The Race," and the "Sentimental Journey"
taken by the Nosrolgics garnered first, second,
and third prizes respectively.
Instrumental selections constituted a large
portion of the production including a saxo-
phone quintet, a flute solo by Al Lopez, and
"Heaven Come Down" performed on trom-
bone by Lynell Smith. While singers with hu-
morous or otherwise talented intents enter-
tained the audience with "Bertha's Song," Jim
Unger performed his original song, "The Sover-
eign Way"; Chris Tupps and Donna Thomas
borrowed from Fiddler on the Roof to present
"Do You Love Me?" Alice Boyd presented a
version of the rime-worn Cinderella story in a
rather backwards fashion entitled "Rinder-
cella." In an original endeavor, Kim Murphy's
improvisational comedy number demonstrat-
ed that talent as presented by Alpha Chi was
definitely unique.
Alpha Chi Talent Night 41
James Reiter, recipient of John W. Bickerr Heritage Scholarship Lori Hess receives the Irma M. Dodson Award.
42 Honor's Day
He hath shown th
t-%'"•69od :
urie Briggs, an alumni scholarship owordee.
Honoring
Outstanding
Students
Dear Herman,
I'm sorry I haven't written in over
two weeks, but your father and I have
been recovering from our visit over
Cedar Weekend. If that busy fun-filled
weekend is any indication of what col-
lege life is like, then it's a wonder you
get any studying done.
Apparently, Son, you do get your
studying done. To your father's and
my amazement we saw your name
on the Honor's Day Chapel program
under the Dean's List category. We
were so surprised; you never told us!
You know, he may never tell you
this, but Father realized once again
what a fine young man you've grown
to be. During chapel, I could see the
back of your familiar plaid shirt standing
proudly with the others who made the
Dean's List, and, as I glanced at your
father, I saw a tear slip from his eye. He
loves you, Son, as I do. God bless and
keep you safe.
Mom
Jim Murdoch receives a social studies award.
Honor's Day 43
Students Enjoy Sophisticated
Entertainment
n chapel the usual introductions and
announcements concerning upcom-
ing Artist Series events almost always
ended with the exhortation " . . . and
we encourage you to attend." To the
inexperienced or uninformed student,
this verbal invitation to cultural expo-
sure might sound akin to the proverbial
coaxing a mother gives when adminis-
tering castor oil. The Artist Series, how-
ever, proved not only to be healthy for
the student's cultural diet but also ex-
tremely palatable to his senses.
Under the organizational hand of di-
rector Dick Walker, Campus Activities
Office provided the college with five
major events. These events were
sources of dates, suits and ties, fancy
dresses and high heels, and polished
countenances; students had an oppor-
tunity to accustom themselves to the
decorum and dress befitting the sophis-
ticated entertainment they enjoyed.
Most of the events emphasized the
Nielson ond Young
musical talents of a variety of artists. In
January the Dayton Philharmonic Or-
chestra presented a concert under the
direction of renowned conductor
Charles Wendelken-Wilson. April
brought in two musical events, Nielson
and Young, a piano duo, and Adrian
Van Manen, a tenor soloist. Nielson and
Young appeared with the Concert
Chorale.
The Gregg Smith Singers, featuring
soprano soloist Rosalind Rees, present-
ed a multifaceted program of music
from four centuries. The focal point of
the presentation was their unique spa-
tial presentation which featured mem-
bers of their group literally spaced
throughout the aduitorium enveloping
their listeners in sound. Another unique
evening produced John F. Schurman in
Eccentric Preacher, a one-man stage
performance of Charles Haddon Spur-
geon's twenty year seminary reunion.
(:ctiirl die Ciillege presents
Philharmonic
I Orchestra
Charles Wendelken-Wilson, Conductor
January 25, 1985
8 p.m.
James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Arrisr Series 45
firsr Row: Bill Bony, Gerry Wallace, Sherrie Watson, Jill Sandy, Koren Beanie, Janice Warren, Second flow: Rich Corey, Ed Supplee, Tom Goehring, John Stephens, Joel Horbough,
Director — Mr. Dicuirci, Third Row.- Janice Dudley, Dove Horrsough, Mott Creamer, Temple Knowles, Jeff Martin, Debbie Derdy, Bryan Crump, Lynell Smith, Steve Wood, Jim Caro,
Tim Smith, Scott Brooker.
T he Brass Choir experienced a major change this year when Mr.Charles Pagnard took a leave of absence to advance his educa-
tion. Mr. Mike DiCuirci stepped in and rook over the position as
director and proved to be a great asset to the great year the Bross
Choir experienced.
The Brass Choir starred off their year at the annual Prism concert
where they performed one number. Their first major concert in
November was with the Band. They also had their own concert on
February 15. The theme of the concert was "Celebration of Love"
and was developed around the theme of Christ's love for us and our
love for one-another. Mr. and Mrs. David Warren acted as narrators.
They, along with a slide presentation and two vocal numbers, mode
the concert a very different and special one.
This was the first year that the Brass Choir didn't go on a major
tour. The group did go on a two day outing, however, where they
presented their "Celebration of Love" concert in Ohio and Michigan.
The Bross Choir ended their year with Honor's Day chapel and the
Pop's concert. Mr. DiCuirci commented that the 25 member group
had a good spirit this year. Weekly devotions, cooperation, and
coring for one another contributed to this good spirit, along with
special individuals such as chaplain Tim Smith, social chairman Janice
Warren, and assistant director Jim Cato.
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Good Spirit Marks Year For Band And Brass
Choir
.The 75 member Symphonic Bond hod a very busy yearthis year having six major performances plus a three
day tour. Their year began with the Prism Concert, Home-
coming parade, and the November concert with the Brass
Choir, and ended with the Pop's concert, Memorial Day
chapel and outdoor concert.
Highlights for the Band throughout the year included the
Christian Bond Conference, which was the largest in its
history. It consisted of ten bands, 400 visitors, and a moss
band with 500 performers. The guest conductor or the
bond conference was Dr. George Wilson from Notional
Music Comp. The other highlight was the bond's three day
tour which rook them to Kokomo, Indiana and Akron,
Ohio.
The year was marked by enthusiasm, excellent partici-
pation, and challenging music.
sr Row: L. Spiegel, L. Smith, H. Hoist, G. Wallace, G. Price, J. Warren, T. Mackenzie, Second ROW: B. Fisher, C. Holland, D. Heitzman, C. Weidman, B. Snyder,
McBrayer, L. Bowlen, G. Ruggles, D. Phillips, J. Thompson, A. Alexander, Third Row: J. Dudley, R. Darr, J. Garmorter, D. Borleis, J. Burr, S. Stater, C. Lord, E.
en, J. Cobb, L. Norton, K. Herrick, Fourth Row: D. Eller, T. Phillips, D. Dysen-, L. Hoberli, D. Noggle, C. Vontrease, J. Ookes, S. Nichols, D. Walter, Fifth ROW: D.
son, C. Mast, A. Joslin, S. Holbrook, Sixth Row: D. Home, S. Watson, J. Sandy, B. Bony, T. Hummel, J. Horbough, M. Cook, T. Goering, J. Stephens, Seventh
w: D. Frey, M. Creamer, S. Wood, R. Smith, B. Crump, R. Haywood, E. Supplee, Director — Mr. Dicuird.
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Interested Students Present "Messiah"
Once Again
P resenting on opportunity for students ofvarying musical abilities with a common
love and interest in singing, the 1984-85 Orato-
rio Choir presented selections from G.F. Flan-
del's Messiah or Christmas. While many of the
participants are involved in other musical reams
and groups, many other students who would
not normally have such on opportunity ore
given a chance to ploy a significant role in a
production such os the Messiah. Dr. Charles
Ellington, conductor of the choir, characterized
the presentation as "o high quality perfor-
mance with a God-honoring, worshipful atmo-
sphere appropriate to a Christian liberal arts
college."
This year, the choir was accompanied by a
full chamber orchestra conducted by Mr. Karl
Srohl. Composed of faculty, students, staff
members„08disd guest instrumental-
ists, it added a dimension of professionahry and
beauty to this season's performance.
Oratorio Choir: Michael Anderson, Sarah Barr, Tim Beach,
Jeff Besre, Bob Beikert, Peter Bishop, Judith Black, Diane
Blosdell, Morrho Bowers, Racnel Bowman, Warren Brown,
Jennifer Brugger, Joy Burr, Joy Burcher, Jennifer Butler,
Susan Calvert., Jill Campbell, Alberto Carr, Christina Chose,
Karhy Clayton, Lonnie Cooper, Morr Creamer, Jana Dow-
serr, Jennifer Dye, Rebecca Dye, Julie English, Mike Enmon,
Donna Evans, Par Farrow, David Frey, Eileen Friesen, Bon-
nie Gores, Tommy Groff, Mark Groves, Ann Gruneisen,
Crystal Hancock, Jennifer Houfler, Stephanie Hein, Eric Hel-
murh, Cheryl Herr, Cherry Hill, Phillip Hohulin, Sondra Hol-
brook, Bern Hughes, Glenn Jones, Wayne Keisling, Mary
Knicely, Jane Kroner, Ronald Kunrz, Edward Lonning, Mike
Law, Leisha Libby, Cindia Long, Beth Lundsrrum, Amy
Lydic, Jeff Lyle, Melissa MocMichael, Jeff Main, Stephanie
Manning, April Martin, Diane McClure, Sheila Moon, Robert
Munson, Tim Murphy, Lori Murray, Diane Noggle, Gory
Nonnemocher, Helen Pearson, Susanne Perrort, Becky
Pruner, Krisra Reed, Becky Reid, Pam Rickard, Barbaro
Riggs, Elizabeth Riggs, Theo Rivera, Renee Rockwood,
Tommy Rogers, Judith Runge, Susan Scort, Ronetre Shank,
Todd Shannon, Kathy Siberr, Marsha Smith, Pam Smith, Tim
Smith, Donna Snyder, Jayne Snyder, Andrew Srrair, Jim
Unger, Rick Von Schoik, Rhoda Wagner, Loreno Wesrfoll,
Down Winkelman, Steve Wood.
Chamber Orchestra: Chris Tupps, Leoro Kim, Bryon Wo
Rachel Chambers, Sherry Frank, Brian Reebel, Carol Spicer,
John Shuffle, Mary Stahl, Non Shuffle, Allen Koppenhauer,
Janice Warren, Jill Sandy, Ed Supplee, David Eller, Terri
McKenzie, Angleo Bowling, Mark Twehues, Cynthia Van
Treese, Marsha Blaylock, Colin Lord, Lorene Norron, Charles
Clevenger, Karl Stahl.
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irsr Row: Jana Dowserr, Korhy Clayron, Becky Dye, Debbie Quick, Cyndio Long, Barbara Riggs. Second Row
am Smirh, Diane McClure, Eileen Friesen, Jill Sandy, Bersy Riggs, Sondra Holbrook, Joy Burr, Berh Hughes. Third
ow: Meriderh Collins, Susan Calvert, Sue Scorr, Diane Noggle, Tim Beach. Fourrh Row: Renee Bowen, Amy
ydic, Phil Hohulin, Mike Low, Mike Groves Fifrh Row: Gory Nonnemocher, Jeff Lyle, Randy Johnson, Jim
nger, Dan George, Glen Jones, Jeff Besre. Si-xrh Row: Chris Tupps, Andy Srroir, Dove Lindner, Eric Helmurh,
yle Anderson (direcror), Wayne Keisling, Bob Beikerr.
Ministering
Minstrels
A s ambassadors for Christ through the me-
dium of music, rhe Concert Chorale com-
pleted the 1984-85 year with a variety of activi-
ties under its musical belt. Chorale is dozens of
singers, each of whom, according to conductor
Dr. Lyle Anderson, "has contributed very signifi-
cantly to this challenging and rewarding year."
Their full and diversified year included a flur-
ry of on-campus performances: they minis-
tered to the College family in each of the
quarter's conferences, held Spring Home and
Pops concerts, and sang at both the Memorial
Day service and Commencement. They also
ministered in off-campus concerts in various lo-
cations in Ohio and Indiana.
Participating in a portion of the Spring Artist
Series, the Chorale presented a cantata com-
posed by visiting artists Nielson and Young,
who accompanied the group on duo pianos.
This was certainly a highlight for Chorale mem-
bers; their entire year of performing was a true
ministry and blessing for the College family.
-9994
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Monday Chapel: Family Devotions
eet me by 'James T.' "
"Where are you sitting?"
"Save about five seats, O.K.?"
Eventually lights dim and voices
hush to a low hum and raise once
again to fill the chapel with a ringing
rendition of "A Mighty Fortress Is Our
God." Stragglers sneak into back
rows, stepping on stray roes, purses,
and books. No one seems to mind,
though, because it is Monday morn-
ing, the first and only time for the
entire college family to gather for the
week.
Anticipating the message, students
sit comfortably amidst the staff and
faculty that serve them so diligently
during the week. Preceeding his perti-
nent year-long series of messages on
dating, marriage, and family, Dr. Dix-
on greets the body assembled before
him, peppering it with anecdotes and
announcements concerning the state
of the college. Scurrying for note-
books, our college family is united un-
der the leadership of our president
and bonded together by the fellow-
ship of a regular, familiar Monday
chapel. We are family.

Analyzing The
True Vine
W hen the students of Cedarville College reflectupon the seas of memories pertaining to this
particular fall quarter, many thoughts will come flood-
ing back. For the majority of students, it was a time to
renew friendships, a time to encourage academic
and spiritual growth, and possibly a time to look
toward graduation. For freshman it was a rime to
meet new friends, a rime to grow away from Mom
and Dad, and a rime to mature.
Many important experiences will also contribute to
those fall memories. For example, many students will
never forget the Foil Bible Conference's impact on
their lives or the speaking of Dr. David Jeremiah. Dr.
Jeremiah centered his messages on the John 15:1, 2
passages: "I am the true vine, and my Father is the
husbandman. Every branch in me that beareth not
fruit he raketh away: and every branch in me that
beorerh fruit, he purgerh it, that it may bring forth
more fruit." Dr. Jeremiah also used the parable of the
sower and the seed found in Matthew 13:4-8; 19-23.
These passages were implanted into the hearts
and minds of many by Dr. Jermiah's skillful exegesis
and genuine concern for young people. We all wit-
nessed the Holy Spirit moving in the lives of many
people during the week of September 24-28. I will
nor forger the teaching of Dr. Jeremiah; for on Sep-
tember 25, 1984, I recommitted my life to Christ and
all of my doubts were wiped away.
Steven M. Campbell
David Jeremiah
Alumnus Of The Year
"Special Hearts
For God . . ."
frican hurs, bloated children begging for
money, poor slide presentations, unable
speakers: these are jusr a few things thor come
to mind when thinking of a missionary confer-
ence. But Cedarville's winter quarter Missionary
Conference was much different than rhis sre-
reotyped view.
As we sat throughout the week in the var-
ious chapel meetings, we learned what it
meant ro "love God" by \Venda° Kempton
and ro have a burning desire to minisrer no
matter where we are. We heard of the des-
perare need to witness on our college cam-
puses by Hal Miller, and we heard rhe touching
srories of the children from Hawaii by Paul
Verslus.
Many or rhe missionaries had booths with
various information about their personal minis-
try. It was a privilege to meer them, talk with
rhem, and even share a meal in the cafeteria
with rhem.
Missionaries were no longer for away peo-
ple in our minds but real people with real
needs and with very special hearts for God.
May we roo develop hearts for witnessing as
theirs no matter where we are.
Missionary Conf. 53
How's Your Prayer Life?
B y the rime Spring Enrichment Conferencerolls around each year, most students'
ears have been so inundated with names,
speaker styles, and messages that distinguishing
among them is a difficult task. This spring, how-
ever, students woke up, sat up, pricked their
ears, and rook our notebooks to record the
messages of a special man of God. Dr. Warren
Wiersbe had come to Cedarville College.
Instead of giving the College a continuous set
of messages on one subject, Dr. Wiersbe elect-
ed to serve up a buffer of topics pertinent to
the College Family. His first message dealt with
purring a life back together using the principle
of submission as found in the book of Ruth. To
emphasize this, he stared that the purpose of
life is not to find freedom but to find the Master:
only in the Master is freedom. His unique blend
of dry humor and humility appealed to the
wide range of individuals who came varying
distances to hear him speak.
Throughout the morning and evening mes-
sages, Dr. Wiersbe wove the thread of one
particular aspect of the believer's life, that of
prayer. He gave o series of admonitions for
receiving answered prayer: the first of which
was for the believer to be "washed" or
cleansed of the sin in his life. Encouraging a
prayer inventory, his second point, contained
four different levels or depths of a prayer life.
Most importantly, Dr. Wiersbe drove home the
importance of each believer's being a part of
the answer to prayer: a role that he himself
played in the conference this spring.
Yible Confere
nce
Adalit One
Spring, /985
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The Right To Life loco°
A(1#"
-o
T his year's Inforum brought renowned lea-rosy doctor Paul Brand to the college dur-
ing the spring quarter. An advocate of the
value of human life, Dr. Brand spoke on the
timely topics of abortion, terminal illness, and
euthanasia. Piquing students' interest with his
wry humor and interesting ancedores, Dr.
Brand approached his topics stressing the digni-
ty and worth that God has attributed to each
human life whether it be a fetus or a terminally
ill cancer victim.
On the final day of the mini-conference, a
panel composed of Dr. Brand, Dr. Helmick,
professors Gary Percesepe and Dan Estes, and
Student Body President De Smith answered
questions posed and compiled by students. The
thought provoking discussion rhar ensued gave
students the opporruniry to contemplate the
existence of man in the presence of his God.

Christian
Service:
Sowing The
Seed . . .
Reaping The
Harvest
Serving the community through Chris-tian activities, the students of
Cedarville have opportunities to minis-
ter to those in need Most of the Chris-
tian Services shown in the following
section meet daily or weekly, serving
as lisreners, companions, helpers, coun-
selors, but they ultimately serve as
sharers of the trust they have placed in
their God As they give of themselves,
these students in turn trust in God to
reap a bountiful harvest from what He
has allowed them to sow.
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"The Lord is my strength
and my shield, my heart trust-
ed in him, and I am helped:
there fore my heart greatly re-
joicerh; and with my song will I
praise him."
Psalm 28:7
Seared: Dan George, Jill WinIslemon,
Kristina Whirrolser, Dove Belford, Down
WinIslemon.
5ronding: Dave Eller (Leader) Kevin
Haskins, Lisa Tyson, Tim Beach, Christina
Chase.
"Thor the communication of
thy faith may become effectu-
al by the acknowledging of ev-
ery good thing which is in you
in Christ Jesus."
Philemon 1:6
Ruth Brown, Paul Collins, Ann
Haslsowich, Fran Haslsowich, Keith
Hammer, Don Hunt, Darryl Little (Lead-
er), Tonya McBee, Tracy McCoy, Deb-
bie Radcliff, Finny Rajchel, Sylvie Rin-
gernechr, Chuck Scott, Jane Sporling,
Keirh Soules, Jack Stumm, Krishna Whit-
taker, Debbie Mowrey, Judy Oakes.
Abundant Lif
Central State Campus Evangelisr
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:edarcliff Elderly Housing
ayton Detention Home
"For even the Son of man
come nor to be ministered
unto, but to minister, and to
give his life o ransom for
many."
Mork 10:45
Lynne Bartlett, Prudy Benevides, Don
Byrum, Marc Chitwood, Mott Corry,
Noel Hock (Leader), Kathy Harris, Lisa
Hamilton, Joonie Hull, Jocelyn Johnson, .
Beth King, Golyn Nook, Lorena Shoff,
Beth Snyder, Mike Worfield.
"Preach the Word; be in-
stant is season, our of season,
reprove, rebuke, exhort, with
all longsuffering ond doctrine.
II Timothy 4:2
Top Row: Jill Sandy, Sonya Nichols Mid-
dle Row: Scott Morgan, Louro
Wuestner (Leader), Todd Coston, Mort
Dickenson, Bottom Row: Dove
Wuestner, Jane Schoedel, Lamar Hem
Glen Brown, Steve Emmons.
"For God horh not appoint-
ed us to wrath, but to obtain
salvation by your Lard Jesus
Christ, who died for us, that,
whether we woke or sleep,
we should live together with
him. Wherefore comfort your-
selves together and edify one
another even as ye also do."
I Thessalonians 5:11
Ruth Brown, Donna Hal!mon, Cheryl
Herr, David Mossmon, Dave Netzky,
Jock Srumme, Donna Windish,
"And be ye kind one to an-
other, tenderhearted, forgiving
one another, even as God for
Christ's sake horh forgiven
you."
Ephesions 4:32
Seated Shari Leach, Ruth Kirtland.
Standing: Brian Taylor (Leader), Kara
Ray, Andrea Snyder, Grant Williams.
Schulze Nursing Horni
Master's Puppets I
;wordbearers I
ercy Hostpital
"0 come, let us sing unto
the Lord: let us moke o joyful
noise to the rock of our salvo-
don. Let us come before his
presence with rhonksgiving,
ond moke o joyful noise unto
him with psalms. For the Lord is
o great God, ond o great king
above all gods."
Psalm 95:1-3
Seared, Front Row: Randy Johnson,
Dove Robinerre. Seated, Second Row:
Ron Mackey, Anne Edwards, Jim
Reirer (Leader), Shari McAllesrer Jody
Peters. Standing: Kim Bragg, Temple
Knowles, Melissa MocMichoel, Bryon
Crump, Shelly Polsdorfer.
"Let your light so shine be-
fore men, that they may see
your good works, and glorify
your Father which is in heav-
en."
Matthew 5:16
Laurie Benedict, Sue Ellen Block, Teeno
Coronoro, Cindy Guido, Beth Hoeke,
Tommy Jones, Susan Lafferty, Tanya
McBee, Beth Nester, Sue Rosmusson,
Tern Youngless.
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"And He sold unto me, My
grace is sufficenr for thee: for
my srrengrh is mode perfect in
weakness. Most glodly there-
fore will I rather glory in my
infirminries, that the power of
Chrisr may rest upon me."
II Corinthians 12:9
April Augustus, Lee Austin, Judy Black,
Diane Blasdell, Bill Bianco, Bruce Bow-
man, Perry Chiorelli, Sally Cochran,
Janis Comforr, David Douglas, Laura
Dykstra, Dave Eller, Brion Ensminger,
Julie Gayer, Mork Groves, Linda Hess,
Lori Hess, Ann Hunter, John Irving, Me-
lanie Irving, Bruce Keisling, Rage Lash,
Tracy Lourance, Krisri Massie, Ruth Ma-
son, Cliff Most, Bruce McNabb (Leader),
Sondi Porter, Kim Robinson, Jane Spar-
ling.
"And he horh put o new
song in my mouth, even praise
unto our God: many shall see
it, and feor, and shall trust in
the Lord Blessed is rhor man
that mokerh the Lord his trust
and respecteth nor the proud,
nor such as turn aside to lies."
Psalm 40:3-4
Seared Jim Unger, Debbie Henry,
Chuck Scott. Middle Row: Ellen Spen-
cer, Elena Michael, Jennifer Dye. Bock
Row: Mike Low, Bob Beikert, Jeff
Beste.
Greenwood Manor Nursing Horn
Australia M.I.S. Tear
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'ounds Of Joy
"0 magnify the Lord with
me, and let us exalt his name
together."
Psalm 34:3
Front Row: Will Marling, Valerie Blay-
lock, Jerry Cornich; Back Row: Lisa Prall,
Barb Riggs.
ethesda Rehabilitation Center
"And let us nor be weary in
well doing for in due season
we shall reap, if we faint nor.
As we have therefore opportu-
nity, let us do good unto all
men, especially unto them
who are of the household
faith."
Golorions 6-9-10
Jon Bresson, Rob Broline, Donna Doug-
las, Jana Dowserr, Kirk Fairhurst (Lead-
er), Berh Goldsmirh, Sue Greerhom,
Shawn Hinkson, Jan Johnson, John Lit-
tle, Diane McClure, Cheryl McHenry,
Andy Minninger, Diane Noggle, Lori
Orraway, Carolyn Patrick, Lisa Richards,
Rick Seidel, Connie Thibo.
Antioch Campus Evangelisi
"0 keep my soul, and deliv-
er me: let me not be ashamed,
for I put my trust in thee."
Psalm 25:20
Anne Angell, Mork Baker, Dino Bat-
chelder, David Berghen, Debi Bell,
Kathleen Clayton, Cynthia Cronrath,
Cory Danielson, Dove Edwards, Jeff Er-
icson, Linda Lons, Amy Jo Guest, Mary
Jones, Jim Koerber, Holly Marshall, Cic-
ero Mulles, Ruth Margroff, Lisa Henry,
Jim Murdock, Judy Oakes, Mork Pre-
vost, Michelle Livingston, Gwen Price,
Todd Rhoades, David Robinson, Tracy
Roy, Todd Shannon, Jane Sparling, Lori
Spiegel, Wendy Stith, Amy Thomas,
Donald Tung, Rob Thompson, Chris
Tupps, J. Williams, S. Zerpirer.
Summer Master's Puppe
"Nor with eyeservice, as
menpleosers; but as the ser-
vants of Christ, doing the will of
God from the heart; with good
will doing service, as to the
Lord, and nor to men."
Ephesions 6:6-7
Front Row: Robin Young, Middle Row:
Laura Hartsough, Alan Gipson, David •
Williams (Leader), Standing: Scott
Moyer.
wordbearers II
dd Fellows Rest Home
"Do not fear, for I am with
you; Do not anxiously look
about, you, for I am your God
I will strengthen you, surely I
will help you, surely I will up-
hold you with My righteous
right hand"
Isaiah 41:10 (N4.5)
Seared, First Row: Karla Nimes, Jennifer
Butler. Seared, Second Row: Erin Coff-
man, Gino Long, Alan McCain (Lead-
er), Brion Hedges, Teena Shupert.
Standing: Dove Kerchom, Janet Witte-
kind, Mike Anderson, Tim Smith.
"Let us therefore come
boldly unto the throne of
grace, that we may obtain
mercy, and find grace to help
in time of need."
Hebrews 4:16
Kenneth "Dave" Bone (Leader), Dan-
iel L Boyes, Becky Bennett, Dove Ben-
nett, Annerre Bioxham, Steve Cre-
mean, Judy Denning, Judy Eoglesron,
Jeff Elliot. Cheryl Holland, Dove Konz,
Cathy Lombard, Randy Monroe, Ruth
Murroff, Mary Rose, Linda Shaffer, Kar-
la Simpson, Bill Taft, Mork Von Keeck,
Shori Washburn, Aaron Whitacre.
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"Bur thanks be to God who
always leods us in His strength
in Christ, and manifests through
us the sweet aroma of the
knowledge of Him in every
ploce."
ll Corinthians 2:14 (NA.5)
Seared: Laura Hartsough, Marla Fuller.
Standing: Judy Wittaker, Brandon
Woltz, Daniel Leitch, Phyliss Triverr.
"And this is the confidence
that we have in Him, that, if
we ask anything according to
his will, he heareth us: and if
we know that he hears us,
whatsoever we ask, we know
that we have the petitions that
we desired of him."
I John 5:14-15
Anne Angell, April Avey, Brett Bar-
nard, Lynn Bartlett, Mike Basler, Jamie
Beighr, Rebecca Bellerson, Down
Deochmen, Becky Bliss, Lisa Bowler, Kit
Brodmon, Jeannie Burzloff, Rhonda
Culberr, Mork Clark, Sherri Cruver, Kris
Cline, Gail Dallier, Tim Day (Leader),
Perry DeFelice, Shown() Denney, Dar-
rell Conlin, Janet Derstein, Dove Ed-
wards, Janice Esres, Tonya Evans, Jen-
nifer Everoge, Don Everrerr, John Ex-
ley, Alice Fensramoker, Laura Fish, Debi
Furman, Sarah Gerx, Dond GoHand,
Donna Harmon, Kelly Herbert, Nancy
Hawkins, Jim Homes
Master's Puppets
Mueller Residential Cent
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ospitality Home East
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'And the peace of God,
which pos.serh all understand-
ing, shall keep your hearts ond
minds through chrisr Jesus.
Philippians 4:7
Bill Bony, Debbie Bell, Lauri Benedict,
Terri Banning, Martha Buck, Richard
Chasse, Perry Chiorelli, Gail Doiker,
Sherri Dovis, Jana Dowserr, Julie Erd-
mann, Holly Flenner, Tamara Hersh-
berger, Phil Hohulin, Bob Hood (Leod-
er), Dave Kommeyer, Mary Jones, Jim
Murdoch, Melanie Knouff, Danielle Ki-
zee, Lori Lindsey, Denise Lowe, Lorry
Miller, Michelle Leloh, Diane Orr-away,
Teresa Palmer, Dove Sallee, Jeff Pat-
rick, Don Thacker, Sherri Tice, Amy
Thomas, Brion Warne, Rick Van Shoick,
Judy Weston, Patti Webb, Sheri Whit-
comb, Pere Wright, Gwen Price, There-
sa Youngless.
"Our grow in grace, and in
the knowledge of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ. To Him be
glory both now and forever.
Amen."
II Peter 318
Donna Thomas, Melissa Marshall, Ron
Smith, Alvin Tucker, Sue Scott, Gerry
Wallace, Pam Rickard, Ed Lonning,
Tom Corr (Leader), Pot O'Donnell,
Kathy Stagg.
"For, Brethren, ye have been
coiled unto liberty; only use not
liberty for on occasion to the flesh,
but by love serve one another."
Galatians 5:13
Front Row: Heather Macfarlane, Pamela
Woods, Dock Row: Diane. Blasdell, Wayne
Keisling.
"Bur ye are o chosen genera-
tion, o royal priesthood, a holy
nation, o peculiar people; that ye
should show forth the praises of
him who horh coiled you our of
darkness into his marvelous
I Peter 2:9
Suzanne Herr, Krisonne Bartholomew, Eric
Shrum, Amy Phillips, Shelly Broughton.
Knights Of Pythia
Wright State Campus Eva ngelis
hina M.I.S. Team
lorida Spring Break Team
"Nor that we are sufficient of
ourselves to think any thing as of
ourselves; but our sufficiency is of
God"
2 Corinthians 3:5
Front Row: Keith Holt, Stacy McGoskill,
Mary Welch, Errin Mulberry. Book Row:
Sarah Anderson, Jewel Schroder, Diane
Lichrensreiger, Laura Wuesrner, Shelly
Fronk, Kathy Warren, Sharon Rawson,
Lynn Cadomus, Tanya Bumpus, Dwayne
Frank.
"For God horh not given us the
spirit of fear; but of power, and of
love, and of o sound mind"
2 Timothy 1:6
Front Row: Alice Boyd, Rob Thomson, Jeff
Lyle, Donna Douglas, Tom Carr, Jeff Beste,
Debi Bell, Bock Row: Foy Schonfeld, Donna
Ford, Toni Lynn VonBeveren, Diana Phillips,
Porn i Porker, Linda Lons, Nancy Ozinga, Ko-
ren Beanie, Terri Lynn Vonbevren, Deb
Schonfeld, Carole Roland, Amy Thomas,
Lisa Fisher.
Christian Ministries 69
"If any man serve me, let
him follow me; and where I
om, there shall also my servant
be: if any man serve me, him
will my Father honor."
John 12:26
Dr. Rex Rogers, Tommy Rogers, David
Beverly, Stephanie Hein, Jim Murdoch,
Diane Weaver, Tim Smith.
"0 come, let us sing unto
the Lord: Let us make o joyful
noise ro the rock of our salva-
tion.
Let us come before his pres-
ence with thanksgiving, 'and
make o joyful noise unto Him
with psalms.
For the Lord is o great God,
and a great King above all
gods."
Psalm 95:1-3
Temple Knowles, Anne Edwards, Jim
Reiter, Dave Robinette, Gina Long,
Joellyn Peters, Kim Bragg, Brian Crump,
Randy Johnson, Sharon McAllester, Me-
lissa MocMichael, Jeff Lyle.
Quebec M.I.S. Tea.
England MIS. Tea
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>cotland M.I.S. Team
hilippines M.I.S. Team
And let us nor be weary in
well doing: for in due season
we shall reap, if we foinr nor.
As we have therefore op-
portunity, let us do good unto
all men, especially unto them
who are of the household of
faith."
Golorions 6:9, 10
Carin Wilcox, Brenda Burcherr, Cindy
Butler, Srefone Prarr, Beth Waltrip, Ko-
ren Srogg.
"For we wrestle nor against
flesh and blood, but against
principoliries, against powers,
against the rulers of the dark-
ness of this world, against spiri-
tual wickedness in high places.
Wherefore take unto you
the whole armor of God, that
ye may be able to withstand in
the evil day, and having done
all, to stand."
Ephesions 6:12, 13
Fronr now: Mike Lone, Danny Olinger,
Chad Bresson, Brad Bresson, Bock
now: Doug Pugh, Roy Corr, Tim Dan-
ube, Steve Thompson, Adam Bird,
Tom Clark, Coach Don Callon.
Spain M.I.S. Tean
"According to my earnest
expectation and my hope, that
in nothing I shall be ashamed,
but that with all boldness, as
always, so now also Christ shall
be magnified in my body,
whether it be my life or by
death."
Philippians 2:20
Ronald° Ponce, Debi Bell, Alice Boyd,
Comi McGraw, April Martin, Tomi
Eimers, Dennis Popp.
Swordbearers Extention Tean
"For God is not unrighteous
to forger your work and labor
of love, which ye have
showed toward his name, in
that ye have ministered to the
saints, and do minister.-
Hebrews 6:10
First Row: Amy Guest, Jill Michonski,
Theresa Wilson, Colleen Rockey, David
Shepherd, Don Shepherd, Scot Schiefer-
stein, Jon Beight. Second Row: Goyl
Calkins, Pamela Sronfill, DonaIda Ed-
wards, Thomas Goehring, Marcia
Jones, Cindy Guido, Valerie Hire, David
Shallmon, Barry Kitchen, Ben Smith, Ko-
ren Troyer, Lyle Campbell, James
Beighr, Steve Coates, Third Row: Lori
Tyree, Denise Ross, Laura Rowland,
April Banks, Joy Harden, Jennifer Cron-
ick, Debbie Von Dorf, Laurly Anderson,
Sarah Barr, Marilyn Bean, Donna
Birtsch, Dove Beal, Chris Dail, Joy Burr,
Julie Gersema, Cheryl Paxson, Greg
Lambert, Kim Ports, Errin Mulberry, Jen-
nifer Haulier, Chris Freidkin.
Itah Team
WCH A.M.
For the word of God is
quick ond powerful, and
sharper rhon any two-edged
sword, piercing even to the di-
viding asunder of soul ond spirit,
ond of the joints ond morrow,
and is o discerner of the
thoughts ond intents of the
heorr."
Hebrews 4:12
Debbie Romaker, Amy Jo Guest, Bren-
da Budd, Robert Young, Kendra Doc-
ror, Debbie Clem.
To the weak become I as
weak, that I might gain the
weak: I am mode oil things to
all men, that I mighr by all
means save some."
1 Corinthians 9:22
April Ames, Marc Anthony, Dina Bat-
chelder, Heather Byrnes, Tony Deme-
rri, Lisa Fisher, Robin Hilsmeier, Debbie
Holmes, Debbie Johnson, David Kahn,
Don Katz, Michelle Longo, Parry Mori-
hugh, Kim Murphy, Ken Nichols, Cheryl
• Rendle, Melody Schultz, Marlene Sie-
fert, Jonoe Smart, Jayne Snyder, Lorry
Starkey, Alan Titus, Jenny Titus, Scott
VonMeter, Ron Wolter, Bob Ward, Kris-
ten Weber, Brent Ziegler.
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"Mine eyes shall be upon
the faithful of the land, that
they may dwell with me: he
that walketh in o perfect way,
he shall serve me."
Psalm 101:6
Fronr Row: Kristen Sragg, Sherry Fronk,
Koren Stagg, Middle Row: Mary Coons,
Brad Bresson, Chad Dresson, Shannon
Sounders, Kendra King, Bock Row:
Lynne Sickou, Jeff Marrin, Steve Moyer.
Mark Mirchell, Kendra Doctor.
"Yet! will rejoice in the Lord,
I will joy in the God of my salva-
tion.
The Lord God is my strength,
and he will make my feet like
hinds' feet, and he will make
me to walk upon mine high
places."
Habakkuk 3:18, 19
Steve Meyer, Tracy McCoy, Kristo Nick-
°son, Chris Schroder, Michelle Longo,
Kirk Fairhurst, Wendy Bell, Jane Spar.
ling, Clancy Cruise, Jack Srumme.
Heathergreen
New York Tea
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3reen County Jail
reene Memorial Hospital
"I beseech you therefore,
brethren, by the mercies of
God, rhor ye present your bo-
dies a living sacrifice, holy, oc-
ceproble unto God, which is
your reasonable service."
Romans 12:1
"Bear ye one onother's bur-
dens, and so fulfill the law of
Christ."
Galatians 6:2
Rod Blackman, Lyn Burke Susan Cal-
vert, Teeno Coronaro, Beth Deronelk,
Mike Greene, John Helmick, Korhi Hal-
man, Shellie Horton, Rebecca Jones, Jill
Parks, Rolondo Ponce, Renee Rock-
wood, Susan Sralrer, Roger Schiele,
Jane Taylor.
Alise Alexander, Luis Corchado, Mark
Dolhouse, Tony Ewing, Cathy Forley,
Mary Jones, Rick Kensinger, Phil Kin-
ney, Jim Kohlmeyer, Jill Kromer, Steve
Meyer, Mark Nemirz, Patrick Nesbirr,
Krisra Nitikoson, Greg Norden, Sandy
O'Boyle, Kris Pormon, Darren Ruby,
Chuck Scott, Ron Smith, Jane Sporling.
"A new commandment I
give unto you, that ye love
one another; as I hove loved
you, that ye also love one an-
other.
By this shall oil men know
that ye ore my disciples, if ye
hove love one to another."
John 13: 34-35
Mork Fairhurst, Diane Blosdell, Bob Bei-
kert, Sondra Kennedy.
"Herein is our love mode
perfect, that we may have
boldness in the day of judge-
ment: because as he is, so are
we in this world"
1 John 4:17
Denise Bass, Morrho Bowers, Chris
Cheek, Paul Chilson, Tomi Eimers, David
Frey, Dorci Gorbig, Tommy Groff, Fran
Hoskowich, Dan Hawk, Hope Hibbard,
Heather MacFarlane, Jeff Martin, Rurh
Mason, Rob Meoak, Errin Mulberry,
Beth Nester, Lynda Peort, Kris%) Reed,
Debra Peters Linda Shaffer, John Ruhly,
Vicki Slane, Lila Seesr, Laura Walker,
Brenda Sutliff, Cathy Watson, Valerie
Teed.
Cincinnati Rescue Missioi
-1••••••r-
Yellow Spring
Riding Cente
pringfield Detention Home
Iospitality Home West
'lam the vine, ye are the
branches; He rhor obiderh in
me, and I in him, the some
bringerh forth much fruit: for
without me ye can do noth-
ing."
John 15:5
Evan Parks, Stefanie Pratt, Nancy An-
derson, Lori Osborn, Carol Bliss, Deb
Pate.
"And God is able to make oil
grace abound toward you;
that ye, always having oil suffi-
ciency in oil things, may
abound to every good work."
2 Corinthians 9:8
Jim Benedict, Lisa Chandler, Jana Dow-
sett, Laura Fish, Lisa Fisher, Claire Forro-
sis, Deanna Gabel, Jon Golden, Philip
Hohulin, Paul Jones, Jim Kohlmeyer,
Jeff Marble, Connie O'Dell, Don Lough,
Kara Ray, Jim Robinson, Brian Roger,
Jill Swayze, Corni Wilcox, Steve Wood,
Lynne Zielke.
Christian Ministries 77
"And the things that Thou
has,- heard of me among
many witnesses, the some
commit thou to faithful men,
who shall be able to teach oth-
ers also."
2 Timothy 2:2
Debi Bell, Linda Browning, Diane Coo-
per, Sue Dean, Yvonne Focey, Bethel
Hornbeck, Vicki Jackson, Krisri Massie,
Faith McGhee, Lori Reed, Corole Ro-
land, Sherry Rorromel, Deeno Shriver,
Tonyo Smith, Lilo Srouse, Cynthia Wag-
ner, Gory Barker, John Bercau, Steve
Freeman, Jeff Gilbert, Doug Iverson, Tip
Link, Paul Muchley, Bob Munson, Mork
Reed, Don Simerly, Steve Tait, Rodney
Smith, David Woodard.
"Be kindly offecrioned one
to another with brotherly love;
in honor preferring one an-
other."
Romans 12:10
Albert Barrett, Shelly Broughton, Dove
Borkeson, Nancy Columbo, Kristi Culp,
David Douglas, Stacy Gunther, Lohay
Heron, Dove Hall, Ann Hoskowich, Ann
Hinter, Dove Johnson, MaryLou Kin-
caid, Diane Johnson, Sondra Kennedy,
Jeff Marble, Kathy berr, Phyllis Triverr,
Kim Robinson, Rhonda Smith.
OVCH
Heathergreen
78 Christian Ministries
'Teen Oakes Health Center
nnyland Villa
"Be ye therefore followers
of God, as dear children;
And walk in love, as Christ
also horh loved us, and horh
given himself for us on offering
and o sacrifice to God for o
sweet-smelling savor."
Ephesions 5:1, 2
Kathy Anderson, Sharon Bonzhof, Berh
Esther Bucklew, Gail Burden,
Birgerr Cass, Paul Collins, Holly Grum-
beck, Crystal Hancock, Dove Horrsough
(Leader), Kothi Holman, Joel Hoskinson,
Jo Hornbeck, Beth Hornbeck, Denise
Lowe, Daryl Little, Tom Niederer, Deb-
bie Perers, Diane Peterson, Melissa
Way, Becky Williams, Rebecca Wilson,
Doug Whittenberg, Michelle Yeager.
But it is good for me to
draw near to God: I have put
my trust in the Lord God, that I
may declare oil thy works."
Psalm 73:28
Par Cadle, Chris Corafa, Melody Corner,
Karen Firth, John HackBorth, Bob Loror-
ello, Tommy Morlond, Riley Morton,
Dawn Reehl, Meegon Sonrilli, Kevin
Schleinirz, Loreena Wesrfall.
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Alexandria, OH
Doris A. Browne
Washington, D.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Budd
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Mr. and Mrs. Claude W. Burghen
Audubon, NJ
Marshall and Liz Butcher
Othello, WA
Gilbert and Evelyn Butzlaff
Humacao, PR
Mr. and Mrs. B.R. Cadle
Ravenswood, WV
Dr. and Mrs. Donald Callan
Cedarville, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Campbell
Ypsilanti, MI
Jim and Jean Carr
Grand Blanc, MI
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Carraher
Toledo, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Chandler
Hadley, NY
Dr. and Mrs. W.E. Cherry
Sterling, IL
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Chilson
Reed City, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Chitwood
West Chester, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Larry G. Clark
Bethesda, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Larry C. Clemens
Limerick, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Jud Clements
Loudonville, OH
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Mona Coiro
Amston, CN
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Cook
Howard City, MI
Gary and Betty Cooke
Indianapolis, IN
Linda Cornelius
Long Valley, NJ
Mr. and Mrs. Robert R. Cotton
Cherry Hill, NJ
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Cox
Margate, FL
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Crump
Rontiac, MI
r. and Mrs. James Curtis
Veedersburg, IN
ames and Lois Day
elle Center, OH
r. Joe and Joyce DeCook
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Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth R. Dobbel
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Jack and Nancy Dowden
Austin, MN
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Driscoll
East Windsor, NJ
Mr. and Mrs. William Drummer
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Mr. and Mrs. R.M. Dykes
Des Moines, IA
H. Edelin
Washington, D.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Edwards
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Robert T. Edwards
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Mr. and Mrs. James P. Eller
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Bob and Helen Erdmann
Southfield, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Terry N. Evans
Chattanooga, TN
Mr. and Mrs. Doy Everage
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Mr. and Mrs. Fred D. Everett
Fairfield, IA
Ronald and Doris Everitt
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Mr. and Mrs. Will Fairhurst
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Bernard and June Ferguson
Cincinnati, OH
The David Fish family
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Wayne and Janice Fite
Milford, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Fornell
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fread
Loveland, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Freeburger
Southampton, PA
Mr. and Mrs. John Frey
Davison, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Marlin D. Fuller
South Bend, IN
Tom and Maxine Geese
Fresno, OH
Donald and Dorothy George
Hillsdale, MI
Dr. and Mrs. Dean Gifford
Urbana, IN
Allen and Joyce Gipson
Springfield, IL
Richard and Nancy Goocey
Russell, KY
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Greetham
Wellington, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Grumbeck
Burlington, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Grunelsen
Mansfield, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Noel F. Hack
La Grange, OH
Mr. and Mrs. David S. Hallman
Pottstown, PA
Lois Van Dorf Halvorsen
Milwaukee, WI
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Robert and Marilyn Hannay
Westerlo, NY
Roger and Dianne Hansen
Rockford, MI
Rev. and Mrs. Elvin Harden
Hart, MI
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Dick and Helen Harper
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Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Hart
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Rev. and Mrs. R.D. Holliday
Huntsville, Ontario, Canada
Mr. and Mrs. John Holman
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Patricia Hornbeck
Perry, MI
A. Hoskins
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Bob and Esther Howder
Kagoshima City, Japan
Mr. and Mrs. W.J. Howdyshell
Pickerington, OH
Mr. and Mrs. David Huebscher
Maple Hts., OH
Mr. and Mrs. Albert A. Hultz
Pottstown, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hunn
New Lebanon, OH
Rev. Roy and Joanne Hunter
DuBois, PA
Clifford H. Imhoff
Riverview, MI
Dr. and Mrs. Lloyd C. Jackson
Bloomfield, IN
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene W. Jacobs
Loveland, OH
Mr. and Mrs. George Jacobson
Dayton, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis James
Columbus, IN
Lynn and Mary Ann Jefson
Decatur, IL
Don and Christal Jillson
Hackensack, NJ
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Johnson
Sao Paulo, Brazil
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Jones
Martinsburg, WV
Mrs. Mary Jones
Ohlman, IL
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Jones
Wellman, IA
Mr. and Mrs. Francis T. Joslin
Wisconsin Rapids, WI
Guenter and Ingrid Kass
Centerville, OH
Rev. and Mrs. Wayne Keisling
Prattsburg, NY
Paul and Joyce Kemp
Alexandria, VA
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Kennedy
Cambridge, Ontario, Canada
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Kenyon
Salt Point, NY
Mr. and Mrs. James Kettel
Grafton, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Blaine Keyes
Great Valley, NY
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Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kincaid
Elyria, OH
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Kinney
Reading, PA
Stanley and Colleen Kirby
Prospect, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman G. Kitchen
Mahaffey, PA
Ralph and Joyce Knowles
Brunswick, ME
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Koerber
Colchester, CN
Norma and Jim Kolinski
Toledo, OH
Tom and Joy Draner
Cheyenne, WY
Delbert and Doris Dreuscher
Union Grove, WI
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph P. Kuivinen
(parents of Tom Mach)
Fairview Park, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Laird
Vincentown, NJ
Larry and Charlotte Laird
Ankeny, IA
John and Charlotte Lambert
City, VA
PaTent ,A,tfigone
Roger and Anna-Marie Lash
Brownsburg, IN
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Laub
Huntington, NY
Mr. and Mrs. Donald D. Leach
Kettering, OH
David and Eleanor Lelah
Stony Point, NY
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Liebler
Findlay, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Skip Lindsey
Corry, PA
Alan and Eileen Livingston
Yuba City, CA
Parents of Gina R. Long
Martinsburg, WV
Mr. and Mrs. Jay E. Long
Clakrs Summit, PA
David and Maizie Lord
Perry, IA
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lottman
Akron, OH
Mr. and Mrs. James Markison
Brookfield, IL
Mrs. Roberta J. Marriott
Cincinnati, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Marshall
Phoenixville, PA
Mr. and Mrs. John Marshall
Blackwood, NJ
Al and Jan Martin
Grass Lake, MI
Omer and Charlene Mastin
Independence, KY
Rev. and Mrs. Clyde L. Mathewson
Batavia, NY
Mr. and Mrs. B.C. McCain
Dallas, TX
Janet and Bob McCaskill
North Jackson, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Allen McIntyre
Salisbury, MD
Mr. and Mrs. Donald J. McKibben
Continental, OH
Rev. and Mrs. Frederick R. Mackey Anna Merriwether
Canton, OH
David Malcolm
Greenville, SC
Alton, NH
Mr. and Mrs. Francis R. Michonski
Simsbury, CT
Mr. and Mrs. Salvatore Mignogna
(parents of Lynn Calisti)
Greensburg, PA
Howard and Caroline Mills
Sandy Creek, NY
Mr. and Mrs.
Gallipolis, OH
Mr. and Mrs.
Vermilion, OH
Mr. and Mrs.
Springfield, OH
Larry E. Miller
Sanford Mills
Charles S. Monroe
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore S. Montross
Centermoreland, PA
The William D. Moon Family
Erie, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Moore
Marysville, OH
W. Eugene and Shirley Morris
Marietta, OH
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Sports:
Providing An
Outlet
P
hysical activity is an important as-
pect of life, just as important as the
spiritual, academic and social aspects,
recreation and sports provide a healthy
balance for each Cedarville student
Competition is highlighted by the
seven men's and six women's intercol-
legiate athletic reams presented in the
following section The recreational pro-
gram includes a variety of intramural
sports for individuals or teams All of
these physical activities provide outlets
for the frayed nerves and boundless
energies of the students pictured on
the following pages
David Sallee
Games Provide
Release
y ou've got three midterms, a ten pagepaper, and on oral presentation all due
tomorrow. It's 7:00 PM. You haven't started
any of it and are contemplating borh suicide
and prof-a-cide. Ar this point, you are quire
confident that you are as close to a mental
collapse and delirium tremens as you'll ever
be. Instead of slipping on that white jacket with
the comfortable wrap-around arms, however,
you slip into your Nikes and head for the A.C.
After all, the three-man basketball finals are
tonight; you've got priorities!
Intramurals provide the outlet needed to
mend frazzled nerves and curb energetic, ath-
letic appetites. Unlike intercollegiate sports
which require exceptional talent, intramural
spots require only interest; anyone can play
regardless of talent, because it's all in fun —
until the finals, anyway!
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Flog Football 39ers
Powderpuff Football Crushers
Co-Rec. Volleyball P.A.W.'s
Soccer Kickers
Women's Volleyball Classics
3-Mon Basketball
ABA League Cruise II
NBA League Bears
NBA-B League Almocs
Women's Basketball Varsity Classics
Men's Basketball
A Leoogue Mules
B League Banshees
Indoor Soccer Ball Busters
Wolleyball — Men WHODINI
Wolleyboll — Cb-Rec. Wally Wonders
Indoor Softball Boys of Rt. 303
Men's Volleyball Faculty/Staff
Women's Softball Angelic Ones
Men's SottoII Splintered Lumber
Super Dorms Bethel/Willers 100-124
Class Clash Sophomores
Bowling League Campbell's Crew
87
90•'"
A Record
Season
The Cedarville College Women's volleyball
ream had an outstanding season. This
year's ream broke the school record for the
most wins in o season, compiling an overall
record of 31-13. Led by co-captains Carol Hel-
mick and Ten Peterson, the ream earned its
way into district play for the first time since
participating in the NAIA.
Coach Elaine Brown worked hard in devel-
oping rhe ream physically as well as spiritually.
Devotions and prayer time were held before
practices and games. During the course of the
ream's victorious season, games began with
the ream motto, "Yes, Be the Best!" and al-
ways concluded with "Praise the Lord!" A
weekend retreat at Scioto Hills Comp gave the
ream an opportunity to develop cooperative-
ness.
The most valuable player award was given
to freshman Becky Wilson and Angi Wilcox
received the most improved player award.
Juniors Ten Peterson, Renee Gaston, and Beth
Goldsmith were all selected for various confer-
ence reams. With senior Carol Helmick being
the only graduating player, next year's ream
should be highly successful with a returning
group of experienced players.
by Nancy Ozinga
Front Row: Donna Douglas, Julie Butler, Carol Helmick, Teri Peterson, Koren Meadows, Becky Wilson, Bock Row: Coach Elaine Brown, Nancy Ozingo, Angie Wilcox, Beth
Goldsmith, Renee Gaston, Mel Bradley, Christi Culp, Manager.
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Malone
Taylor
Mount Vernon Nazarene
Wilmington
Findlay
Taylor
Tiffin
Miami-Middletown
11-15,
W 15-13,
15-4,
15-7,
15-10,
6-15,
15-5,
15-5,
2-15
16-18, 16-14
12-15, 15-6
15-7
4-15, 4-15
15-7, 8-15
15-8
15-5
Anderson 15-13, 12-15, 15-13
Taylor 15-12, 11-15, 15-11
Eorlhom 11-15, 15-5, 15-7
Bluff ron 4-15, 15-9, 12-15
Defiance 15-8, 15-1
Wilmington 9-15, 6-15
Findlay 9-15, 16-14, 14-16
Ohio Dominican 15-12, 11-15, 15-6
Clark Tech 15-6, 15-4
Urbana 15-3, 15-7
Central Srare 15-3, 13-15, 8-15
Muskingum 15-6, 1-15, 15-11
Mount Union 15-11, 9-15, 15-7
Defiance 15-3, 15-11
Findlay 15-6, 13-15, 8-15
Bluffton 10-15, 14-16
Mount Vernon Nazarene 11-15, 15-11, 15-11
Ohio Wesleyan 15-8, 15-10
Otterbein 15-12, 15-8
Urbana 15-3, 15-2
Wilmington 15-6, 15-2
Sindoir 15-5, 15-7
Bethel 14-16, 15-2, 15-5
Grand Rapids 9-15, 15-19, 15-9
Spring Arbor 12-15, 10-15
Mount Vernon Nazarene 7-15, 15-12, 15-4
Taylor 13-15, 7-15
Rio Grande 17-15, 15-10
Wilmington 15-6, 15-1
Miami-Middletown 16-14, 15-8
Miami-Hamilton 15-8, 15-3
Wittenberg 15-8, 15-8
Central Store 15-6, 6-15, 15-8
Walsh 10-15, 3-15, 7-15
Heidelberg 11-15, 15-12, 10-15
Oberlin 15-9, 15-8
Overall Record 31-13
Volleyball 89
Dream
Becomes
Reality
T o make it to a national tournament duringone's soccer career is quire an honor. As
the season begins, reams anxiously await o
shot at the rifle. Texas and the NCCAA nationals
seem to be an unrealistic goal to many players,
but the 1984 Jackets thought otherwise.
As summer rapidly drew to a close, the
soccer ream was hard at work in preparation
for the opening game against Denison Universi-
ty. The returning lettermen entered pre-season
camp with high expectations for the season.
The talent and the ability were there for a
great year. Those high expectations were
quickly dampened as the team lost its opening
game to Denison 2-0. For the next 9 games
the team suffered frustration as those high ex-
pectations became a sub .500 record of 4-5-1.
Ar this point some changes needed to be
made and Coach McGillivray altered the line
up in an attempt to turn things around.
The second half of the season speaks for
itself as the ream rallied to win 8 our of its last 10
games. Those high expectations returned and
the dream suddenly became reality when the
ream defeated Marion College 10-3 and Grace
College 2-1 to earn the right to travel to Long-
view, Texas, and compere in the NCCAA Na-
tional Soccer Tournament.
The 1984 soccer season has been labeled a
success. This success comes nor only from an 11-
8-1 record,placing second in the NAIA District
22, capturing the NCCAA District 3 title, and
from placing fifth in the NCCAA national tourna-
ment, but also from the many values and
principles that Coach McGillivray strove to instill
within each one of the players. Each person
had his ups and downs as every team does;
but as the season drew to a close, the team
could say that every individual player played
for the honor and testimony of the Lord Jesus
Christ.
by Noel Hack
90 Varsity Soccer
First row: Greg Norden, Don Hawk, Troy Cusrudio, Phil Fogle, Andy Mininger, Tom Fire, Noel Hack, Brent Ziegler, Jeff Baker, Tim Davis, Brian
Hultz; Second row: Coach John McGillivray, Rick Seidel, Mark Fleerwood, Jon Reid, Dove Moody, Jan Schaedel, Dan Byrum, Chuck Abel,
Wayne Anderson, Curt Crircher, Tom Peterson, Don Crorrs.
Cedarville 0 or 2 Denison
Cedarville 2 or 2 Philadelphia Bible
Cedarville 5 2 Asbury
Cedarville 7 1 Ohio Dominican
Cedarville 1 or 2 Tiffin
Cedarville 6 0 Rio Grande
Cedarville 0 2 Goshen
Cedarville 1 2 Walsh
Cedarville 10 0 Urbana
Cedarville 0 2 Northern Kentucky
Cedarville 0 4 Wilmington
Cedarville 2 1 Mr. Vernon
Cedarville 8 0 Findlay
Cedarville 3 0 Malone
NAIA District 22
Cedarville 1 0 Tiffin
Cedarville 0 4 Wilmington
NCAA District III
Cedarville 10 3 Marion
Cedarville 2 1 Grace
NCCAA Nationals
Cedarville 1 2 LeTourneou
Cedarville 4 1 Roberts Wesleyan
Record: 11-8-1
Varsity Soccer 91
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Soccer
J.V. Soccer Team
Kneeling: Donald Lough, Jeff Baker, Bryon Hull, Anrony Hall. Standing: Tim Davis, Troy Cusrodio, Dan Crorrs, Sreve Racz, Don Collins, Chuch Smith, Jim Robinson, Cregan Cooke.
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gh! Not another aerobic point — I'll never
make it." Running has got ro be the
worst sport. That's what I always thought —
well honestly, I still think that way. I am thankful
that the Lord created us all different. Can you
believe there are girls who actually like to run
long distances, too?
Cedarville's Women's Cross Country Team
had a super season. This year's ream com-
bined dedication and a winning spirit to accom-
plish two major goals: winning the NCCAA Dis-
trict III title for the third year in a row and
placing third in the NCCAA Nationals.
Beth Britton deserves a great deal of credit
for her parr as captain. She seemed to fill rhe
shoes of a leader for the ream and was a
strong stabilizing factor. Jane Romig displayed
her talent as she ran to win the Women's
NCCAA Cross Country Championship. In addi-
tion to these two girls, the seven that remained
certainly deserved the same amount of recog-
nition. Their hard work as runners and as lov-
ing, Christian women was the strength of this
ream.
First row: Beth McGillivray, Jane Romig, Cheryl Rendle, Beth Britton, Coach Elvin King, Debbie Pore, Becky Averill, SL
Vaughan, Ann Blessing.
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Grace Invitational
Earham Invitational
Anderson Invitational
NCCAA District III
NAIA District 22
NCCAA Nationals
4rh our of 4
1st out of 5
4th out of 8
1st out of 3
3rd out of 4
3rd our of 8
Women's Cross Country 95
C?,
N.C.C.A.A.
Runners-up
F ifteen-year coach Elvin King assembled an-orher srrong Yellow Jacket cross country
squad in '84 as the harriers ran in two notional
meets for the second straight year. Cedarville
was the NCCAA runner-up again to five-rime
champion Anderson College. The Jackets fin-
ished 24th our of the 37-team NAIA field.
Ar the NCCAA, sophomore Rusty King
placed the Jackets in tenth place to make the
All-Americo team. Junior Tom Hill was 11th as
one of three Coaches' All-Americans. Other
Cedarville scorers were sophomores Gary An-
derson, Dove Schumaker, Dove Cherry and
junior Scott Brooker. They won the NCCAA
District III title for the tenth time in the lost
eleven years.
Besides the second-place NCCAA showing,
the Yellow Jackets qualified for the NAIA Na-
tionals by virtue of their runner-up District 22
finish. Their other second-place outcome was
at the Hanover Invitational where there the
University of Louisville nipped Cedarville by only
two points.
The individual who was the talk of the 1984
season was Rob Moore, a native of West Ol-
ive, Michigan. He won four meets, finished
third in two others, was eighth in NAIA District
22, 15th in the NCCAA, and 31st or the NAIA
Nationals. "Rob has just a remarkable year,"
said King about his prize performer. "He is
continually learning about how to control a
race. I look for him to improve even more the
next two seasons."
Junior Steve Cox was Cedarville's "Most Im-
proved" runner. He, along with Cherry and
Schumaker, saw a lot of varsity action. "We
have to be pleased with our season," declared
King as he summed up the campaign. "Our
lost three teams have been some of the best
thar Cedarville has ever had. We feel like our
program is on the rise and we believe that we
can get even better."
96 Men's Cross Country
First row: Scott Brooker, Steve Cox, Dave Schumaker, Coach Elvin King, Gory Anderson, Tom Hill, Rob Moore, Doug Cheery, Rusty King.
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Defiance Invirational tied 1st out of 11
Grace Invirarional 3rd our of 8
Marion Invirotionol 4th out of 10
Ohio Northern Invitational 1st our of 7
Hanover Invitational 2nd our of 13
NCCAA District III 
 1st out of 5
NAIA Disrricr 22 2nd our of 6
Mid-Oh-o Conference 4th our of 4
NCCAA Nationals 2nd out of 16
NAIA Nationals 24rh our of 37
Men's Cross Counrry 97
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Murphy
Leads
Lady
Jackets
pparently, the women's basketball ream
had an enigmatic player named Murphy
whose name did not appear on this year's
roster. According to Dr. Karol Hunt, team
coach, the ream "had a Murphy's Law season:
if anything could go wrong, it did." Although
the women closed the season with a disap-
pointing 6-21 record, they showed dedication
and persistence in making the year a time of
growth and restructuring.
To highlight the season, the women hosted
the NCCAA National Basketball Tournament
with Dr. Hunt acting as the director. On the
evening following a disappointing game in
which they scored the least number of points in
a national tournament, the women come
back to score the most number of points in a
national rournamenr game.
Plagued by injuries and with only one return-
ing starter, the ream was forced to rely on the
young talent found in freshmen Tonyo Bum-
pus, Stacy McCaskill, Patti Parker, and Crystal
Patrick, who tied with Sherri Norrick for assist
leader honors. Senior captain Jewel Schroder
lead the ream in scoring while junior Beth Gold-
smith who hod the highest free throw percenr-
age also earned honors as the ream's leading
rebounder. The women can look forward to o
strong ream next year with many returning
players except one — Murphy.
98
First- Row: Crysrol Patrick, Beth Goldsmith, Jewel Schroder, Stacy McCaskill, Sherri Norrick; Second Row: Manager
Burton, Assisronr Coach Diane Lichrensreiger, Patti Parker, Ruth Eissens, Tonyo Bumpus, Koren Heoddings, Julie Bu
coach Dr. Karol Hunt.
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Cedarville 57 80 Heidelberg
Cedarville 53 73 Ohio Dominican
Cedarville 52 60 Mt. Sr. Josephs
Cedarville 57 84 Grace
Cedarville 62 48 Hanover
Cedarville 60 72 Dyke
Cedarville 69 57 Tiffin
Cedarville 50 77 Indiana Tech
Cedarville 52 79 Defiance
Cedarville 50 78 Findlay
Cedarville 42 61 Urbana
Cedarville 48 68 Defiance
Cedarville 56 93 Bluffton
Cedarville 54 48 Earlhom
Cedarville 56 60 Dyke
Cedarville 49 58 Wilmington
Cedarville 57 55 Mr. Vernon
Cedarville 44 64 Urbana
Cedarville 59 87 Findlay
Cedarville 63 70 Bluffton
Cedarville 77 71 Ohio Wesleyan
Cedarville 58 93 Defiance
Cedarville 53 75 Marion
Cedarville 70 76 Wilmington
Cedarville 61 78 John Brown
Cedarville 47 65 Azusa Pacific
Cedarville 105 81 Trinity
Record: 6-21
• Women's Basketball 99
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Dave Yeager
4
Freshmen
Excel In
Rebuilding
Year
esr feelings of sympathy arise for the
men's basketball team's ever-so-close
but nonetheless losing record of 14-15, let it be
known that the ream actually gained more
than it lost. Due to an extensive recruiting cam-
paign, the team had an abundance of fresh-
men, three of whom joined the starring line-up
for a good portion of the season. Freshmen
Chris Reese, Tony Ewing, and Mike Freeman
led the ream in scoring respectively, gaining
priceless experience whose value will be real-
ized in future seasons.
Upper clossmen like seniors Tom Greve and
John Srnis provided the leadership for the
young Jackets so rhor, according to Mark Wo-
mack, "the rookies could adequately learn the
college game." MVP Greve graduates as Ce-
darville's all time assist leader and a member of
the honored 1000 point club despite a nagging
thigh injury. Several other players including Da-
vid Yeager, Kirk Fairhurst, and Mike Campbell
also received a fair share of playing time to
round our the scoring effort.
In conference play the Jackets faced formi-
dable opposition in almost every team they
played. The combined efforts of the novice
and experienced players enabled rhe ream to
defeat five of their foes in what head coach Dr.
Don Callan labeled "a balanced league." High-
lighting the season, Dr. Callan also reached his
350th career win. With the experience gained
along the way, the Jackets hope to convert a
restructuring year into future winning seasons.
100 Men's Basketball
First Row: Danny Olinger, John Srnis, Tom Greve, Tony Ewing, Mike Campbell, Mike Freeman, Chris Reese; Second Row: Head Coach, Dr. Don
Callon, Assistant Coach, Steve Young, Kirk Fairhurst, Mike Modderman, Chris Wolter, Don Simerly, Dave Yeager, Steve Terpstra, manager,
Mike Enman, Coach, Mark Kempron, Coach, Bob Fires.
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Cedarville 64
Cedarville 65
Cedarville 68
Cedarville 88
Cedarville 83
Cedarville 113
Cedarville 71
Cedarville 75
Cedarville 87
Cedarville 87
. Cedarville 73
Cedarville 84
Cedarville 94
Cedarville 97
Cedarville 66
Cedarville 76
Cedarville 54
Cedarville 81
Cedarville 101
Cedarville 69
Cedarville 61
Cedarville 83
Cedarville 91
Cedarville 61
Cedarville 85
Cedarville 81
Cedarville 100
Cedarville 81
Cedarville 69
Record 14-15
A11449
64.44
56 Goshen
66 Grace
55 Ohio Dominican
99 Rio Grande
73 Indiana Tech
82 Franklin
76 Wittenberg
70 Ohio Wesleyan
81 Franklin
99 Denison
60 Wilmington
97 Bluffton
69 Quebec-Three Rivers
89 Western Ontario
64 Tiffin
80 Urbana
70 Malone
80 Mr. Vernon
107 Ohio Dominican
92 Rio Grande
81 Walsh
85 Tiffin
74 Urbana
76 Malone
60 Ohio Dominican
98 Rio Grande
96 Mt. Vernon
1138 Walsh
81 Taylor
Men's Basketball 101
The
Beginning
Of The
Future
W hile a goal of the men's Junior Varsitybasketball ream is certainly to establish
a foundation for future varsity seasons, this
year's team not only gained a great deal of
valuable experience, but also they exhibited
on impressive scorecard. The men combined
efforts to bring about the second most success-
ful JV ream in Cedarville College history, post-
ing a record of 13-4. Resident college sports
expert, Mark Womack, characterized this
ream as "unselfish and developed," which is
an explanation for the extent of its success.
Players such as junior Steve Terpsrra, sopho-
more Doug Pugh, and freshman MVP Mike
Warfield contributed significantly to lead the
ream on to later victories over teams which
hod beaten the Jackets earlier in the season.
The result of this unity, exemplified on court,
satisfied players and spectators; basketball fans
can certainly look forward to the events of
next season.
102 J.V. Basketball
Mark Kempron, Kevin Bradshaw, Brian Sturgis, Joel Hayden, Dan Morris, John Bercaw, Steve Hall, Doug Pugh, Mike
WaffleId, Rob Broline, Bob Fries
Left: Steve Hall tries to avoid the thief.
Right: Kevin Bradshaw looks for an open man.
Iv. Basketball 103
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Starting
From
Scratch
T he most unusual fact or statistic about the1984-85 men's wrestling ream is that no
ream existed or was planned when school
opened. Coach Ron Comfort and several wres-
tlers, however, determined to keep the pro-
gram alive, and wrestling was reinstated.
Composed entirely of freshmen and sopho-
mores, the ream had to face opposition from
formidable Division II and Ill schools in order to
compere. While the season record of 2-10 be-
trays the team's inexperience, the strong third
pace finish or the NCCAA National meet indi-
cates the growth that rook place throughout
the season.
Praising the perseverence of his men, Coach
Comfort stated, "No single individual can be
pointed out; each and every wrestler contri-
buted his share to the program." Those wres-
tlers returning to grapple in the 1986 season
can assuredly look forward to one thing: there
will be a team next year.
First Row: Todd Dowden; Kelly Moore, Chris Link; Second Row: Coach Ron Comfort, Todd Hummel, Rob English, E
English, Golyn Nook, Statistician, Jonis Comfort.
104 Wrestling
Urbana Tournament 7th our of 8
Cedarville 36 12 Urbana
Cedarville 6 51 Ohio Northern
Cedarville 16 42 Dayton
Cedarville 16 39 Wilmington
Cedarville 9 45 Malone
Cedarville 15 39 Case Western
Cedarville 15 31 Wilmington
Cedarville 19 33 Wilmington
Cedarville 20 24 Wittenberg
Cedarville 0 45 Indiana Central
Cedarville 0 55 Wright State
Cedarville 27 18 Hanover
NCCAA Nationals 3rd our of 8
Wrestling 105
No-hitter
Highlights
Season
B eginning in January, 16 women plus 3coaches came together to form Cedarville
College's first women's fasr-pitch ream. During
the winter months, the team practiced indoors
in preparation for the spring season. On March
15, the ream packed up and headed for Holly-
wood, Florida, for intense practice and a little
fun in the sun. In Florida, members of the
coaching staff stressed fundamental skills, spe-
cifically hitting and fielding.
The practices paid off when the Women's
Softball Team finished 15-9 overall and 8-4 in
the WBCC, which was good enough for a third
place finish. During the course of the season,
the team did a study on the word "encourage-
ment."
Among the season's highlights, the team
claimed on exciting "come from behind 3-2
victory" over Wirrenberg University. Also, sen-
ior co-captain Julie Erdmann tossed a no-hitter
in a 6-0 victory over Marietta College, an
NCAA school in southeastern Ohio. The ream
will once again face a rough season of play in
1986 in the ever tough WBCC, but it proved this
year in the season of challenges that there is
no mountain that can't be climbed.
Julie Erdmann, Deb Berdy
106 Softball
Row 1: Deb Berdy, Julie Erdmann, Sheri Tice, Sarah Drake, Jewel Schroder, Coach Elaine Brow
Row 2: Sue Baldis, Lanay Herron, Angie Wilcox, Deena Shriver, Becky Jenkins, Asst. Coach Bo
Hood, Asst. Coach Laurie Benedict
Row 3: Angela Cremeans, Kim Fordyce, Tonya Evans, Tommie Nassee, Bonnie Gates
Nor Pictured: Vickie Slane
Cedarville 3 5 Mr. Sr. Joseph
Cedarville 11 8 Mr. Sr. Joseph
Cedarville 8 2 Urbana
Cedarville 9 5 Urbana
Cedarville 4 1 Mt. Vernon
Cedarville 1 5 Mr. Vernon
Cedarville 8 2 Tiffin
Cedarville 12 8 Tiffin
Cedarville 11 4 Bluffton
Cedarville 13 1 Bluffton
Cedarville 9 13 Wilmington
Cedarville 9 6 Wilmington
Cedarville 5 2 Wittenberg
Cedarville 13 6 Wittenberg
Cedarville 10 17 at Taylor
Cedarville 6 3 Spring Arbor
Cedarville 5 4 Findlay
Cedarville 6 7 Findlay
Cedarville 5 0 Marietta
Cedarville 12 2 Marietta
WBCC TOURNAMENT
Cedarville 9 10 Urbana
Cedarville 4 17 Wilmington
NAIA DISTRICT 22 TOURNAMENT
Cedarville 1 7 Findlay
Cedarville 4 6 Walsh
Overall Record: 15-9
WBCC Record: 8-4
Softball 107
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S parked by the leadership of first-yearbaseball coach Dan Coomes, the men's
baseball ream rebounded from a disappointing
1984 season ro post a 1985 record of 18 wins
and 11 losses. These wins included victories over
the formidable opposing reams of University of
Dayton, Central Store, and Mr. Vernon Naza-
rene College.
Sophomore Danny Olinger and senior, "Best
Defensive Player" Gary Mills also led the ream
in its successful campaign in the roles of co-
captains. Sophomore Tom Prarr was named to
the NAIA District 22 ream, while Finney Rojchel
was named "Most Valuable Player" by his
teammates. These individuals combined with
other ream members to advance to the finals
of the NAIA District 22 finals where they were
defeated by Ohio Dominican.
108 Baseball
Kneeling: Chris Walter, Norm Cox, Roger Lurrrel, Gary Mills, Steve Cremean, Nate Hunter,
Springer. Standing: Ken Horton, Bryan Monrross, Tom Pratt, Finney Rojchel, Dan Erlondson, Dan
Olinger, Steve Sagroves, Coach Dan Coomes.
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Cedarville 19 0 Southeastern, Flo.
Cedarville 8 4 Dayton
Cedarville 4 9 Dayton
Cedarville 13 10 Central State
Cedarville 8 3 Central Stare
Cedarville 7 2 Tiffin
Cedarville 4 0 Tiffin
Cedarville 1 2 Rio Grande
Cedarville 2 1 Rio Grande
Cedarville 4 5 Wilmington
Cedarville 1 12 Wilmington
Cedarville 13 10 Malone
Cedarville 9 2 Malone
Cedarville 8 4 Urbana
Cedarville 8 7 Urbana
Cedarville 0 14 Ohio Dominican
Cedarville 4 16 Ohio Dominican
Cedarville 1 3 Walsh
Cedarville 10 6 Walsh
Cedarville 11 7 Central State
Cedarville 7 12 Central Stare
Cedarville 2 1 Mr. Vernon
Cedarville 1 3 Mt. Vernon
Cedarville 11 6 Findlay
Cedarville 11 1 Findlay
NAIA DISTRICT 22 TOURNAMENT
Cedarville 2 15 Ohio Dominican
Cedarville 3 2 Defiance
Cedarville 4 3 Mr. Vernon
Cedarville 4 17 Ohio Dominican
Overall Record: 18-11
MOC Record: 9-5
Baseball 109
A
Successful
Season
Iney've come a long way! In only their fourth year oftercollegiate competition, rhe women's track ream
had o season that Coach John McGillivray labeled their
"strongest and most successful." The women turned in
outstanding performances throughout the season in every
event; school records were broken in all but two events
Ar the top of the heap of accolades amassed by the
women was o first place ream finish or the NCCAA Norionoi
Track Championships. Contributing to her team's impressive
win, Jane Romig set meet records in the 800 and 1500
meters.
Romig was also named Outstanding Female Performer
of the meet and was the recipient of the Wheeler Award
given to the outstanding NCCAA track and field athlete of
the year
In addition Esther Mohr and Beth McGillivray were No
Champions in the 400 meters and high jump. Coach
McGillivray, appropriately awarded for his contribution to
the ream's success, shared in the laurels by receiving Coach
of the Year honors.
110 Women's Trod<
tr Row: Sue Vaughn, Ann Haskowich, Fran Hoskowich, Wendy Grady, Cindy Collier, Kris Parman, Middle Row: Becky Averil, Beth McGillivray, Kathy Reynolds, Tanya
Ebbie Radcliff, Jane Romig, Bock Row: Cheryl Rind, Laura Huggorr, Esther Mohr, Gretchen Mounrz, Jody Eckert, Michelle Snyder, Kathy Watson, Coach McGillivary.
Marietta Relays
Cedarville Relays
West Virginia Stare
Invitational
Cedarville 88, Wittenberg
Earlharn Relays
WBCC
NCCAA Nationals
NAIA District 22
1st our of 3
1st our of 4
3rd out of 8
55, Rio Grande 27
1st out of 10
1st out of 5
1st our of 14
5th out of 9
111
Diversity
Leads
Team
T he diversity of talent displayed by themen's track ream led the ream to several
championships and a variety of impressive vic-
tories. Cultivating the talent of ream members
early in the winter months, Coach Elvin King
saw the beginnings of a ream that would take
second place at the NCCAA National meet and
win several invirationals including those or West
Virginia Stare, Findlay College, and the Marietta
Relays.
While Rob Moore copped ream MVP honors
because of his strong finishes throughout the
season, many orher team members contribut-
ed significantly to the season's success. The
team members set school records in five differ-
ent events, further demonstrating the depth
and diversity of the ream's talents. Leading the
distance runners, NAIA All-American Moore set
a record in the 1500 meters. Sprinters De Smith
and Tim Walters set records in the 100 meters
and 110 meter hurdles and were also named to
the NCCAA All-American ream. Serring records
in the javelin and hammer were Scott Hannay,
another All-American.
Always striving for excellence, the team in
the form of its many members once again
reached longer distances, faster times and new
heights.
Front Row: Steve Cox, Rusty King, Rob Moore, Clancy Cruise, Tom Hill, De Smith, Dove Christ
Dave Schumaker, Ric James, Middle Row: Gory Anderson, Eric Shrum, Tim Walters, Jo
Brewin, Steve Terpstra, Joel Hayden, Clarence Eddy, Scott Hannay, Dave Moody, Bock R
112 Men's Track Manager, Doug Cherry, Dean Price, Kevin Wallace, Philip Hulbert, Marc Herrmann, Scott Broo
Jim Parvis, Ron Kunrz, Coach Elvin King, Manager — Ann Blessing.
Scorr Hannay Clancy Cruise
Marietta Relays 1st our of 5
Cedarville Relays 2nd our of 6
West Virginia State
Invirarional 1st our of 9
Cedarville 102, Wirrenberg 67, Capital 21
Findlay Invitational 1sr our of 8
2nd our of 4Mid-Ohio Conference
NCCAA Nationals
NAIA District 22
2nd our of 19
2nd our of 7
Men's Track 113
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Laying The
Foundation
For Future
Seasons
E xperience: It is the sought-after
L foundation upon which winning
teams are built. For the women's tennis
team, 1985 was a season of laying
foundations for future seasons.
The ladies finished a somewhat dis-
appointing third place in the NAIA Dis-
trict 22 home march, foiling to defend
their title. Posting an adequate but los-
ing record of 4-6, the 1984 women
met the challenges presented by op-
posing teams. Their record belies the
effort and talent displayed by the ladies
as many of the meets were lost by
only one point.
Lee Austin and Roge Lash gained
some valuable experience in their nov-
ice year; Austin posted the best record
of the season at her number six posi-
tion, and Lash was recognized as the
best rookie. The doubles team of Laura
Wuesrner and Dawn Reehl won All-
District honors. Tracy Turner and Me-
lanie Mathewson earned team awards
as most-improved and coach's award
respectively.
114 Women's Tennis
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CEDAR VILLE
Row: Lee Austin, Cindy Stolzfus, Judy Hoppe, Melanie Marthewson, Tracy Turner, Dock Row: Beth Nester, Down Reehl, Patti Webb,
y Carron, Deborah Yacynych, Laura Wuestner, Roge Lash, Coach Dr. Diehl.
Cedarville 6 3 Findlay
Cedarville 4 5 Bluffton
Cedarville 4 5 Northern Kentucky
Cedarville 6 3 Malone
Cedarville 6 3 Walsh
Cedarville 3 6 Wright State
Cedarville 1 8 at Northern Kentucky
Cedarville 7 2 at Findlay
Cedarville 4 5 at Bluffton
Cedarville 2 7 at Wright State
NAIA DISTRICT 22
Walsh 14
Bluffton 11
Cedarville 8
Malone 7
Dual Match Record: 4-6
Women's Tennis 115
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A Very
Special
Season
"They did what no one in the district
thought they could do. A lot of years we hod
been favored to win hands down; this year
we were nor favored and won rhe district
anyhow. That mode this season very, very
special."
Summing up his twentieth year of coaching
men's tennis at Cedarville, Dr. Murray Murdoch
praised his team's determination in a year
"When nothing came terribly easy." With only
two players returning from the varsity line-up,
former junior varsity from the varsity line-up,
and doubles players filled the empty positions
capably. As a result, the team compiled an
impressive season's record of 15 wins and 3
losses which included winning an exciting 5-4
match over Walsh, The Mid-Ohio Conference
title, and their fourteenth consecutive district
crown.
Guiding his teams with his skilled coaching
hand, Coach Murdoch has amassed a pheno-
minal record of 336 wins and 45 losses over
the lost twenty years. In honor of this achieve-
ment, players past and present gathered over
the weekend of May 20 to pay tribute to their
coach. Coach Murdoch stared of the reunion
that "it was a tremendous thrill for me and a
great opportunity to see some kids whom I
haven't seen since they graduated from Ce-
darville."
Ranking as the ream's number one player
for four years, captain Gary Coiro provided
leadership for the team as an Academic All-
American; he graduated with on outstanding
record in both singles and doubles. Senior Bruce
Richards moved up the ranks to ploy varsity
singles and provided the ream with critical vic-
tories in both the M.O.C. and district champion-
ships.
116 Men's Tennis
'irst Row: Danielle Kizer, Greg Frank, Rob English, Steve Kuhn, Bill Bathe, Bob Gresh, Bruce Richards, Mary Newsome. Second Row: Gory Coiro, Ken
ihovelton, Jeff Patrick, Dave Yeager, Greg Moran, Fronk Terkelsen, Kevin Crawford, Thurman Payton, Cooch Murdoch.
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Cedarville 5 4 Malone
Cedarville 6 3 Ky Wesleyan
Cedarville 9 0 IUPU-Ft. Wayne
Cedarville 6 3 Ky Wesleyon
Cedarville 8 1 at Mt. Vernon
Cedarville 6 3 or IUPU-Ft. Wayne
Cedarville 7 2 Wilmington
Cedarville 1 8 or Wright State
Cedarville 5 4 Walsh
Cedarville 5 4 at Otterbein
MID-OHIO CONFERENCE
Cedarville 29
Cedarville
Walsh 26
Malone 14
Mr. Vernon 3
Cedarville 7 2 at Wilmington
TRANSYLVANIA INVITATIONAL
Transylvania 39
Cedorville 30
N. Kentucky 24
Asbury 4
Maryville 2
Campbellsville DO
NAIA DISTRICT 22
Cedarville 18
Wilmington 14
Bluffton 13
Malone 13
Mt. Vernon 7
Walsh 7
NAIA NATIONALS
21st our of 46 Men's Tennis 117
Experienced
Seniors
Lead Team
To Victories
N ext year golf coach Dr. Allen Mon-roe may not be blessed with as
much success as he has enjoyed in
years post. This year marks the gradu-
ation of four of Monroe's varsity play-
ers, all of who contributed significantly
to the 1985 season's success. The de-
parture of seniors Tom Greve, Tom Ew-
ing, Bob Fires, and Dave Kahn will leave
next year's team devoid of some all-
important seasoning that only years of
experience can provide. This exper-
ience led the ream to three tourna-
ment victories this year: the Xavier and
Tiffin Invirationals and the covered
NCCAA District Ill Championship.
While the experience of the seniors
provided opportunity for winning, a
freshman, Mark Reed, actually led the
team as its number one player with an
average of 77.9. Although next year
will be rebuilding one, Coach Monroe
can look forward to Reed's return.
118 Golf
Glenville State Invitational
Cedarville 314 348 Urbana
Cedarville Invitational
MOC Invitational
Cedarville 319 335 Sinclaire
Cedarville 319 349 Clark Tech
Cedarville 319 437 Miami-Hamilton
Cedorville384424 Wilmington
Tiffin Invitational
Bluffron Invitational
Xavier Invitational
MOC March
Malone Invitational
MOC March
NCCAA District III
NAIA District 22
Match Record: 13-4-1
9th out of 12
2nd out of 9
2nd our of 5
1st our of 8
3rd our of 9
1st our of 11
3rd our of 5
2nd out of 12
2nd our of 5
1st our of 5
3rd out of 8
Golf 119
Letting
Loose!
W inter quarter is highlighted by the excit-ing, exhilarating basketball games held
in the athletic center. Students look forward
every week to "letting loose" and screaming
their lungs our to cheer on the Yellow Jackets.
The basketball games would be much less
exciting, however, if not for those special peo-
ple who cheer, perform, and contribute their
musical ability to lead the crowd in cheers. The
cheerleaders work extra hard in preparing for
the basketball games. Physical conditioning,
learning cheers, and supporting the various
reams keeps them busy throughout the year.
The flag team provides entertainment dur-
ing pre-game and half-rime, doing routines to
songs played by the pep-band.
The pep-band plays a major parr in school
spirit by playing spirited songs that usually make
the fans stand to their feet cheering. Mr. Di-
cuirci, leader of the pep-band, has a special
talent for leading the band in songs like
"Sloopy" that are perfect or the right moment.
The one thing that students will remember
once they graduate from Cedarville College is
the fun-filled, crazy basketball games during
winter quarter. Without the cheerleaders, flog
ream and pep-band, the memories would not
be quite so vivid.
120 Spirit
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Current
Events:
Trusting In
God
Through
Turbulent
Times
C urrenr events are sometimes encouraging, oft-timesfrightening, always interesting They demonstrate
that we live in a world that has experienced great
advances in medicine, science, technology, and for many,
standard of living Yet we are troubled by great moral
laxity and the seemingly intractable and chronic problems
of famine, hunger, poverty, pestilence, and war. In the
face of this evidence, some have said there is no God,
others ore simply unsure Still others place their faith in great
nations and military might while some search for peace or
simply withdraw in apathy and isolation
For the Christian though, few things should be more sel-
evident in such times than that God is the source and only
guarantor of our security. Proverbs 21:31 illustrates this truth
in observing that "the horse is prepared against the day of
bottle: but safety is of the Lord"
"In God We Trust" is a succinct reminder of Solomon's
proverb and of where our ultimate loyalties must lie In
1956, "In God We Trust" become the national motto
Though periodically belittled as too unsophisticated, it is
notwithstanding, a fitting statement of Christian and, we
hope, American ideals
In one sense, the phrase is merely one component of
American patriotism along side the flog, apple pie, Uncle
Sam, the eagle, Mr Rushmore, the Goldengote and more
For those who would treat it lightly, it is simply a religious
version of Americana But for the Christian, the phrase is
much more, for it symbolizes his commitment to o tran-
scendent God as well as honors the prinaples of liberty for
which the American notion has historically stood
It is in this respect that "In God We Trust" best expresses
o responsible Christian Patriotism It pays homage to o God
who stands above and beyond a nation peopled by
imperfect citizens and who, because lie exists, makes
possible the ideal of freedom they espouse The American
nation has been bountifully blessed, is the land of the free
and the home of the brave, and deserves the Christian's
support, even pride. Ultimately, it is to God, not the notion,
that the Christian extends his worship It is God that we trust
to deliver us from the vicissitudes of turbulent times, for it is
God that works in this world both to will and to do his goad
pleasure
Dr. Rex Rogers
Assistant Professor
Of Political Science
All photos in following section from Wide World Photos.•fi
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Mission specialist Bruce
McCandless takes a walk in
space in early 1984. In the
photo he is seen using the so-
called manned maneuvering
unit as he moved away from
the Shuttle Challenger during
the eight-day space mission.
The Statue of Liberty cele-
brated her 98th birthday in
1984 and she began to show
her age. The statue was worn
from constant pummeling by
wind, salt air and acid rain,
and the iron ribbing support-
ing the copper covering was
badly corroded. A two-year
restoration began in July
1984. It included a new gold-
plated torch.
Louisville, Kentucky, March
12, 1985. Murray Haydon,
right, was moved out of the
intensive care unit at Humana
Hospital Audubon, and into a
room next door to William
Schroeder, left. The two are
recipients of permanent artifi-
cial heart. Surgeon William
DeVries performed the trans-
plants.
124 Current Events
Democratic presidential
candidate Walter Mondale
made history when he chose
a woman, Geraldine Ferraro
as his vice presidential running
mate. Mondale and Ferraro
were nominated on the
Democratic ticket at the par-
ty convention in San Fran-
cisco in July. He announced
early in his campaign that to
lower the federal deficit in-
creased taxes would be nec-
essary.
Tukulababa, Sudan, No-
vember, 18, 1984, A man's
emaciated body shows the
effects of malnutrition as he
lies in front of sick children at
the Tukulababa refugee
camp in Sudan. The world
looked on in horror at pictures
like this one when they real-
ized the extent of starvation
in Africa.
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President Ronald Reagan
and Vice President George
Bush sought re-election in
1984. He vowed not to raise
taxes and ran on his record of
the previous' four years. His
tactic worked. President Rea-
gan won re-election with the
biggest electoral vote in the
nation's history with 49 per-
cent of the total vote.
The United States Marines
arrived in Beirut in 1982. Leba-
non was torn by civil war and
foreign invasion. In 1984 when
the Marines left, more than
260 Marines were dead,
Lebanon was still at war with
most of its territory occupied
by foreign troups and its gov-
ernment tottering.
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Bhopal, India December 7,
1984. An Indian woman cra-
dles her baby blinded by poi-
sonous gas which leaked from
a Union Carbide pesticide
factory in central India. Many
people suffered blindness,
eye ulcers, and eye irritation.
Doctors also reported still-
births, and said long-term ef-
fects could include perma-
nent blindness, partial paraly-
sis, lung, liver and kidney dam-
age.
Loma Linda, California, No-
vember, 1984. Baby Fae lis-
tens to her mother's voice
over the telephone just 13
days after the infant's historic
heart transplant at Loma Lin-
da University Medical Center.
The baby was born with a de-
formed heart and without a
transplant she had a very
small chance of surviving.
Doctors decided to experi-
mentally replace Baby Fae's
deformed heart with that of a
baboon.
The United States did well in
the Summer Olmpics, winning
83 gold medals, 61 silver, and
30 bronze. Mary Lou Retton
won the all-around gold med-
al and led the gymnastics
team to a silver medal: she
also won bronze medals for
the floor exercise and the un-
even parallel bars and took a
silver medal for the vault. The
Soviet Union and other Com-
munist countries boycotted
the Summer Olympics.
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An Extended
Family
A student enrers his classroom and
sirs down pensively, waiting expecrant
ly, trustfully for the mind guiding words
rhar come from his professor Down
the hall, another student confused by
his financial statement, receives sound
advice and a trusted explanation that
clears up the difficulty.
Far from being an independent ex-
perience, arrending college requires
srudenrs ro trust God to bring them into
conrocr with faculty and staff members
rhar become parr of an extended and
trusied family. On the following pages
the Miracle staff presenrs rhe faces of
rhose whom we as a studenr body
have come to depend on and love so
grearly.
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Faculty
Robert Abbas, Ph. D.
Professor of Psychology
Merlin Ager, Ph. D.
Professor of Education
Irene B. Alyn, R.N., Ph.D.
Professor of Nursing
Lyle Anderson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Music
J. Wesley Baker, M.A.
Ass't. Professor of Speech
Lois Baker, R.N., M.S.N.
Assistant Professor of Nursing
Sue Baker, M.Ed.
Associate Professor of Education
Richard Baldwin, M.B.A.
Assistant Professor of Business
Stanley N. Ballard, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology
Ray Bartholomew, Ph.D.
Professor of English
Patricia L. Bates, M.S.
Dean of Women
Janet A. Bauer, M.S.
Assistant Professor of Nursing
Donald Baumann, Ph.D.
Professor of Biology and Chemistry
Harmon Bergen, M.A.
Associate Professor of Foreign
Languages
James Biddle, Ph.D.
Professor of Education
Sharon Biddle, Ph.D.
Associate Academic Vice President
Omer Bonenberger, D.Ed.
Associate Professor of Education
Janice Bosma, M.L.S.
Assistant Dir. of Library Services
Tim Bosworth, M.A.
Dean of Men
Edwin Braithwaite, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Lynn Brock, M.L.S.
Director of Library Services
Debra Brown, M.B.A.
Assistant Professor of Marketing
Elaine Brown, M.Ed.
Assistant Professor of P.E.
Stephen Brown, M.L.S.
Associate Dir. of Library Services
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Donald Callan, Ph. D.
Professor of P.E.
Charles Clevenger, D.M.A.
Assistant Professor of Music
Michael DiCuirci, M.M.
Assistant Professor of Music
Pamela S. Diehl, Ph. D.
Associate Professor of P.E.
Charles Dillon, M.S.
Ass't Dir. of Instructional Media
Pat Landers Dixon, M. Ed.
Associate Professor of English
Charles D. Dolph, Ph. D.
Associate Professor of Psychology
Richard Durham, Th. D.
Professor of Bible and Greek
Lee Eimers, Ph. D.
Assoc. Prof. of Physics & Math
Sharon Eimers, M. Sp. Ed.
Assistant Professor of Education
Charles Ellington, Ph.D.
Professor of Music
A. Elmore, M.A.T.
Professor of Biology, Emeritus
Daniel Estes, Th. M.
Ass't Professor of Bible and Greek
Ciffprd Fawcett, D.B.A.
Professor of Management
Jean Fisher, M.A.
Assoc. Professor of Christian Ed.
Dennis Flentge, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Dwayne Frank, D.Ed.
Professor of Education
Ellen Glanville, M.S.Ed.
Ass't Professor of Special Ed.
Edward L. Greenwood, D.A.
Professor of English
Robert Gromacki, Th.D.
Professor of Bible and Greek
Ronald Grosh, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of English
Helen L. Hall, M.A.
Associate Professor of Education
Joseph G. Halsey, M.Ed.
Assoc. Professor of Political Sci.
Sandi Hamer, M.A.
Assistant Professor of English
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Marinus Hazen, M.B.A., C.P.A.
Assistant Professor of Business
Larry Helmick, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry
Karol Hunt, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of P.E.
Martha Johnson, M.A.
Ass't Professor of Secretarial Sci.
Betsy L. Kempf, B.S.
Ass't. Prof. of Sec. Science
Lawrence Killian, M.A.
Associate Professor of Biology
Elvin R. King, M.Ed.
Associate Professor of P.E.
Mark Klimek, M.S.N.
Assistant Professor of Nursing
Mark Larson, M.A.
Assistant Professor of Spanish
James Leightenheimer, B.A.
Instructor of Broadcasting
Barbara Loach, M.A.
Assistant Professor of Spanish
Mike Lopez, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Comm. Arts
Philip McClure, M.M.
Assistant Professor of Music
John McGillivray, M.S.
Assistant Professor of P.E.
James E. McGoldrick, Ph.D.
Professor of History
David Matson, Ph.D.
Professor of Music
Douglas J. Miller, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Allen Monroe, Ph.D.
Professor of Social Science
Beverly Monroe, M.A.
Associate Professor of Education
Kurt Moreland, M.A.
Assistant Professor of Comm. Arts
J. Murray Murdoch, Ph.D.
Professor of History
David Ormsbee, B.A.
Director of Admissions
Charles Pagnard, M.A.
Asst Professor of Music
Robert Parr, M. A.
Assistant Professor of Sociology
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Donald Parvin, M. Div.
Assistant Professor of Bible
Gary Percesepe, M.A.
Assistant Professor of Philosophy
James Phipps, Ph.D.
Professor of Communication Arts
Terry Phipps, M.S.
Assistant Professor of Biology
Marlin Rayburn, M.A.
Associate Professor of Comm. Arts
Anne Rich, M.S., C.P.A.
Assistant Professor of Accounting
Jack Riggs, Th.D.
Professor of Bible
David Robey, M.A.
Ass't Professor of Comm. Arts
Rex Rogers, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Political Sci.
David L. Rofman, MAT., C.D.P.
Assistant Professor of Business
Maureen 0. SaIladay, R.N., M.P.H.
Assistant Professor of Nursing
James Seaman, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Marketing
Lila Seaman, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Education
John Silvius, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Biology
Ruth Slocum, M.N.
Assistant Professor of Nursing
Galen Smith, M.S.
Assistant Professor of Economics
Sarah Smith, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Accounting
Edward E. Spencer, M.A.
Professor of English
Karl Stahl, M.A.
Assistant Professor of Music
Ronald J. Walker, M.S.
Associate Professor of Business
Dave Warren, Th.M.
Associate Professor of Bible
Daniel Wetzel, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics and Math
Stephen Young, B.A.
Instructor of P.E.
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STAFF
Ruth Ager
Sec. to Assoc. Academic Dean
John Anglea
Budget Dir., Bus. Mgr's Office
Diane Auckland
Student Employment & Institutional
Loan Co-ordinator, Financial Aid Office
Mary Auckland
Bookstore, Secretary
Martha Baldwin
P R Composer Operator
Donna Beight
Post Office, Clerk
Grace Beikert
Secretary/Clerk, Physical Plant
Audrey Bergen
Bookstore, Mgr. Text Book Dept.
Betty J. Bertschinger
Patterson Clinic, Director
Brenda Boley
Patterson Clinic, Supervisor
James Bowersox
Security Officer, Physical Plant
Richard Bowersox
Business Mgr's Office, Controller
Connie Bradds
Post Office, Clerk
Jeffrey D. Brock
Dev. Office, Dir. Annual Giving
Mark Brown
Dir. of Security, Physical Plant
Margaret Burrichter
Business Mgr's Office, Cashier
Debbie Cagwin
Bus. Mgr's Office Accts. Pay. Clerk
Fran Cambell
Bookstore, Accts. Pay./Receivable
Jack Cambell
Dir. Academic Records/Registrar
Alberta Carr
Bookstore, Sales Clerk/Music Supp.
James
WCDR Field Representative
Stuart Chaffe
_ Post Office Manager
Jim Chambers
Gen. Maint. — Physical Plant
Harry Cole
Bookstore, Ass't Manager
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Deborah Compton
Academic Records, Records Clerk
Wilman Conklin
Dev. Office, C.R.T. Operator
Ron Corieil
Public Relations Director
Robert Couch
Ass't Dir. Financial Aid
Beth Coy
Sec. Chancellor's Off. & Patt. Clinic
Sherry Coy
Sec. Student Services
Jeff Cunningham
Electronic Tech., Physical Plant
Marie Dailey
Sec. Placement Services
Jeannie Day
Bookstore Sales Clerk/School Supp.
John DeMeester
Head Resident
Steve DePenning
Campus Ministries, Dir. of Compassion &
Puppet Ministries
Norma Deranek
Finiancial Aid Secretary
Margaret Dillon
Patterson Clinic, Office Co-ordinator
Linda Divan
A.V. Services Co-ordinator
Cheryl Draa
Communication Arts Secretary
Sandra G. Entner
Director of Counseling Service
Patricia Farrow
Head Resident
Judy Fires
Sec., Vice President for Dev.
Nancy Fissel
Bus. Mgr's Office, Head Cashier
David Gaffner
Director of Placement
Paul H. Gathany
General Manager
David Gidley
Director of Financial Aid
Irene Gidley
Sec., President's Office
Margaret Green
Camp. Min. Off. Mgr. & MIS Co-ordinator
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May Greenwood
Sec Academic Vice President
DeWayne Grooms
WCDR Music Library
Robert Gwinn
HUAC — Physical Plant
Hugh T. Hall
Dev. Off. Dir. of Church Relations
Lorraine Ann Holladay
Secretary, Nursing
Barbara Henderson
Bookstore, Cashier
Carolyn Hollopeter
WCDR Tape Duplicating/Counseling
Sec.
Agnes Howell
Head Resident
Patricia Huber
Social Science Secretary
Helen Hunt
Sec. Physical Plant
Leigh Hunt
Director of Physical Plant
Robert Hunt
Carpenter — Physical Plant
Judy Johnson
Circulation Supervisor — Library
Timothy Johnson
Storekeeper — Physical Plant
Byron Jones
Plumber — Physical Plant
Emily Kaufman
WCDR Secretary
JoAnne Kendall
Admissions Correspondence Sec.
Helen T. King
Education Secretary
Nancy Knauff
Student Services Receptionist
Gary P. Kuhn
Director of Alumni
Matthew E. Kunkel
Head Resident
Susan Larson
P.R. Graphic Artist
Patricia J. Lee
Bus. Mgr's Office — Payroll Mgr.
Diane Lichtensteiger
Business Admin. Sec.
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Bruce Maddux
WCDR — Electronic Technician
Dawn Mathews
Admin, Computer Serv. — Computer
Opr.
Mark Mathews
Asst Dir. Rec. Activities
Stanley Matthews
Gen. Maint./Carpenter — Physical Plant
Bernice Mick
Bookstore Manager
Cheryl A. Miller
Christian Ministries Secretary
Mary Mitchell
Public Relations Sec.
Paul Paolino
Painter — Physical Plant
Beatrice Printy
Head Resident
David Purrington
Ass't Dir. of Physical Plant
Jennifer Raught
Library — M.P.C. Supervisor
Sharon Rawson
Admissions Office Manager
Ethel Rayburn
Library Secretary
Carl Ruby
Admissions Representative
Ruth Sagraves
Financial Aid Secretary
David Samuel
WCDR Audio Engineer
Douglas Sjoquist
Dir. of Admin. Computer Serv.
Jon Skillman
WCDR Program Operations Dir.
John Smith
Financial Aid Clerk
Michele Smith
Library — Serials Co-ordinator/
Acquisitions Clerk
Roscoe Smith
Admissions — Visitor Co-ordinator
Dorothy Spencer
Sec., Vice President for Bus.
Ida St. Clair
Bus. Mgr's Off.
Switchboard Opr./Head Recept.
Mary Stahl
Bookstore — Cashier
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Joan Street
Head Resident
Kathy Sturgis
Campus Min. Ass't Dir. of Music
Rae Taylor
Alumni — Secretary
Virginia Taylor
Development Researcher
Steven Thompson
Ass't. Dir. of Financial Aid
John Tocknell
WCDR — Station Chief Engineer
Bonnie Vickman
Copy Center — Supervisor
Jeff Vickman
Schedule Control — Physical Plant
Allan Vine
Post Office — Clerk
Don Wagner
HPE — A.C. Equip., Coordinator
Richard G. Walker
Director of Campus Activities
Paul R. Ware
Head Groundskeeper — Phys. Plant
Phyllis Wetzel
Planned Giving — Sec.
Cynthia Wolff!
Financial Aid — Sec.
Carla Womack
Academic Records — Clerk
Glenda Womack
Health, P.E. — Sec.
Jay Womack
Auto Mechanic — Physical Plant
Mark Womack
HPE — Sports Info. Dir.
Gerri Wyse
Bookstore — Cashier
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Stuart Chaff&
Staff Member of
the Year
11
Dr. James Phtpps:
Faculty Member
of the Year
Dr. James Phipps:
t is hard to express the gratitude that is felt
or receiving a student generated award. To
be recognized by those that you seek to serve
s a great honor.
The Lord has given me a great love for
Cedarville College and its students; and, in ret-
rospect, I can see His leading in so many of the
events of my life here. He has provided for me
a family which also loves the college and is
very supportive of me in the amount of effort
that is necessary to try to do a good .job as a
reacher.
He has also provided faculty, colleagues,
and administrators who continually challenge
Mr. Stuart Chaffe:
o be associated with Cedarville College
means very much to me because it stands
"For the Word of God and The Testimony of
Jesus Christ." As a student it was a privilege for
me to sir under the instruction of Godly profes-
sors and also to listen to chapel speakers who
contributed to my spiritual growth. Friendships
made during those student days have contin-
ued through the years and have been a
source of rich blessing.
As a staff member, it is o joy for me to have
the opportunity to serve the Lord in a Christian
environment and to enjoy the fellowship of
members of the college family. To have a
small parr on a ream that is preparing students
for their future ministry is very rewarding. I am
grateful to God for giving me a dedicated staff
that enjoys their work and does it as unto the
Lord.
Although serving the entire college family is
a pleasure, it is particularly thrilling to meet
second generation students and M.K.'s whose
parents were former classmates.
It has been on exciting experience to watch
the Lord bless and enlarge the ministry of Ce-
darville College during the 29 years that my
wife and I have been associated with it. Along
me me, my wife and daughter are proud to
have Cedarville College as our Almo Mater.
Should the Lord so will, we would be delighted
to see our three granddaughters also graduate
from Cedarville College.
Stuart Choffe
me to grow professionally and spiritually. These
people are more valuable to me than anyone
can express. The faculty award could have
easily been awarded to many of them.
It is my prayer that we may all be able to
work together to see God's work continue or
Cedarville by challenging each other to grow in
our relationship with Him.
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Paffent ,DDafrone
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Morse and
family
Wiscasset, ME
Pastor and Judy Moser
Ashland, OH
Walter and Lois Moser
Brook Park, OH
Bob and Marge Mowry
Sherwood, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Muckley
Strasburg, OH
Clifford and Vera Musselman
Noblesville, IN
Carl and Iva Jean Nasse
Canajoharie, NY
Lawrence and Pearl Neal
Sharon Ville, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond A. Nemecek
Hollywood, FL
L. Nervo
New York, NY
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Netzley
Shepherd, MI
Bill and Barbara Nickoson
Dayton, OH
Mrs. Vera Oakes
Binghamton, NY
Judge and Mrs. G.L. Oliver
Alexandria, VA
Mrs. Beulah J. Olson
Decorah, IA
Mr. and Mrs. Delwyn I. Orr, Jr.
Muncie, IN
Mr. and Mrs. Webster Orton
Algona, IA
Phil and Judy Parks
Hancock, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Patrick
Kettering, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Garold L. Paxson, Jr.
Kokomo, IN
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Pearson
Springfield, MA
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Perrott
Horseheads, NY
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence A. Phillips, Sr.
Sebring, FL
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel L. Pierce
Dublin, OH 43017
Lori Pitonyak's parents
Bellwood, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Plooy
Waukesha, WI
Edwin J. and Jean A. Pratt
Ypsilanti, MI
William and Elsie Prevost
Greenlawn, NY
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Parman
Epworth, IA
Mr. and Mrs. Ford M. Patrick
Columbus, OH
Mrs. Margund Pearson
Millburn, NY
Ron and Louise Perkins
Hinckley, OH
Rev. and Mrs. Douglas Peters
Troy, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Phipps HI
Coates wile, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Pomeroy
Troy, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Pugh
Louisville, OH
Mr. and Mrs. John Racz
Hoffman Estates, IL
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Ramey
Lombard, IL
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ray
Lebanon, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Reed
Mt. Sidney, VA
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Reede
Geigertown, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Reese
Saugus, CA
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis A. Regnier
Toledo, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Reichard
Gilbertsville, PA
Rev. William and Gloria Reid
Hong Kong
Warren and Eva Richards
Lima, OH
Louis and Virginia Richardson
Columbus, NJ
Mr. and Mrs. James Rickard
Richland, WA
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Parcent Patffens
Loren and Audry Terpstra
Sully, IA
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Tewksbury
Sheffield Village, OH
Art Thompson
Endicott, NY
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas K. Thompson
Berea, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Thompson
Bridgeville, DE
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph J. Todd
Plainview, MN
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Tome
Detroit, MI
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Triehy
Pepperell, MA
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Troyer
Kentwood, MI
Ernie and Hazel Truman
Greenville, SC
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Tuttle
Spring City, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Tyler
Portage, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Ulmer
Seymour, IN
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Vanness
Stickney, IL
Mr. and Mrs. David Van Schoick
Bergen, NY
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Ve Strand
Westfield, NY
Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Wagner
West Long Branch, NJ
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Walker
Cornwall, NY
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Wallace
Worthington, OH
Don and Marlene Walter
Findlay, OH
Don and Barbara Ward
Hudson, IA
William and Beth Warfield
Greenwood, IN
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wassenaar
Grand Rapids, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Weber
Bigfork, MT
Linden and Judith Welch
Huntington, MD
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Weiss
Centerville, OH
Ted and Jan Weitkamp
Jacobus, PA
Bob and Mary Whitaker
West Chester, OH
Mrs. John S. White
Orlando, FL
Rev. Richard D. Whittenburg
Houston, TX
Lucille F. Wight
Ravenswood, WV
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Wilson
Ravenswood, WV
Rev. and Mrs. C.R. Windnagle
Spencer, NY
Dwight and Jan Winkleman
Buffalo Center, IA
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Wolcott
Chardon, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Wyand
Hagerstown, MD
Dr. and Mrs. Rod Wyse
Cedarville, OH
Duane and Kathy Young
Columbus Grove, OH
Donna and Thomas Young
Orlando, FL
Mr. and Mrs. John Zehrung
San Pablo, CA
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The preparation stage is now
drawing to a close.
We feel somewhat prepared in
our major,
we've seen ourselves change,
mature,
and establish life-rime values.
We've often questioned, "Why Lord?
Why can't I be our in the world now?"
But that day has come.
We hesitate.
We ponder.
For the goodbyes are sod to soy:
those friends to whom we entrusted our lives,
those friends with whom we've spent
hours laughing and crying,
those friends who will always be
in our memories.
But that day has come. As you look
or the next- few pages, you will
see our pains, our changes, and
our wisdom. For we shall stand
together on that graduation day,
united as one, soon to be scattered,
soon to be faced with unknown
challenges, and soon to leave
precious friends.
Brenda James
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Charles E. Abel Joyce Ann Abel Shari Lynn Altirnus April Lynne Ames
Business Administration Accounting Physical Education English
Covington, Kentucky Greenwood, Indiana Olmsted Falls, Ohio Florence, New Jersey
Gary B. Anderson Hugh M. Anderson Wayne Paul Anderson Tina Lynn Ashley
Chemistry History Business Administration Elementary Education
Ringwood, New Jersey Moundsville,West Virginia Hamburg, New York Wellston, Ohio
Dave C. Averill
Bible/Preseminary
New Hampton, Iowa
146 Seniors
Kimra I. Ayres
Accounting
Cincinnati, Ohio
Sharon Lynn Banzhof
Business Administration
Muncy, Pennsylvania
James R. Barber
Behavioral Science/Psycholo
Seminole, Florida
Daniel Dale Baden
Bible Comprehensive
Elkhart, Indiana
Lorene F. Barram
Elemenaty Education
Medina, Ohio
Deborah Ann Battaglia
Accounting
Cedarville, Ohio
Robert A. Bauer
Business Administration
Beavercreek, Ohio
Judy L. Bears Jon D. Beight Robert Carl Beikert Jr. James Robert Benedict
Nursing Bible Comprehensive Bible/Preseminary Elementary Education
Denver, Colorado Brownsburg, Indiana Cedarville, Ohio Port Huron, Michigan
Laurie Ann Benedict
Physical Education
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Jim A. Bennett
Bible/Preseminary
Randolph, New York
Jay Paul Benson
Broadcasting
Zanesville, Ohio
SheHie L. Benson
English
Rochester, Illinois
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Julie Marie Bergman
Elementary Education
Tacoma, Washington
Diane Louise Blasdell
English Education
Eden, New York
Ricky Clayton Bowers
Accounting
Amherst, Ohio
Lori E. Bishop
Accounting
Birmingham, Michigan
Brenda L. Blass
Nursing
Dayton, Ohio
Aaron Timothy Bowes
Bible/Preseminary
Little Current, Ontario
Sara J. Blackburn
Nursing
Xenia, Ohio
Jenny Anne Boer
Elementary Education
Croydon, Victoria, Australia
Robin R. Bowling
Speech
Columbus, Ohio
David Joseph Blackston
Bible Comprehensive
Cincinnati, Ohio
Wendy S. Border
Business Administration
Beach City, Ohio
Alice Paulette Boyd
Secondary Ed. Spanish
Rowley, Massachusetts
148 Seniors
Linda Lee Briggs
Music Education
Jay, New York
Beth Britton
Biology
Kingston, Michigan
Glen Chalmer Brown
Business Administration
Jefferson, Ohio
Tracy Lee Brown
Speech
Middletown, Ohio
Esther Kae Bucklew Dale J. Burdick David C. Burghen M. Scott Burtis
Nursing History Education Business Administration Bible Comprehensive
Newark, Ohio Elkhart. Indiana Audubon, New Jersey Syracuse, New York
D. Lynn Butcke Cynthia L. Butler Warren William Byrd Randy Ivan Caldejon
Broadcasting Elementary Education Prelaw American Studies
Dayton, Ohio Sandusky, Ohio Edmeston, New York Patuxent River, Maryland
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40,..SALLY COCHRAN
P salm 96 says to sing to the Lord a new song. Thar isexactly what I am free to do since I met Jesus Christ. Five
years ago He challenged me to accept His offer of total
forgiveness from sins and to receive lasting power to lead a
new life. By His grace I accepted that gift of forgiveness
(what freedom!) and now I can daily learn to let that power
change me. Of course I fail and often forget His ways, but
He is faithful and will not forger the work He has begun in
me.
Precious also is the knowledge that I am a parr of the
body of Christ and someday I will know the body and see it
function as a whole. It is the Christ I see in others that excites
me for eternal things. David says in Psalm 27 that he would
have fainted unless he had believed that he would see the
goodness of the Lord in the land of the living. This is our hope
and it is sure.
Life is a challenge and we have many questions, but we
have an understanding that gives purpose and meaning to
Jon David Callan
Elementary Education
Cedarville, Ohio
Jill Marie Campbell
Music Education
Plymouth, Indiana
all things. In His perfect time we will see the full result of oul
work because of God's work through Christ. Christ set Hi!
heart on doing the will of the Father and was obedient tc
the end. Now we can follow Him and be a parr of His life
giving work.
He has changed everything. He gives new strength anc
an eternal hope; most of all He gives us the love whicl-
covers a multitude of sins. People can then become ou
most precious resource and our highest joy. Since the Lord
not slack concerning His promise to us, we know our work ir
Him is profitable.
Darleen Louise Carano
Nursing
Mio, Michigan
150 Seniors
Daniel W. Carey
Psychology
Uniontown, Ohio
Lisa Michele Casteel
Nursing
Midland, Michigan
AHyson Anne Chapin
English
Unionville, Ohio
David Keith Christmas
Business Administration
Brunswick, Ohio
Gary Justin Coiro
Psychology
A mston, Connecticut
Randall J. Cook
Chemistry
Howard City, Michigan
Kevin L. Clark
Accounting
Frankenmuth, Michigan
Laurie D. Colas
Business Administration
Anchorage, Alaska
Angela F. Cooke
Speech
Toledo, Ohio
Cheryl Lynn Clayton
Nursing
Garfield Heights, Ohio
Rebecca Josephine Colthorp
Psychology
Fruitport, Michigan
Gary S. Cooke
Broadcasting
Indianapolis, Indiana
Shelley L. Clements
English
Loudonville, Ohio
Ronald D. Comfort
Physical Education
Kokomo, Indiana
Luis A. Corchado
Prelaw
Pennsauken, New Jersey
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Craig Robert Cotton
Computer Info. Sys./Bus. Ad.
Cherry Hill, New Jersey
Jennifer D. Cranick
Mathematics
Lake Orion, Michigan
Traci Lynn Cotton
Physical Education
Panama
Nancy D. Crick
Spanish
Greenville, Ohio
Daniel B. Cowser
Business Administration
Griffith, Indiana
Mark Taylor Dalhouse
History
Raleigh, North Carolina
Mark A. Craig
Bible Comprehensive
Brownsburg, Indiana
Richard D. Danec
Political Science
Columbus, Ohio
Ruth Ann Darr Christine Marie Dell Shawn L. Dexter Jeffrey K
eith Miley
Elementary Education Speech Physical Education
Accounting
Bedford, Ohio Watervliet, Michigan Pine City, New York
Mishawaka, Indiana
152 Seniors
Karel Diane Dobbel Terri Lynne Driscoll William John Drummer Jr. Gregory S. Dudrow
Elementary Education Business Administration Biology Accounting
Schroon Lake, New York East Windsor, New Jersey Fairview Village, Pennsylvania Springfield, Ohio
Cynthia J. Dull
Elementary Education
Jackson, Michigan
David Paul Eckert
Mathematics
Burlington Flats, New York
David Craig Dustin
Political Science
Manilla, New York
Daniel Earl Edwards
Bible Comprehensive
Kipton, Ohio
Jennifer Susan Dye
Behavioral Sci./Psychology
Cable, Ohio
R. Michael Edwards
Business Administration
Mishawaka, Indiana
Cathy Carol Eckam
Physical Education
West Seneca, New York
Mitchell D. Ely
Bible/Preseminary
Troy, Ohio
Seniors 153
Tricia Maurine Emerson Julia L. English Brian S. Ensminger Julie Diane Erdmann
Speech/Broadcasting Music Education Business Administration Physical Education
Oakliey, California Tipp City, Ohio Edina, Minnesota Southfield, Michigan
Steven Raymond Erickson Paul Thomas Ewing, Jr. Catherine E. Farley Robert W. Fires
Computer Info. Systems Bible/Preseminary Elementary Education Physical Education
Clearwater, Florida Greensburg, Indiana Huntington, New York Cedarville, Ohio
Brandi Lee Fisher
Nursing
Elizabethon, PA
Lorene Leigh Fornell
Elementary Education
Barron, Wisconsin
Henry Joseph Forrest
Chemistry
Pine Valley, New York
Susan Carol Frazier
Nursing
Muncie, Indiana
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os MIKE ED WARDS
ey, wait a minute! I'm a carpenter, not a student!"
This outrageously wild idea of attending college
struck my mind while I was feverishly slaving away on the
job. Why should I change my career path at this point? I
surely couldn't go to college after working four years be-
yond high school graduation . . . or could I? Why not? Life is
a continuous learning process, and we are all students
regardless of age. I had many lessons to learn, and Cedar-
ville College seemed to be the place to learn them, especial-
ly since that happened to be where the Lord was directing
me.
Steven Earl Freeman
Bible Comprehensive
Flint, Michigan
Kim Joy Fry
Speech
Bloomington, Illinois
It didn't take long for me to realize that I had made the
right choice. Immediately after setting foot on campus, I
began learning and growing in ways which I had not
previously anticipated. Now, after broadening my horizons
and firming up certain foundational beliefs, I feel better
prepared to take on the challenges that will be waiting for
me upon graduation. I have truly enjoyed my "excellence
experience" and would not trade it for anything, but this is
not the end of my education. I plan to continue learning and
growing; I challenge you, whoever you are and wherever
you go, to do the same.
"But grow in grace, and in the knowledge of our Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ. To him be glory both now and
forever, Amen" 2 Peter 3:18.
Donna Marie Freeburger
Elemetnary Education
Southampton, Pennsylvania
Cynthia A. Galland
Business Administration
Hart wick, New York
Robert William Freeman
English/Secondary Education
Flint, Michigan
Deborah D. Gardner
English Education
Pataskala, Ohio
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Teresa Annette Geiger Dan A. George Lynette Marie Gersema Mal Derrick Gibson
Nursing Business Administration Nursing Bible/Preseminary
Lima, Ohio Hillsdale, Michigan Shell Rock, Iowa Cambridge City, Indiana
Crissie-Ann M. Gorges
Physical Education
Elyria, Ohio
George Charles Gorman
Physical Education
San Juan, Puerto Rico
Thomas Alan Greve
Physical Education
Greensburg, Indiana
Katrina Renee Gruet
Business Administration
Hagerstown, Maryland
Thomas James Gruet Elizabeth A. Habermehl Caryn Beth Hakes Debra C. Hancock
Bible Comprehensive Business Administration Elementary Education Elementary Education
Gloversville, New York Lennon, Michigan Lombard, Illinois Cedarville, Ohio
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aren Jacqueline Harrington Nadine Sue Harris Joy Ann Hart David A. Hartsough
Physical Education/Biology Elementary Education Mathematics Business Administration
Akron, Michigan Milton, Indiana Greenville, Ohio South Bend, Indiana
Janet L. Hazen
Elementary Education
Beavercreek, Ohio
Debbie Kay Henry
Elementary Education
Anderson, Indiana
Heather M. He flick
Social Science
Prospect, Ohio
Kelly Jean Herbert
Speech
Waterloo, Iowa
Carol Lee Helmick
Business Administration
West Milton, Ohio
Benjamin James Herr
Behavioral Sci./Psychology
Mechanicsburg, Ohio
Rebecca K. Henderson
Elementary Education
New Bethlehem, PA
Rick R. Herrington
Business Administration
International Falls, MN
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Tamra E. Hershberger Linda Ann Hess Lori Ann Hess Lorrie Ellen Hickey
Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education Business Administration
Goshen, Indiana Akron, Ohio Akron, Ohio Dayton, Ohio
Daniel K. Hicks Joeleah Joy Hill Robin L. Hilsmeier Shawn M. Hinkson
Chemistry English Elementary Education Physical Education
Fort Wayne, Indiana Davenport, Iowa North Olmsted, Ohio North Tonawanda, N.Y.
Lori Ann Hippard
Business Administration
Shelbyville, Illinois
Kimberly June Holiday
Nursing
Huntsville, Ontario
Irvin Raymond Holly
Computer Info. Systems
Cedarville, Ohio
Kathi Jo Holman
Elementary Education
Freeport, Illinois
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Deborah C. Holmes
Elementary Education
Parkersburg, West Virginia
Keith William Holt
Mathematics
Omaha, Nebraska
JILL CAMPBELL
ome. When I think of my home, my mind is filled with
cherished memories of my family, my childhood and
.ng through many changes to reach adulthood. My par-
ts created a learning and loving atmosphere in my home,
d it was very hard for me to make the initial adjustment
Cedarville when I first came here as a freshman four
ors ago.
When I look back over the time I have spent at Cedarville
liege, my mind is filled with many of the same things that
Barbara L. Hood
Business Education
Gallipolis, Ohio
Beth Ellen Hornbeck
Psychology
Perry, Michigan
Robert G. Hood
Business Administration
Gallipolis, Ohio
Jack Alan Homer
Chemistry
Fostoria, Ohio
are included in my thoughts of home. I have gone from a
child to an adult in many areas of my life. I have made
special friends, gone through special pains, experienced
many trials and learned from many people and situations.
If I could sum up my feelings in one word, it would be
change. "Every change is a challenge to grow, to become
the person I am meant to be." As my time at Cedarville
nears an end, I can truly soy the Lord has filled my mind with
many cherished memories and challenged me to grow to
become the person He meant for me to be.
"And he hath put a new song in my mouth, even praise
unto our God: many shall see it, and fear, and shall trust in
the Lord" Psalm 40:3.
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Lori Ann Homer Richard G. Hors fall Carolyn Adrian Hunter Nate A. Hunter
Nursing Speech Nursing Physical Education
Hauppauge, New York Northfield, Ohio Amityville, New York DuBois, Pennsylvania
Melanie Neudeck Irving Robert Blair Jacobson Brenda K. James Todd K. Jefson
Ele. Ed./English Business AdMinistration Elementary Education Accounting
Dele van, New York Dayton, Ohio Wheaton, Illinois Decatur Illinois
Katherine J. JiNon
Mathematics
Hackensack, New Jersey
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Debra K. Johnson
Elementary Education
North Adams, Massachusettes
Randall Lee Johnson
Nursing
Mellen, Wisconsin
Glen Arthur Jones
Accounting/Preseminary
Holt, Michigan
Paul E. Jones Thomas R. Jude David A. Kammeyer Paul Stephen Kasabian
Business Administration Bible Comprehensive Business Administration Accounting/Bus. Ad.
Holt, Michigan Columbus, Ohio Pataskala, Ohio Johnson City, New York
Birgit Elizabeth Kass
Nursing
Centerville, Ohio
Phillip Alan Kinney
Secondary Ed. English
Wheelersburg, Ohio
Wayne Warren Keisling Jr.
Accounting
Prattsburg, New York
Eileen Faye Kirby
Secondary Ed. English
Prospect, Ohio
Brian Philip Kennedy
Bible/Preseminary
Cambridge, Ontario
Kathleen Renee Kirby
Business Administration
Prospect, Ohio
Mary Lou Kincaid
Elementary Education
Elyria, Ohio
Ruth Elizabeth Kirtland
Mathematics
Berkeley Heights, New Jersey
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Robert James Kojko
English
South River, New Jersey
Terry L. Kyle
Nursing
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Carol Lynn Koppe
Business Administration
Bergenfield, New Jersey
Daniel Reuel La Ponsie
Mathematics
Cass City, Michigan
Jill Carver Kramer
Elementary Education
Lexington, Kentucky
Shari L. Kratche
Elementary Education
Willoughby Hills, Ohio
pm= JIM BARBER
N ovember, 1980: My first visit to Cedarville College. It wasNi my senior year in high school, and I came to visit this
school simply to satisfy a curiosity. For a Floridian, it's hard to
imagine oneself in a setting where the sun doesn't shine
from October to May! I had left 80° weather and had a
craving for ice cream; Ohio was experiencing its first snowfall
of the year, and I got strange stares as I ordered my double
dip ice cream cone and are it outside — the first bad sign.
Also, I had driven all night to get here, stayed in Williams that
first night (it was still a dorm), and a junior who shall remain
nameless kept me up till three in the morning relaying his
philosophy of life — second bad sign. One more sign and I
knew it would be "Goodbye, Cedarville."
I thank the Lord that all that changed the next day. The
sun did eventually shine; the campus was simply beautiful.
The concept that really gripped me while on campus was
that these people were really involved in their college. That
Friday, I knew that the Lord really wanted me at Cedorvil
College for the next four years.
In some respects, mine has been the typical collec
experience. I'm convinced that I've received the best ed
cation available anywhere: in the classroom, but mo
importantly, out of the classroom. We all go throuc
change. For a majority of the time, due to my involvemer
my painful growing up has been before the eyes of rr
peers. That brings with it an added dimension of pressu
that the "typical" student may not experience; however
wouldn't change a thing. Through those peers I've learn
the most important lesson of my life; God is not so cc
cerned with what happens to us as He is with how v
respond to it. Thank you to my friends who have loved rr
shored with me, and built into my life while at the "VillE
You will forever be cherished. Psalm 27:4
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Lori A. Leach Camila Chao-guang Lin Francis A. Link Jr. Darryl C. Little
Business Administration English Physical Education Chemistry
Kettering, Ohio Beavercreek, Ohio Transfer, Pennsylvania Atlantic City, New Jersey
Brent A. Long Sharon Ann Longnecker James M. Lorch Colin Wendell Lord
Accounting Nursing Bible/Preseminary Music Education
larks Summit, Pennsylvania Benton, Pennsylvania Seven Hills, Ohio Perry, Iowa
lizabeth A. Lunstrum
Elementary Education
Verona, Wisconsin
Jeffrey David Lyle
Music-Broadcasting
Austin, Minnesota
William E. McBrayer
Bible/Presiminary
Wheelersburg, Ohio
Lois J. McCormick
Bible Comprehensive
Dayton, Ohio
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M. Jill McCoy
Nursing
Decorah, Iowa
James Phillip Manley, Jr.
Mathematics/Chemistry
Corning, New York
Laura Charlotte McElroy
Behavioral Sci./Psychology
Worthington, Ohio
Richard Craig Manuel
History
Lebanon, Indiana
Marilyn Jean McNeish
Behavioral Sci./Sociology
Adamsville, Ohio
William Randolph Marriott
Biology
Cincinnati, Ohio
Vicki L. Mangrum
Business Administration
Rootstown, Ohio
Michele Joyce Martin
Elementary Education
Springfield, Ohio
Karen Lynne Mathews Melanie Ann Mathewson William J. Maxey Gregory Scott Mears
Nursing Elementary Education Bible/Preseminary Mathematics
Grove City, Ohio Batavia, New York Twinsburg, Ohio Meadville, Pennsylvania
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Bradley C. Merchant
Bible Comprehensive
McKean Pennsylvania
Rebecca Sue Miller
Behavioral Science
Wheelersburg, Ohio
David Lane Moody
Business Administration
orgetown, South Carolina
Donald W. Messick
Mathematics
Norton vile. Kentucky
Gary L. Mills
Bible Comprehensive
Vermilion, Ohio
Kimberly Sue Morgan
Business Administration
Howard, Ohio
Ruth L. Meyer
Biology/Mathematics
Fairfax, Virginia
Susan G. Mills
Science Comprehensive
Sandy Creek, New York
Cicero C. Mukes Jr.
English Education
Indianapolis, Indiana
Michael Allan Mikesell
Speech
Xenia, Ohio
Randall C. Monroe
Behavioral Science
Springfield, Ohio
Steve J. Mulligan
Sociology
Big Rock, Illinois
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KRIS TINA WHITTAKER
rloing to college involved some new experiences for me
....Jwith which most freshman did not have to contend.
Learning to use a Coke machine, for example, or trying to
find the appropriate vocabulary to order a hamburger were
major adjustments. Thus, to a kid born and raised by mission-
ary parents in Brazil, Cedarville College was a long, fearful
step into a vast unknown. It seemed to have at least one
million students and fifty-mile long lines to my glazed and
tear-blurred freshman eyes. Gradually the homesickness
and newness wore off; the panic subsided, and I began to
enjoy my college career. It is hard to believe the endless
memories of happy, exciting, sad, and challenging times
that four years can contain, and that it is now time for
another step out to new experiences.
I have learned that next to my relationship with Jesus
Christ, the most important investment of my rime here at
Cedarville has been my friends. I probably won't remember
all the "-ologies" of Theology Survey or all of Dr. Monroe's
Jeffrey Scott Mullinix
Speech
Dayton, Ohio
Rex Ala Musselman
Computer Info. Systems
Noblesville. Indiana
Kimbra Kay Murphy
Music Education
Indianapolis, Indiana
Kimberly A. Myers
Business Administration
Hilliard, Ohio
contentions in his "Athens vs. Jerusalem" lectures, but I'll
always treasure the memories of encouragement, support,
correction, and love of my friends. My spiritual challenge to
others would be to keep Christ the central focus of their lives
and to cultivate relationships that strengthen this purpose; so
that as the body of Christ, we really will make a difference 
and influence the world for Him. With Paul my prayer
"According to my earnest expectation and hope that I shol
not be put to shame in anything, but that with all boldness
Christ shall even now, as always, be exalted in my body
whether by life or by death. For to me to live is Christ'
Philippians 1:20 21.
Dwight David Myfelt
English
Corning, New York
John Alan Nicholas
English
Godfrey, Illinois
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Lorene Norton
English/Political Science
Buffalo Grove, Illinois
Dennis Martin Papp
Bible/Preseminary
North Tonawanda, New York
Joan Elaine Parsons
Biology
Fort Myers, Florida
Randall S. Nuss
Business Administration
Crown Point, Indiana
Martyn Rhea Park
Psychology
Hazel Park, Michigan
Steve Alan Peters
Business Administration
Bryan, Ohio
Brian Edward Olson
Business Administration
Flint, Michigan
Evan Daniel Parks
Bible/Preseminary
Hancock, Michigan
Heidi Sue Peterson
Nursing
Lehigh, Iowa
Michael Allan Orban
Bible Comprehensive
Columbus, Ohio
Jill Marie Parks
Speech
Miamisburg, Ohio
Joan E. Peterson
Elementary Education
Cedarville, Ohio
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Teri L. Peterson Jim M. Pfuelb Cheryl A. Phillips Doug Lee Phillips
Physical Education Business Administration Political Science Bible Comprehensive
Fort Dodge, Iowa West Seneca, New York Cinnaminson, New Jersey Schaumberg, Illinois
Tod L. Phillips
History/Political Sci.
Ashland, Ohio
David Paul Piper
Bible/Preseminary
Kenniwick, Washington
Lori JoAnne Pitonyak
Business Administration
Altoona, Pennsylvania
Keith Alan Plunket
Bible/Preseminary
Dayton, Ohio
Frank H. Porter Kathryne Diane Power Stefanie L. Pratt Mark W. Prevost
Broadcasting Business Administration English Business Administration
Dover, Delaware Quincy, Illinois Indianapolis. Indiana Long Island, New York
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Mark A. Price Linda K. Prichard Cheryl L. Provost Cynthia Louise Reed
Bible/Preseminary English Business Administration English
Hilliard, Ohio Chalfont, Pennsylvania Wisconsin Rapids, Wiscosin Newton, New Jersey
awrence Allan Reichard Diane L. Regnier Timothy John Reiter Kelly L. Reminick
Bible/Preseminary Elementary Education Accounting Psychology
Gilbertsville, Pennsylvania Toledo, Ohio Westerville, Ohio Euclid, Ohio
Miriam Elaine Rhodes
Biology
Oak Hill, Ohio
Bruce W. Richards
Business Administration
Lima, Ohio
Lisa Ann Richards
Speech
Indianapolis, Indiana
Deborah Lynn Richardson
Elementary Education
Columbus, New Jersey
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Brad M. Rickard Sylvie Rinderknecht Carla L. Ritchie Colleen Susan Hockey
Bible Comprehensive Chemistry Behavioral Science Mathematics
Xenia, Ohio Limoges, France Vineland, New Jersey Hoagland, Indiana
Jenny Rodriguez Sandra Ross David Michael Sallee Barbara Arlyn Sanford
Psychology Elementary Education Physical Education Nursing
Guayrabo, Puerto Rico Charleston, Illinois Ferndale, Michigan McLean, New York
Jan Schaedel
Business Administration
Mattituck, New York
Stan A. Schultz
Business Administration
Monticello, Illinois
Susan Jean Scott
Church Music
Oneonta, New York
Sharon Rose Scouten
Elementary Education
Gallipolis, Ohio
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CHRIS TUPPS
ife is full of opportunities and I can truly say that I have
L been given opportunities at a place called Cedarville. I
never imagined what God would do with me in four short
years when I arrived on campus as a freshman. Now, I
would nor say that everything was easy or that nothing
ever went wrong, but I will say that the rime I spent at
Cedarville College has been quality time which I will benefit
from for the test of my life.
The Lord saw fir to allow me to serve him in various ways
on Christian service reams as well as giving me the opportu-
Charles E. Shepherd
Blble/Presemlnary
Xenia, Ohio
Michael Howard Sherman
Biology
Bucyrus, Ohio
nity to build into people's lives on a one-to-one basis. He has
also given me the greatest set of friends anyone could ever
have. I have greatly enjoyed developing close friendships
and hope to continue to build upon those friendships even
after I leave.
I have only praise and thanksgiving to offer to God for
demonstrating His sovereign purpose by leading me to
Cedarville College and by bringing people into my life who
have encouraged me and who have given me opportuni-
ties to serve the Lord better. Cedarville College has definitely
been a high point of my life in Christ. I am eager to see what
the Lord has in store for me in the future.
Neil Stanley Sergeant
Business Administration
North Port, Florida
Lawrence Milton Shovelton
Nursing
Cedarville, Ohio
Shane Kyle Shamie
Speech
Farmington Hills, Michigan
Teena Y. Shupert
Nursing
Jamestown, Ohio
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John E. Sidle Karen Joy Simpson Neil 0. Skjoldal Linda Carol Smart
Biology/Premedicine Business Administration Bible/Preseminary Physical Education
Tell City, Indiana Flushing, Michigan Catawissa, Pennsylvania New Carlisle, Ohio
Teresa Ann Smiley
Nursing
Dayton, Ohio
Timothy Glen Smith
Computer Info. Sys./Bus. Ad.
Poughkeepsie, New York
DeMaurice Fitzgerald Smith
Political ScL/Philosophy
Lanham, Maryland
David A. Smyth
Business Administration
Pleasanton, California
Marcia Sue Smith
Elementary Education
Indianapolis, Indiana
Esther M. Snader
Elementary Education
Reinholds, Pennsylvania
Ronald D. Smith
Business Administration
Elyria, Ohia
Ruth L. Snook
Business Administration
Reynoldsburg, Ohio
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David R. Snyder
Accounting
Union Springs, New York
Dianna Kay Snyder
Social Science/History
Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania
Jayne Marie Snyder
Psychology
Lansdale, Pennsylvania
Jane Marie Sparling
Bus. Ad./Secondary Ed.
Bern us Point, New York
Ellen R. Spencer Andrea Spradlin John Paul Srnis David John Steere
Elementary Education Secondary Education English Physical Education History
Barberton, Ohio Wheelersburg, Ohio Amherst, Ohio Pontiac, Illinois
Elaine Elizabeth Stone Denice Lynn Stuebe Barry Lyn Sturgis Edward Robert Supplee
Bus. Ad./English Business Administration Elementary Education Bible/Preseminary
Bunker Hill, Illinois Naperville, Illinois Cambridge City, Indiana Fremont, Michigan
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Barbra J. Taylor
Speech
Medford, New Jersey
Michael Allen Thane
Business Administration
Lapeer, Michigan
Brian Keith Taylor
Broadcasting
Kokomo, Indiana
Linda Ruth Theis
Elemetnary Education
Schroon Lake, New York
Joel Kenneth Taylor
Business Administration
Williston, North Dakota
Kevin J. Todd
English
Plainview, Minnesota
Brent Daniel Thane
Business Administration
Cedarville, Ohio
Theodore D. Towne
Business Administration
Northampton, Massachusettes
Alvin David Tucker Christopher Shawn Tupps Tracy Lee Turner Jeffrey T. Ulmer
Broadcasting Mathematics Physical Education Business Administration
Friendsville, Pennsylvania Anderson, Indiana Enfield, Connecticut Seymour, Indiana
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chard David VanSchoick
Chemistry
Berger, New York
Gary Lee Wallace
Physical Education
Wyoming, Delaware
Mark Robert Welker
Business Administrtion
Wellsville, Ohio
Cynthia R. Vantrease
Business Administration
Merrillville, Indiana
Loretta A. Walsh
Accounting
Fenton, Michigan
Joyce D. Wesselink
Nursing
Avon Lake, Ohio
John David Voth
Mathematics/Sec. Ed.
Willingboro, New Jersey
Kelly Suzanne Ward
Speech Education
Hudson, Iowa
Kirk Alan Wesselink
Bible Comprehensive
Roanoke, Virginia
Rhoda Gene Wagner
Business Administration
Heath, Ohio
Jeffrey H. Wassenaar
Broadcasting
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Cheryl M. Whisler
English/Sec. Ed.
Fort Wayne, Indiana
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Kristina J. Whittaker Carin Lynn Wilcox Kris Drew Wilcox David M. Williams
English Education Bible Comprehensive Accounting Business Administration
Corning, New York Elkhart, Indiana Elyria, Ohio Cleveland Heights, Ohio
Teresa Kay Williams Jill Denise Winkleman Bryan R. Wolfli Ruth Ann Wuthnow
Elementary Education Business Administration Music/English Education Nursing
Charleston, West Virginia Buffalo Center, Iowa Cedarville, Ohio Hope, Kansas
Ralph William Wyand, H
Mathematics
Hagerstown, Maryland
Marcia Kay Yoder
Nursing
Louisville, Ohio
Lynne E. Zielke
Business Administration
Williamstown, New Jersey
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edarville Be-
fore you come
as a freshman,
it was on un-
known place
You read in the
catalog that it
was a beautiful
small town nes-
tled in be-
tween the
green rolling hills of Ohio's Miami Val-
ley. When you tried to picture it in your
mind, it was just a bit of heaven The
scenery was green and lush, and the
area provided limitless opportunities to
enjoy life
179
he day you
arrived,
however,
was wet
and cold
The grey
sky was
spitting
drops of
rain on the
windshield
as you
drove past brown cornfields and
broken-down barns This is Cedarville?
Where is all the beautiful scenery? You
were a little disappointed, a little
shocked It was different than you had
imagined Maybe you had come from
the rocky shores of Maine or the majes-
tic mountains of Colorado You had
never seen countryside like this before
„
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ur soon you dis-
covered rhings
about- Cedarville
that were not
immediately ob-
vious. You dis-
covered the Clif-
ton Gorge, John
Bryan Park, the
falls, and
Young's Dairy.
The next four
/ears were spent getting to know Cedar-
Alle and its rolling hills Soon you came to
love this place, even though there were
no mountains and the ocean was 600
miles away. As graduation drew near,
you realized that you would miss the long
walks on a lazy afternoon, picnics at the
Gorge, bike rides to the falls, and late-
night Young's runs The picture you had
imagined before you came to Cedarville
once again appeared in your mind, only
this time it was real You will always re
member Cedarville as a beautiful small
town nestled in between lush, green roll-
ing hills — a bit of heaven
183
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Honoring A
Special
Class
P art of the excitement of Seniorr year involves the long-awaited
participation in sacred senior activities
steeped in tradition. Seniors broke tradi-
tion this year, however, at the third
annual Senior Night. The seniors chose
once again ro have a one-evening out-
ing in lieu of a weekend trip in hopes of
having greater participation. They also
enjoyed another fine meal and drama
production of Fiddler on the Roof at La
Comedic dinner theater. For the first
year, however, the seniors chose not
to give awards to a few select indivi-
duals. They chose instead to honor and
celebrate the uniqueness of the entire
class.
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A NIGHT ON THE TOWN
E nd-of-the-year celebrations always seem to stress 
 
re-
membrance of things past. At the Junior-Senior Banquet
held on May 17th or Cincinnati's Westin Hotel, however,
emphasis was placed on looking ahead. J.S. committee
chairmen Heidi Hempel and Gary Barker planned the even-
ing's activities around the idea that memories are time's
own keepsake, the J.S. theme.
Whether attending as romantic twosomes or with good
friends, all who participated enjoyed a sophisticated evening
unsurpassed by any other school event this year. Arriving at
5:30, couples enjoyed milling around as they nibbled hors
d'oeuvres, sipped punch, and greeted one another. Dinner
of Cornish game hen and roast top sirloin of beef was
accompanied by three violinists who serenaded those in
attendance. The senior multi-media tribute was coordinated
by Prudy Benevides and consisted of three slide screens
accompanied by four dramatic readers. The keepsarce was
a gold pen with the date and theme of the memorable
evening.
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President's rrophy recipient
Keith Holt
190 Graduation
Graduation 191
He bath showed thee, 0 man,
what is good; and what doth
the Lord require of thee, but
to do justly, and to love
mercy, and to walk humbly
with thy God?
192 Graduation
Who's Who
First Row: Gary Barker, Sharon Longnecker, Kristina Wirrocker, Deb Battaglia, Melanie Morrhewson, Susan Olsen, Chris Parman, Second Row.
Mark Home, Laura McElroy, Kendra Doctor, Cheryl Phillips, Diane Lichrensreiger, Sylvia Rinder Knechr, Linda Hess, Shari Altimus, Third Row: Ben
Herr, Mark Price, Noel Hock, Wayne Keisling, John Vorh, Keirh Holt, Don Messick, Aaron Bowes, Jim Moll.
Who's Who reopenrs receive recognirion.
Mark Price and Krisrina Wirracker sing a duet
during Who's Who Chapel.
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C lasses, chapel, making lifetimefriends, and growing intellectually,
spiritually, and emotionally are all in-
volved with being an underclassman.
On the following pages are the faces
of those underclassmen that exper-
ience these events. These faces may
sometimes show pain and signs of diffi-
cult times which are part of the neces-
sary growth that inevitably takes place.
But more often the underclassman's
face reflects the happiness and joy that
is a result of the good times of college
life.
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Class Officers: Srudenr Senate Rep. — Jeff Besre, Vice President — Rob Loy, President — Jim Reirer, Secretary — Bev Hoy
Treasurer — Bruce Keisling, Chaplain — Dave Eller. Not Pictured: Advisor — Dr. Ellington, Student Senate Rep. — Jim Leibl
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Elementary Education
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Speech
Stephen A. Donning
Speech
William W. Bony
Music Educorional
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Nursing
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Accounting
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English
Do rid Allen Defford
Bible Comprehensive
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Elementary Education
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Elementary Education
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Speech
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Richord Wayne Bennett
Business Administration
Jeffery S. Beste
Mathematics
Matthew D. Biggs
Public Adminisrrarion
Peter Charles Bishop
Hisrory/Polirical Sconce
Carol Sue Bliterman
Business Administrorion
Susan D. Bloke
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Arthur S. (Hoke,
Science Comprehensive
Ann E. Blessing
Behavorol Sciences
Nancy Jean Bliss
Business Administration
Rachel Ann Bowman
Business Administration
Colleen Ruth Boyer
Nursing
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Elemenrory Education
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Speech
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Broadcasting
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Nursing
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Music Educorion
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Steve J. Cremeon
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DonaIda L Edwards
Business Educotion
Toml Eimers
English
Steve R. Eisentroger
Business Administration
David SCOn Eller
Bible Comprehensive
Steve James Emmons
Physical Education
David A. Engdahl
Business Admingration
Keith Mallory Erikson
Physicol Education
Janice Lynn Estes
Nursing
Kirk A. Fairhurst
Bible Comprehensive
Debra Ann Firmon
Spanish
Brenda Jean Fisher
English
Lisa Lorraine Fisher
Business Administrorion
Tom A. The
Accounnng
Mork Wesley Fleetwood
Public Administronon
Teena Marie Fleetwood
Elementary Education
Donna Marie Ford
English Education
Shelly Lena' Fronk
Elementary Education
Sherry L Fronk
Business Administration
Randall G. Frederick
Computer Information Systems
Joe R. Fulte
Bib4e/Preseminory
Bradley Allen Gorr/son
Accounting
Rennet, S. Gaston
Business Administration
Jill Roe Gibson
Nursing
Timothy D. &wed
Business Administration
40‘.44
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The old order chongerh, Yielding place ro new,
And God fulfills Himself in many ways, Lest one good
custom should corrupt The world.
s freshmen and sophomores, we
learned rhor each new quarter and
each new year would be accompanied
with some alteration in its general tone
from the previous one. The changes are
always slight ones and never of monu-
mental consequence, yet now I see
changes in our class and in myself of great-
er significance which are borh fascinating
and disconcerting.
Once our lives as freshmen were char-
acterized by religious attendance of all
school functions; we are now selective in
the use of our time. The zeal with which
we frequented local 01TR:1a-ions, such as
Young's and Cry-Baby bridge, has without
question waned. Who among us has not
seen the direction of this interest undergo
the process of sharper focusing?
In a similar manner we have all found
our academic experience to be some-
what altered from what it was two years
ago. Now heavily involved in the content
of our majors, we find not only the con-
tent changing but also the amount of re-
quiremenrs. Never did we think that we
would devote so much time out of neces-
sity for the sake of our class work.
If the changes of time can be seen
nowhere else, however, they must cer-
tainly be seen in relaron to friendships.
While drawing some friends closer, the
passing of time has caused many to drift
apart The friendships most of us make
here will, to a great extent, be continued
in memory. I foresee obvious changes in
our relationships, particularly as friends
who are seniors prepare to leave.
In our junior year, we have glimpsed a
vast sea of change. We will soon uproot.
Although many think that it is only the
seniors who feel the effects of change, we
all experience it or every level. Allow me
to quote Arthur once more:
If thou shouost never see my face again, pray for
my soul. More things ore wrought by prayer than
this world dreams of Wherefore, let Thy voice rise
like o fountain for me night ond day.
"Morre d'Arrhur"
Alfred, Lord Tennyson
Beth Ann Goldsmith
Physical Educoron
Brenda L. Golernba
History/Polincol So./Ed
Tony Vaughn Goocey
Nursing
Timothy Scott Good
BiOe Comprehensive
Michelle Ann Grosley
Nursing
Snodro Lee Green
Mot tics Education
Susan Lynn Greethom
Nursing
Holly Ann Grumbeck
Business Administration
Rebecca C. Gveinn
Nursing
Noel Martin.Hock
Bible/Preseminary
David C. Hole
Business Administration
Donna Sue Hollmon
Special Educorion
Michael F. Hammond
Prelaw/English
Crystal Ann Hancock
English
Scott R. Hannay
Business Adminotrorion
Judy Hoppe
Broadcasting
Joy Ann Harden
Elementary Education
Christina Joy Hart
Engrish Education
Doris Eileen Harvey
Hisrory/English
Kevin Sean Hoskins
Business Adminismation
T. Daniel Hawk
Elementary Education
Lori !eon Howley
Special Education
Beverly D. Hayes
Secretarial Adrninisrrorion
Koren Y. Headdings
Nursing
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Orion Thomas Hedges
Bible Comp /English
Kelley Lee Heiman
Nursing
Kelly L ileimkk
Science Comprehensive
Heidi Elizabeth Hempel
Business Administration
Suzanne M. Hen
English Education
Coral Sue HOffiff1011
Nursing
Tom C. Hill
Mathematics
Marianne Jo Hiner
Physical Education
Douglas V. Horne
Music Education
Mark Horne
Accounting/CIS
Barbara Anne Haskins
Social SO./History
Charles Joseph Hubbard
Bible Comprehensive
Nancy A. HudcReston
Elementary Education
Philip R. Hulbert
Physical Education
Charlene K. Hunt
Behavioral Science
Pamela Louise Hysong
Sociology
Becky S. Jacobs
Behoviorol Science
Robert A. Jacobs
Accounting
Susan Renesi Jackson
Business Administrorion
Charles D. Jontzi
Psychology
Amy Michele Johnson
Elementary Educonon
Jocelyn Johnson
Business Admintstrohon
Rod S. Johnson
Accounting/CIS
5.6. Ross Johnson
Prelow
Amy M. Johnston
History
Charles A. Jones
Physicol Educonon
Kelly Kathleen Jones
Elementary Education
Daniel L. Katz
Business Administration
Grant Edwin Kaufman
Business Administration/CD
Lori Lynn Kaufmann
Business Administrarion
Bruce L Keisling
Harory/Polincol Sat
Donna Jean Kempf
Psychology/Behavioral So
James A. Klbbey
Bible/Preseminory
Susan Joyce Kieffer
Nursing
Kathryn J. Mos.
Computer Information Systems
Melanie Lynn Knout(
English
Temple Leigh Knowles
Business Administration
Deborah Ann Kocher
English
James M. Kohlmeyer
Accounting
Jane E. Kroner
Elementary Education
Stephen A. Kuhn
Accounting
Nancy Renee Labonte
Nursing
Daniel A. Lohoie
CIS/Secondary Ed.
Joanne J. Laird
Nursing
Gregory Paul Lambert
Computer Information Systems
Edward G. banning
Church Music
Math A. Latini
Business Administration
Suzanne Laub
Physical Educonon
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Todd Edwin Lee
Chemistry
James Michael Liebler
Speech
Lori A. Lindsey
Accounting
John W. Little
Business Administration
Cyndio Lynn Long
Elementary Education
Tricks Ann Long
Behavioral Science
Michelle Mode Longo
Biology
Denise Jayne Lowe
Elementory Educonon
Rob D. Loy
Accounding
Roger D. Luttrell
Speech
Alan McCain
Computer Information Systems
Sheryl L McCracken
Elementary Education
Lim K. McDonald
Behavioral Science
Faith A. McGhee
Behoviorol So./Psychology
Rich Daniel McGill
Bible/Preseminory
Cam! A. McGraw
Elementary Education
Sara Leo McGuire
Nursing
Cheryl Lynne McHenney
Elementary Education
Beth Ann McKibben
Elementary Education
Carol M. McKinley
Elementary Education
Melissa A. MacMichael
Biology
Bruce Raymond McNabb
Business Administration
Joanne Koren Major
English
Leslie Rene Melon
Nursing
Describing myself is a hard job! I ambasically a happy person, content
with life. I enjoy people, both meeting
them and getting to know them. I could
spend loads of time talking wirh interesting
people because everyone is so different
and unique from everyone else. That is
fun to me, and fun is an important part of
my life, too. Practically any activity can be
fun or at least pleasant. Why not make
the best out of what you've been given?
"Variety is the spice of life" is a saying that
I agree with heartily!
Another part of me is believing in peo-
ple for which I am sometimes criticized.
Most of the time, I will give other people
the benefit of the doubt and never doubt.
Some people call this gullibility, but I guess I
just think that I shouldn't have any reason
to doubt others. I do need to balance this
area of my life, and I am still growing in
this characteristic.
I think I am a simple person. Little things
in life please me and make me happy: I
like friends, rainbows, balloons, pretzels,
ice cream, chocolate, motorcycle rides,
playing frisbee, going barefoot in the sum-
mer, and good music. I love to sing, but
I'm terrible at it —just ask my friends! I am
strongwilled and, yes, sometimes stub-
born. I like to discuss differing ideas, but I'll
stand fast to what I believe. I rend to be
independent as I realize that God is the
ultimate Provider of the people in my life.
I think the way I live is directly related to
my beliefs and mind set. I know that God
made me for the purpose of glorifying
Himself and serving Himself. I've given my-
self to Him to be guided and directed to do
whatever He chooses. God comes before
anything or anyone else; and if that
means giving up other things or people,
then that's how it will have to be. Because
of His love for me, what He has and
continues to do for me, I choose to obey
God and show His love to others. This is a
challenge to me. One of my great desires
is to show genuine love to people so that
they may see Christ reflected in me.
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Jeffrey Scott Marble
Pubic Administration
Patricia Helen Marihugh
English Education
Will Marling
Bible/Presemnory
Melissa A. Marshall
Speech
Paul Marshall
Prelow
Joy Wesley Martin
Business Administration
Rodney Mork Mason
Accounting
Ruth Mode Mason
Elementary Educorion
Krslti E. Massie
Elementary Education
Clifford L. Mast
Bible/Preseminory
Lois Kay Masten
Elernentory Education
Brenda Kay Mostin
Nursing
Mork Edward mornews
Business Administration
Jennifer Lynne Matthews
Broadcasting/Political So.
Koren D. Mayberry
English
Stephen A. Meyer
Bible Comprehensive
Elena Marie Michael
Speech/English Educonon
Lorry Edward Miller ll
Business Administration
Moth J. Mitchell
Bible/Preseminaty
Marjorie A. Moots
Elementary Education
John Randall Moddermon
Public Administration
Donnie Sue Modesty
Nursing
Jean M. Moeser
Biology
James D. Moll
Business Administration/CIS
thank the Lord for allowing me to re-
turn to the 'Ville this year. After attend-
ing here as a freshman and then spending
a year or a state university, returning to
the campus last fall was a homecoming
for me. It has been fantastic to be back.
"Back to what?" you may ask. "Bock
to this barren land of inverted umbrellas,
rainy Sundays, waterlogged shoes, and a
'lake' with no wholes?" No, that's not it or
all. It's nice to be back or a college that has
"live" insrurctors and nor "video" profes-
sors. It has also been refreshing to be back
in an environmenr where people are not
constantly looking our for "number one,"
but rather put Jesus Christ first in their lives.
Mondays are also bock to being bear-
able once again thanks to President Dix-
on's candid series on "Doting, Marriage,
and the Family." Singing "Christ is All I
Need" still fills me with o sense of belong-
M=CHELLE LOMGO
ing on unity with the college family.
It was quire an expereince readjusting
to dorm life though; and it wasn't until
after my first popcorn popper donut and
one of those famous "talks" that lasted
into the early morning hours, that I felt at
home away from home. It is true that you
learn more about life in the dorms than
you ever could in the classroom. It's in the
dorm, too, where the Lord has blessed
me with friends whose friendships will last
throughout my lifetime.
I now have a better appreciation for
the college and for what it stands. No,
this isn't a 'Ville promo; but too often we
rake for granted our time here instead of
utilizing it to its fullest.
Looking to the coming year, I pray that
God will help me to maintain a "perma-
nent press" in my life as I press on toward
maturity in Him.
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Bryon Edward Montross
Biology
Sheila Diane Moon
Church Music
Dole D. Moore
Biology
John Andrew Moore
Science Comprehensive
John Eugene Moore
Computer Information Systems
James W.A. Morton
Business Administrotion
Susan J. Moser
Elementary Education
Mark Allen Moses
Accounting
David H. Mowry
Business Administration
Scott Moyer
Computer Informorion Systems
Dan E. MuIhliand
Political Science
Greg A. Murray
Behavioral So. /Psychology
Alicia Moe Muffin
Elementary Education
RoseAnn Nemecek
Nursing
Edward Wayne Neudeck
Business Adminisrrorion
Mary Beth Newsome
English Education
Sonya Renneo Nichols
Elementary Educorion
Kristo Lynn Nickoson
Social Science
Gory S. Nonnernocher
Mathematics
IV/Mom IL Newell
Biology
Judith E. Oakes
Business Ad ./Mathematics
Rebecca Ellen O'Connor
Elementary Education
Constance Jane O'Dell
Business Education
Patrkk Andrew O'Donnell
Biology
Ken Charles Oliver
Brnevirosring
Kim Eileen 011oce
Behavioral Science
Susan Lynn Olson
Psychology/Behavioral Sci.
Debbie Lynn Osborn
Physical Education
Diane Sue °noway
Business Administration
Jerry Alan Porker •
Bible Comprehensive
Kristine Kay Amnon
Physical Education
Helen M. Pearson
Nursing
Marianne Pearson
Elementary Education
Ellen M. Pederson
Nursing
Diane M. Defier
Physical Education
Don Lee Pens worth
Business Administrorion
Kathy Grace Penty
Nursing
Jo-Ellyn Marie Peters
Mathematics Education
Douglas Terrell Phillips
Biology/Chemistry
nm Scott Phillips
Social Science
Shelley Marie Polsdorfer
Elementary/SpeOal Ed.
Christy J. Po-Irani
Business Administration
Lisa M. Proll
Business Admintrrorion
Sandra Gwen Pratt
Nursing
Jonathan H. Pike
Business Adminisrrarion
Tress° Anne Priace
Nursing
Deborah Elaine Oukk
English
NoeRe Christine Radcliffe
Nursing
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RALPH SPRAGUE -
y es, operator, a collect call from Ralph Spra-gue. I'll hold . . . , Dad! Is Mom awake?
Wake her up 'cause I've got some news to tell
you both . . . Hi, Mom: yes, I know it's 11:38 pm
but I couldn't wait. Yes, I love you too, but please
listen. Are you listening? Well . . . uh . . . I got
saved. What do you mean 'What- do you mean?'
Dad, woke Mom up so she can understand what
I'm saying: I got saved!"
This conversation occurred during this winter's
Missionary Conference. Actually, I was saved Jan-
uary 6, 1984. After the last Missionary Conference
meeting, I went back to my room, read the
"Romans Road," knelt beside my desk and asked
Jesus to rake personal and permanent control of '
my heart, head and life.
After my experience, I was still living the same
"Christian walk" that I had lived before; only now
Pamela Sue Rainweter
Nursing/Psychology
Robert S. Rammer
Bible/Preseminary
Down Marie Reek!
Elernentory Education
Johnorhon Charles Reid
English
James Michael Reiter
Droie/Preseminory
Krim Lynn Rhoades
Elementary Educarion
Melinda Ann Rhoades
Elementary Education
Todd A. Rhoades
Broadcasting
Miriom Elaine Rhodes
Biology
Jerry Ray Robbins
Accounting
Jennifer Sue Robinson
Broodcosring/Political So.
Steve Craig Rockwell
Psychology
Renee R. Rockwood
English
Richard D. Rogers
Marhemorics
Brian Jon Roger
Biology
Carole Jean Roland
BehmAorol Science
Catherine Ann Romano
English
Jane Diane Romig
Business Adminorr000n
Tracy A. Roy
So/History
Judfth L. Runge
Accounting
Virginia Kim ;lupe
Computer Informarion Systems
Linda C Russell
Elementary Educotion
Marilyn F. Ruth
Elementary Educorion
Nancy L. Ruth
Dementory Education
Glen W. Sallee
Business Administration
Robert M. Send
Computer Information Systems
Shannon Marie Sounders
Business Admnistrorion
I had assurance of God's love for me. This old
"walk" was fine for me. I was comfortable with it
and wasn't about to change outwardly because I
didn't see much wrong with it. I guess a continued
spiritual growth for me is slow, because it took
almost a full year for me to learn the first lesson
Christ would reach me.
God used Mr. Paul Versluis to get my attention.
Every time he spoke, God was sending me little
messages. Well, what I got out of Missionary Con-
ference was that living for Christ is a daily dying to
self and a constant renewing of oneself in Christ.
This was the missing element to my old "walk."
When you're constantly giving yourself to Christ, it
makes the relationship you have with God new.
This is why my old "walk" felt stagnant-, until I
learned to make my old "walk" new, I wouldn't
grow.
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Mary Jo Savage
Nursing
Jewel Kay Schroder
Physical Education
John J. Sergeant
Business Administration/CIS
Todd E. Shannon
Accounting/CIS
Richard P. Sharpe
13,c
David Michael Shepherd
Political So /History
Kenneth M. Shore/ton
Business Adminbrraiior
David Earl Shuts*
History
Marlene Kay Siefert
Elementary Education
Becky Ellen Sinclair
Sociology
Nero K. Skinner
Psychology/Behovioral So
Vicki Lynn Slane
Physical Education
Tommy W. Sloan
Computer Information Systems
David M. Slyby
Elementary Education
Benjamin P. Smith
Accounting
Betty Marie Smith
Public Administration
Carmen G. Smith
Elementary Education
Kelly Sue Smith
Nursing
Dana Smith
Elementary Education
psRoyo.dney J. Smith 
Rodney N. Smith
Accounting/CIS
Rebecca Lynn Snyder
Elementary Education
John E. Spleker
Business Administration
Ralph M. Sprague
Behavioral So /Psychology
Kathy E. Stagg
Elementary Education
Marilyn Lee Stamm
Business Education
Lisa Beth Steele
Business Administration
Julie Ann Stin
Nursing
Robin Marie Srockhom
Chematry/Premedical
Cynthia M. Stoltzfus
Psychology
Jon W. Stone
Business Administration
Andrew R. Strait
Business Administration
Koren S. Sunderman
Elementary Education
Kenneth Eugune Swope
Nursing
William G. Taft
History
Rich S. Tovieme
Mathematics Education
Cynthia Louise Taylor
Nursing
Gayle Aileen Taylor
Nursing
Mona Beth Tedford
Elementary Education
Franklin Lars Terkeisen
Business Administration
Darrell W. Terpenning
Undeclared
Steven Keith Terpseo
Accounting/CIS
Don Thodler
Business Administration
Connie L Thiba
Physical Education
David K. Thompson
History
Jean Elaine Thompson
Business Administration
Sheri G. Tice
Biology
Moth Alan Tinner
Broadcasting
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Debra Joy Tome
Nursing
Wayne Cod Trautman
Business Adminismorion
Timothy Scott Trekker
Elemenrory Educorion
Rhonda R. Trueman
Elemenrory Education
Jonathan David Tuttle
Broadcasting
James Alien Unger
Church Music
Scott Willis Von meter
Psychology
Dorboro Kay Vanness
Accounting
Cynthio Dawn Walker
Psychology
Laura E. Walker
Physical Education
Chris M. Walter
Accounting
Mark Henry Walter
Business Adminisrrotion
Ronald Eugene Waiter
Bible Comprehensive
Jocqui C. Word
Business Administration
Robert &andel Word
Bible/Preseminory
Brion J. Waffle
Elemenrory Education
Cathy Marie Watson
Special Education
Sherri L. Watson
EngInh
Diane Lynette Weaver
Nursing
Jon KO Weber
Broodcosriong
Christine Rae Weidman
Elemenrory Educonon
Benjamin Christian Weiss
Prelow
Mary Elizabeth Welch
Behavioral Science
Mary Lynn Wells
Broadcasting
James W. Wernett
Sociology
Steve Mork Wemett
Behavioral Science
Judith J. Weston
Behavioral Science
Tommie S. Whitaker
Business Administration
Sheri Lynn Whitcomb
Business Adminisrronon
Rebecca J. White
Speech
Judith Koren Whittaker
Den-set-story Education
Dale Scott Willett
Business Administration
Kenneth Jerry Williams
Business Adminisrrorion
Kay Michele Wilson
Business Adminismarion
Joy S. Windham
Elementary Education
Amy Jo WMdnagle
Elementary Education
Kendra Sue Wittenboch
Elementary Education
Pamela Jean Woods
Elementary Education
Linda Ruth Woodgote
Accounting
Peter A. Wright
Broadcasting
Laura Elizabeth Wuestner
Business Administration
Jacquelyn Jean Wyse
English Education
Deborah Ann Yocynych
Compurer Information Systems
Cork Eugene Yoder
Biology
Angelo Kathleen Yost
Nursing
Mond", CherIan Yu
Computer Information Systems
David L. Zehrung
Bible/Preseminory
Scott Edward Zimpfer
Speech
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Cheri Ann Abresch
Nursing
Joel D. Acker
Accounting
Amy Suzanne Allen
Behavioral Science/Psychology
Kurt Daniel Anderson
Communication Arts
Leslie Marie Anderson
Preenginevring
Mork D. Anderson
Preengineenng
Sharon Alexis Anderson
Business Administronon
Denise Ann Auckland
Nursing
Rebecca Jeanne Avert!!
Elementary Education
Cindy L. Boise
Elementary Education
Susan Marie Boles
Physical Education
Bret Alan Barnard
Premedicine
Soroh Ann Ball
Mothemana
Tommy Jo Barton
Elementary Educorion
Michael P. 005101
Business Administration
Dino M. Batchelder
English
Jane Marie Baughman
Elernentory Education
Rick Anthony Beaman
Business Adminisrration
Madly Louise Bean
Nursing
James D. &iglu
Bible Comprehensive
David J. Bennett
Bible/Presern
Debbi Lynn Berdy
Nursing
Keith Alan Beres
Business Administration
John R. Bigelow. Jr.
Bible Comprehensive
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Drion K. Diggs
Undeclared
Melissa Jo Dicier
Undeclared
Suellen Marie Block
Nursing
Valerie A. Blaylock
Speech
Annette Joy Dlochom
Chemistry
Joy C Doersma
Physical Education
Theresa D. Donning
Mothemoncs
Renee Ann Bowen
English/Speech
Brooke Allison Boyd
Secondary Education
Gregory William Brace
Business Administration
Melinda Leigh Bradley
Psychology
Jonathan F. Bresson
Business Administration
Timothy A. Brock
Undeclared
Robert Lee Droline
Bible/Presem
Shelly Ann Broughton
Undeclared
Diane L. Brown
Christian Education
Ruth May Drown
Elementary Education
John Ross Duckhoix
Business Administration
Joy Ellen LIugno
Nursing
KliSri Burton
Undeclored
Joy Randall Dutcher
Bible/Presemnary
Darlene S. Butler
Nursing
Julie Ann Duffer
Science Comprehensive
Jeanne L. ButzkW
Special Education
Lorne A. Byrd
Undeclared
Colleen Cahill
Nursing
Antoinette Jean Calhoun
Accounting
Lynne D. Colisti
Business Administration
Lyle Campbell
Business Administrarion
Steven Mork Campbell
Accounting
Richard Jonathon Corey
Mothemoria
Jeffery P. Colter
Business Adminisnotion
Lori Renee Casteel
Elemenrary Education
Melody D. Charter
Nursing
Douglas Eugene Cherry
Mothemotia
Perry E. Chiorelli
Busies Administration
Deborah Ann Oom
Elementary Education
Kristine E. Cline
Special Education
Steven David Coates
Bible/Presemnary
Erin E. Coffman
Elementary Education
Paul Brent Collins
Computer Info. Systems
Eduardo N. Colon
Preengineering
&school L. Cook
Elementary Education
Mary E. Coons
Business Adminisnotion
Jerry Wayne Cornish
MUSK
Teen. Marie Corona,*
Psychology
William Todd Costar)
Prelow
Lynn D. Cromer
Elementary Education
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Angelo K. Cremeons
Undeclared
Cynthia Helen Cronroth
Undeclored
Clancy Colvin Cruise
Bible Comprehensive
Troy Dole Custodio
Physicol Education
Gail C. Darner
Business Admnisrrotion
Christine Fern Dail
Elementary Education
Cheryl Jean Dangler
Morhematics
Dionne A. Davis
Business Admin /Bus Education
Kimberly Anne Davis
Speech Education
Timothy Paul Davis
Undeclared
Tim M. Day
Prelow
Jenny Dean
Business Administration
Suon Marie Dean
English
Kelly Jo Decker
Nursing
Steven John DeCook
Preengineenng
Perry C DeFelice
Physical Education
Brian Patric* Deffet
Business Adminarraton
Shawn° Marie Denney
Elementary Education
Judy Kay Denning
Broadcasting
Matthew J. Dickinson
History
Debra Louise Diem
Elementary Educoron
Annette L. Dimocchio
Business Administrotion
Kendra Jean Doctor
Elementary Educcithoo
David Fronk Dooley
Undeclared
I 'm sure! Another pair of my "limitedshoe collection" has been eaten up by
those "heel hungry" sidewalks. My "good
young" mum (my mum isn't old) sent me
one of those new, fashionable, long, red
Oats which about only 20 girls have. How
many times my friends and I have
crammed into o two-seater car to go to
Dayton Mall, I'll never know; but college
kids can't travel in comfort; it's unheard of.
' Who said puddle stomping and playing
tackle football in the snow was "imma-
ture"? No me!! The great times have far
outweighed the bad times. I've grown so
much in the Lord through problems that
He has allowed to come my way. Who
would have thought that these past two
years would have been so full of outra-
geous laughter, studying incredibly hard
for those beloved "C's," meeting new
people and getting reacquainted with old
friends? If anyone said building friendships
was an easy task, I would soy, "You're
our of your mind." I never realized mak-
ing friends rook so much time and pa-
tience, but it's worth ir.
As I have grown closer to the Lord, I've
taken Psalm 118:8 as my life's verse: "It is
better to trust in the Lord than to put
confidence in man." This has toughr me
that anything that I attempt here must
have the Lord's will upon it or I will fail; for I
can't do it alone. With God's help all things
are possible.
Every year, life at Cedarville seems to
get better and better. I look forward to
when my brother starts school here next
year. I have been blessed.
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Rebecca Jane Dye
Nursing
Debbie Ann Dysert
Elementary Educorion
Judy Elaine Eaglesion
Business Administration
Luke S. Eaton
Mathematics
Anne Elizabeth Edwards
Psychology
Lamar C. Elfert
Psychology
Rob S. English
Premedicine
Michael James Enrnon
Marhematics/Secondory Ed.
Tommy Ann Evans
Psychology
Don David Everett
Biology
Jonathan L. Exley
Chernisrry
Yvonne A. Focey
Business Adminisrrorion
Lisa Christine Fawcett
English
Wen& Anne Figory
Elementary Education
Koren Lynn Firth
Elementary Education
Laura Marie Fish
Special Education
Jody Kay Fisher
Elementary Education
looYe Lynn Flach
Elementary Education
Holly Anne tienner
Elementary Educorion
Philip Ray Fogle, Jr.
Mathematics
Andrew Scott Ford
Mathemoria
Claire Anne Fortesis
English
Robert A head
Bible/Preserninary
Todd T. Free
Business Administration
B eing a Bible comprehensive majorhas given me many opporruniries to
interact with many different people from
different backgrounds. Teaching a Sunday
School class at the Campus Fellowship was
most definitely the highlight of my sopho-
more year. The opporruniry to put into
practice the reaching and preaching skills
that have been developed in me by our
fantastic Bible professors has opened up a
way to communicate the love for people.
I have learned to appreciate more the
hurts and needs of others instead of being
wrapped up in me all of the time.
The Lord is also showing me more and
more how I need to be disciplined in ever-
ything I do, either here or school or at
home. Being a parr of the class of 1987 is a
privilege, considering that it is the Centen-
nial Class. Having the chance to be a small
parr of Cedarville's heritage will be on
honor I won't soon forger.
Oh, there have been great times run:
COLAKCY CORIESE
ning rock and being on a Christian Service
ream, but the greatest rimes are when
one feels the Creator's prompting by His
spirit to draw closer and experience a
change or transition in one's life. Yes,
there are many things I have learned this
school year both in and our of class; but
the one that was the hardest for me to
learn and had the most benefits was
when I learned to love and respect peo-
ple for who they are and where they are.
The objective of any kind of minister of
God is to push the souls of people God-
word. To do so, one must first earn their
respect. These two verses ore the verses
that taught me this lesson and I pray they
will do the some for you:
Acts 10:34 "Then Peter opened his
mouth, and said, Of a truth I perceive rhar
God is no respector of persons;"
Proverbs 15:1 "A gentle answer turnerh
away wrath, but a harsh word stirs up
anger."
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David C. Frey
Church Music
Down L. Frey
Nursing
Maria Sue Fuller
Nursing
Deanna Kay Gabel
Undedored
Daniel F. Goiney
Undeclared
Dorci Marie Gorbig
Biology
Janet Sue Gormatter
Accounting
Diane Lynn Gephort
Business Administration
Kevin Robert Gerzemo
Preengineering
Sarah M. Getz
Special Education
Kenneth A. Geismon
Business Administration
Jody M. Gifford
Special Education
Jeffrey Worren Gilbert
Broadcasting
Debbie A. Glezen
Undeclared
Anne L Gordon
Nursing
Ruth Eudene Gorman
Accounting/Prelow
Theresa Louise Gornowlch
Nursing
Wendy Jo Grady
Accounting
Stephen Ronald Groel
Accounting
Kelly Ann Grant
Accounting
Tracy E Grimes
English/Speech
Virginia Ann Gruneisen
Music
Amy Jo Guest
Business AdminNration
Story L. Gunther
Elementary Education
Brenda .lo Gust
Nursing
Lod R. Hoberli
Nursing
John Robert Hockborth
Business Administration
Lyn Mode Hockenberry
Elementary Education
Gregory Allen Hole
Business Administrotion
Loure S. Hancock
Undeclared
Laura Ann Horrsough
Nursing
Ann Kathleen Hoskowich
Nursing
Richard G. Hoywood
Prelow/Polirical Science
Larry Leon Heocox II
Preengineering
Heather Ann Healey
Biology
Diana L. Heitman
Accounting
Jeffrey L Heffellinger
Psychology
Cynthia Joan Helmick
Speech/Secondary Education
Eric Dole Helmuth
Psychology
Matthew L Henderson
Prelow
Nodeen Kay Henderson
Elementary Education
Lisa Beth Henry
Undeclared
Rebecca L. Newborn
Undeclared
Kendall Lynn Herrick
Business Administration
Work. A. Hershberger
Psychology/Behavioral Science
Hope Ann Hibbard
Science Camp /Secondary Ed
Karla Marie Hines
Behovioroi Science
Richard D. Hobby
Speech
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W hen I was a freshman, my goalwas to become accustomed to
college life which turned out to be a lot of
fun. I learned that opening up to someone
and daring to be a friend was a risk that
involved motivation, boldness, and a little
bit of self-denial. As I have moved into my
second year, I've found that nor only do I
have to be motivated, but also I have to
be dilligenr, not only bold but also fearless,
and not only self-denying but also sacrifi-
cial. No one said it would be easy, and I
guess that's why this year has been so
exciting. There is never a dull moment.
No longer am I just another aimless stu-
dent on campus; I am now a parr of the
college, involved, helping, and serving in
capacities that I was not open to before.
Now that I'm on upper classmon, I am
open to new areas of opportunity and
responsibility. It gets rough or times, and
the work piles up; all gems of any value
must have a time of intense pressure.
The most significant parr of my sopho-
more year has been realizing that all of
these new responsibilities and opportuni-
ties are available to me only through
God's concern and love. I'm beginning to
understand that when He chooses a ves-
sel, God does not ask us to mold ourselves
into what He wants us to be. He provides
me with growing experiences that shape
me to become what He desires. I don't
have to go it alone.
Isaiah 41:10 "Fear thou not; for I am
with thee; be nor dismayed; for I am thy
God: I will strengthen thee; yea, I will help
thee; yea; I will uphold thee with the right
hand of my righteousness."
Virginia Mode Hochstettler
Nursing
Beth Jeanne Hoecke
Nursing
Chris). Hoefler
Bible Comprehensive
Philip). Hohulln
Bible/Preserninory
Anglo L. Holman
Nursing
Joel Moth Hoskinson
Accounting
Scott). Howder
Business Administration
Dorothy Elaine Howdyshell
Elementary Education
Mork David Huebscher
Preengineering
Paul R. Hughes
Business Administration
Joan M. Hull
Business Admilistration
Judy M. Hunt
Nursing
Ann D. Hunhw
English Education
Kristine Kay Hyatt
Dology/Prernedicine
Jeffrey Alton Imhoff
Social Science
Robyn Annette Irwin
Secretarial Science
Douglas Scott Iverson
Undeclared
L. Charles lockson
History
Richard D. James
Computer Information Systems
Peter R. Jameson
Business Administration
Susan L. Jessop
Elementary Education
Kelly Lynn Johnson
Specool Education
Stephen John Johnson
Psychology
Virginia L Johnson
Behavioral Science
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Robin Lynn Johnston
Special Educotion
Marsha Jean Jones
Accounring
Mary C. Jones
Biology
Rebecca Sue Jones
Nursing
Suzanne Eve Jones
Behavioral Science
Tommy Lynn Jones
Secrerorial Science
Valerie C. Jones
Behavioral Science
Lynn Marie Kadomus
Business Administration
Susannah M. Komphous
Moth Educorion
David C. Konz
Bible Comprehensive
Joyce Lynn Kelm
Elementory Education
Jennifer L Kellogg
Mathematics
Sondra Frances Kennedy
Behavioral Science
Richard Glenn Kensinger
Broadcasting
Richard Thomas Kester
Undeclared
David William Ketcham
Business Administrotion
Rebecca Ann Klopp
Business Administration
Pamela Jane Kimble
Elementary Education
Ron S. Kimbrough
Undeclared
Beth Ann King
Speech
Russell Allan King
Physical Education
James Loden Kirtland, Jr.
Accounting
Danielle Kay Kizer
Business Administranon
Jeff W. Kline
Behavioral Science/Psychology
Mary Beth Knkely
Accounting
James A. Koerber
Public Administration
Lorin Kenneth Krikke
Preengineering
Kathy Ellene Krull
Business Adminisrration
Rhonda L. Kyser
Nursing
Susan Jane Lafferty
Business Administration
Michael C. Lone
Bible Comprehensive
Sondra M. Louterboch
Business Adminisrranon
Michael David Low
Musc Education
Jeffrey Alan Leach
Spanish
Daniel E. Leitch
Undeclared
Doris Ann Lindley
Psychology
Michelle Barbara Livingston
Nursing
Catherine M. Lombard
Nursing
Linda A. Lons
Accounting
Jeffrey Todd Loomis
Bible one year
Alberto Lopez
Biology/Premedicine
Donald H. Lough, Jr.
Premedicine
Amy L. Lydk
Secreranol Science
Sharon A. McAttester
Secretarial Science
Tanya Renee McDee
Undeclared
Diane Roe McClure
Music Education
Diana Lynne McConnell
Behavioral Science
Tracy Lynne McCoy
Psychology
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Beth McGillivray
English
Brian E. Moos
Mathematics
Terri Lynn Mackenzie
Music Education
Brian David Maddox
Bible Comprehensive
Lisa G. Manion
Business Administration
Holly S. Marshall
Prelaw/English
April Down MaMn
Nursing
Wesley C. Martin
Business Admirisrration
Paul C Martindale
Bible Presem/Poliricol Sd.
Lynda L Moder
Nursing
Bryan Keith Mathews
Preengineering
Kelly R. Mathis
Business Administration
Koren Sue Meadows
Special Education
Jill Meridith Mkhonski
Business Administrarion
Sherrie Lee Mills
Undeclared
John Garrett Mitchell
Business Adminisrrorion
Brett Earl Momford
Broadcasting
Robert Louis Moore
UisdesJored
Timothy William Moosey
Undeclared
Gregory Stephen Moron
Business Administration
Don L. Morris
Business Administration
Kevin L. Moser
Business Administrorion
Lisa A. Matter
Nursing
Debra Sue Mowrey
Elementary Educorion
Robert Harold Munson
Preengineering
James Murray Murdock
History
Deborah Joan Murphy
Business Administration
Patrick John Murphy
Accounting
Ruth Marie Murton'
Nursing
Sheila Lynn Neal
Secretarial Science
Mork Albert Nemitz
Undedored
Nicolas Nervo
Business Administration
Beth Ann Nester
Diology/Preveterinary
Donna Goon Nichols
Physical Education
Kenneth N. Nichols
Bible/Preseminary
Gregory S. Norden
Undeclared
Sherri Lynn Norrick
Undedored
Sandra J. O'Boyle
Nursing
Donny E. Olinger
Hisrory
Laurie Ann On
English
Mork D. Oyos
Science Comprehensive
Nothanael G. Oyos
Undeclored
Nancy Ann °now
English
Teresa Joy Palmer
Biology
John Joseph Popp
Preengineering
Kristine Down PoiseII
Broodcosting
Deborah Carol Pate
Physical Education
Jeffrey Lynn Patrick
Science Comprehensive
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Ithough there are relatively few
black students at Cedarville, I've
found the atmosphere to be an encour-
agement to me. I have never felt un-
wanted or completely out of place. I must
admit, however, that sometimes I have
felt like a black speck on a white wall.
When I first arrived or Cedarville, I was
continually being asked if I could play bas-
ketball and if I could "slam." For a while it
was mildly disturbing, but I've learned that
I can use opportunities like those to bridge
the gap of cultures. I have received a lot
of opportunities to share some of my cul-
ture and lifestyle with other people from
different backgrounds. Nor many know
what living in the inner city is like, and I
have had a chance to share that. At the
same time, I've had the opportunity to
learn about other areas. To tell you the
truth, I hod no idea what growing up on a
farm is like, or what it feels like to be
surrounded by fields until I come here. I
must admit that it's quite different from
what I'm used to, but I have enjoyed
being our here and experiencing the mid-
west lifestyle.
I think it's important that we reach our
to one another and try to understand one
another despite our differences. Entering
any situation, whether it be racial or inter-
personal, we must strive to accept each
other for the worth we have in Christ,
who gave us the parable of the Good
Samaritan to guide us in our acceptance of
others. Let's keep on bridging the gap.
Thurman Robert Payton
History
Rhonda Perkins
Accounting
Don C. Petek
Business Administration
Thomas L. Peterson
Accounting
Amy Louise Phillips
Behavioral Science
Phyllis M. Phillips
Business Adminisrrarion
Stephen Matthew Pierce
Undeclared
Jean Esther Pinkerton
Nursing
Jeffrey Scott Piper
Undedored
Rolando Ponce
Biology/Premedicine
Kathy Deldre Potbury
Speech
Kim Elaine Potts
Business Adminaration
Thomas E. Pratt
Accounting
Dean A. Price
Business Administration
Douglas Edward Pugh
Accounting
Ferdinand Henry Rolchel
Bible/Preseminary
Kimberly Jean Romsier
Undeclared
Sue Irene Rasmussen
Nursing
Greg Richard Rawson
Business Administration
Kora JaneHe Roy
Business Administration
Patricia J. Reed
Undeclared
George E. Reede
Business Administration
Lawrence G. Reeder
Accounting
Jennifer Eileen Reeves
Accounting
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Rebecca D. Reid
Elementary Education
Cheryl Ann Rendle
Physicol Education
Katherine Dorris Reynolds
Elementary Education
Pamela Jo Rickard
Elementary Education
Melinda Kay Ritter
Speech
David Lee Robinette
Bible/Preseminary
Jim Allen Robinson
Physical Education
Kimberly J. Robinson
Nursing
G. David Rorrer, Jr.
Broodcasring
Sherry Marie Rotramel
Psychology/Speech
London Lee Rowland
Preengineenng
Dorren L Ruby
Undeclared
Jill Ann Sandy
S000logy
Timothy Mork Schakat
Business Adminisrrarion
Roger Manning Schiele, Jr.
Biology
Melody A. Schultz
Elementary Education
Dove W. Schumaker
Business Administration
Monica Lynn Schuttenberg
Secretarial Science
Deborah S. Schwartz
Elementary Educators
Daniel R. Searles
Business Administration
Kimberly Ann Searles
Nursing
Erick Jon Seidel
Undeclared
Forrest Randal Sellers
Speech
Marcia J.A. Sewell
Nursing
Linda L. Shaffer
English
Kevin A. Show
Englsh
Jill L. Sheets
Psychology
Deena Renee Shrive,
Physical Education
Eric Lawrence Shrum
Bible/Preserninary
Sheri Lynn Mule,
Elernenrory Education
Kathryn Marie Sibert
Secondary Educorion/Morh
David A. Smollmon
Business Adminisrrorion
Thomas James Smon
Psychology
Pamela Miriam Smith
Undeclared
Robert J. Smith
Prelow
Ronald M. Smith, Jr.
Morhemoncs
Gregory A. Snider
Computer Informorion Systems
Andrea D. Snyder
Morh/Secondory Education
Donna J. Snyder
English
Samuel T. Springer
Undeclared
Margaret Amanda Squires
Elementary Education
Julie Lynn Stockhouse
English
Jill Michele Stebbins
Prelaw
Wendy A. Stith
Accounting
Jill Kathleen Storer
Elementary Educarion
Ronald L. Stowell
Elernenrory Education
Brion Paul Sturgis
Computer Information Systems
Pam M. Swanson
Elementary Educotion
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Coming back to face my sophomoreyear, I have been especially chal-
lenged in the area of responsibilities. Now
that I have been here a year, I know iris
rime to gear up for the challenges of the
real world.
It was an adult level relationship ro my
Lord Jesus that prompted me to become
more involved wirh Christian services such
as Swordbearers extension ream, Antioch
Campus Evangelism, and the spring break
ream to Utah. I needed to prepare my
heart for these ministries. I desired to
strengthen my spiritual health by spending
time in prayer alone and with friends, by
reading His word, and by reading the
works of Tozer and Murray.
Also my responsibility to be an exhorter
—one who focuses on others' needs —
has caused me to be "put on the rocks." I
struggle with priorities between my edu-
cational goals, like an acceptable G.P.A.,
and reaching our to others when I should
be studying. It seems hard to keep afloat
when I feel as if I am in a whirlpool of
needy people that I honestly cannot help.
I strive to go that extra step for those in
need, but sometimes it seems I hove ex-
pended all my energy, yet the need is nor
met successfully.
Extra-curricular activities help to balance
put my list of responsibilities, but they also
drain away my time. I wrestle with olor-
ring my time most effectively. I'm always
thinking of the next meeting that I need to
attend; "Do I have all my notes
and realizing that quality time with friends
is extremely sparse because of an over-
packed day of hustling from class, to
meetings, to work, to homework, and
more the same the next day.
The bright spot is that as I deal with
each situation, I see my friends rallying on
my behalf encouraging me to rake and
meet that challenging responsibility head
on. There's absolutely nothing that my
God, my freinds, and I can't tackle.
Jill Aileen Swayze
Accounting
Mork Frederick Sweitzer
Marhemarics
John Roger Sykes
Business Administration
Deborah Ann Synnott
Nursing
Steven P. Tait
Preengineering
Carrie Marie Tonsey
Nursing
Connie Ann Tatum
Nursing
Allison Kay Taylor
Undeclared
Wolter Lee Taylor, Jr.
Undedared
Nadine Lin Terrill
Elementary Education
Amy Rebecca Thomas
Nursing
Donna J. Thomas
Elementary Education
Lydia Doe lhonrton
Accounting
Alan D. Titus
Business Administration
Jenny L. Titus
Secretarial Administration
Doris Ilse Tober
Spanish/Secondary Education
Edward Murray Ws(
Bible/Preseminary
Phyllis Moe Trivett
Elementary Education
Koren Mkhoele Troyer
Business Administration
Robert John Turner
Preengineering
Lisa Lee Tyson
English Education/Speech
Kristy Lee Vance
Physical Education
Lori Eileen VanCulin
Moth/Secondary Education
Deth Anita Vaughn
Mathematics
AMY ZED GUEST 7
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Kimberlee Sherman Penman
Accounting
Jeffrey Allen VeStrand
Sociology
Trod Diana Voorhis
Nursing
Gerold Clayton Wallace, Jr.
Business Administration
Jonel M. Wallace
Business Administration
Kevin L. Wallace
Physical Education
Daniel Lawrence Wolter
Bible Comprehensive
Steven Phillip Wader
Speech/Preseminary
Elizabeth A. Waltrip
Business Adminisrrorion
Brandon Troy Woltz
Bible/Preseminary
Jonathan David Waltz
Psychology
Janice Lynn Warren
Speech
Shod Lynn Washburn
Special Education
Andy J. Watson
Business Adminisrrorion
Robert Kent Watson
Undeclared
Kristin Roberto Weber
Elementary Educotion
Amy L. Welch
Nursing
Aaron M. Whitacre
Undeclared
Douglas Dean Whittenburg
Accounting/C5
Scott A. Wiggers
Accounting
David A. Wiinamoki
Preengineering
Angelo G. Wilcox
Psychology
Kathy Ann Wilkinson
Nursing
John Timothy Wilson
Business Adminisrrorion
Tanya Lynne Williamson
Bible/Preseminory
Charline Wilson
Secretarial Science
John Andrew Wilson
Undeclared
Teresa Diane Wilson
English/Secondory Educotion
Donna Rehr, Windish
Accounting
Robyn R. Wiseman
Spanish
Janet Lynn Wittkind
Nursing
Stephen E. Wood
Music Education
Amy Suzanne Wright
Speech
Danboro Panda
Elementary Education
David Anthony Yeager
Undeclared
Robin Kimberley Young
Spanbh
Theresa Lynn Youngless
Psychology
Angelo Zaugg
Elementary Education
Ric Zehr
Business Administration
Brent Dale Ziegler
Preogriculrure
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a Diane Abston
Elementary Education/Psychology
Kimberly Sue Adams
Undeclared
Mary J. Allard
Broadcasring
David R. Allen
Broadcasting
Kathy Sue Anderson
Accounting
Lowly Ann Anderson
Broadcasting
Michael A. Anderson
Business Administration
Anne W. Angell
Nursing
Robert A. Armor
Preengineering
Patricia Jean Armstrong
Nursing
Beth Augustine
Nursing
Lee Stacy Austin
Undeclared
Dryon Allen Austring
Premedical
Debbie Jo Baker
Elementary Education
Jeffrey Alan Baker
Undeclared
Justine M. Doker
Undeclared
Mark Andrew Baker
Undeclared
Douglas F. Baldwin
Prephormocy
April Leann Banks
Chirtion Education
Coryn Lynn Barber
Elementary Education
Joel Dates Barker
Compurer Informotion Systems
Albert G. &Weft
.
Accounting
Krisonne Marie Bartholomew
Undeclared
Denise Marie Doss
Physical Education
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William David Bath
Undeclared
Lowell Daniel &yes
Computer Information Systems
Timothy W. Death
Business Admingrorion
Down Elizabeth Beachum
Nursing
Dodd Jonathan Beal
Accounting
Deborah Lee Deoujeon
Undeclared
David Alan Beeson
Accounting
Linda Sue Belford
Nursing
Wendy Kaye Dell
Nursing
Rebecca Jo BeBerson
Accounring
Joan L. &Hz
Mathematics
Kelli Lome Bensink
Business Administration
John Andrew Bercow
Business Adminisrrotion
Jeffrey William Bergondine
Accounting
David Edward Beverly
Chemisrry
Cindy A. Bigler
Secretarial Science
Janet Lynn Bishop
Business Administrotion
Todd Andrew Bishop
Business Administrotion
Judith Lynn Block
English Education
Rodney J. Blackmon
Prelaw
Carol Joy Bliss
Nursing
Rebecca Down Bliss
Speech
Roe Jean Bohr
Business Adminstronon
Debbie Ruth Bonds
Biology
Diane M. Boners
Nursing
Tolitho Ann Bosworth
Elementary Education
Martha Sue Dowers
Elernenrory Education
Lisa Carol Bowien
Elementary Education
Angelo Dawn Bowling
English Education
Bruce Howard Bowman
Undeclared
William Chad Bowman
Elementary Education
Marie Joann Boyd
Nursing
Laura Melinda Brace
Elementary Education
Kristian Douglas Bradman
Brondrasnng
Kevin V. Bradshaw
Physical Education
Kimberly A. Bradshaw
Undeclared
Gerold C Brody
Chemistry
Kimberly Koiette Bragg
Premedical
Michelle Down Orefee
Nursing
Brad Lee Oresson
Political Science
Amy Elaine Brooks
Speech
Jeffery P. Drown
Business Administrarion
Lod Lynne Drown
Undeclared
Undo Gail Browning
Elementary Education
Brent Edward Budd
Sociology
Tonyn lonell Burnpus
Elementary Education
Gall Lynn Ourdette
Elemenrory Education
Candn Bradshaw Burke
Undeclared
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_ MRSUM CHUNG
Y
es, here I am at Cedarville Col-
lege. Now what do I do?" These
were the first words out of my mouth. I
was excited but also scared stiff. Yet I
was not going to let anyone notice. So I
went along with the crowd for the first
couple of days, and then I realized that I
needed to stand up on my own two
feet.
I did very well until I started acting like
a freshman. I locked myself our of my
room during the first week; I sat in the
wrong class for ten minutes; I could not
remember my phone number for the
longest time; I got homesick; I even
boiled my hot pot dry — twice!
These memories will always be with
me. As I adapt to college life, I make
fewer dumb mistakes. I must say that for
me anyway, college has been the big-
gest adjustment in my life. I am constant-
ly changing something! And along with
these changes come the problems, the
decisions, the pressures, the questions, all
of which need to be dealt with and
overcome. In order to do this, I cling unto
God.
God has placed me in Cedarville to
learn and grow in knowledge and my
spiritual life. I am looking forward to
these next years at this institute of higher
education!
Dovid A. Burt
Business Adminorronon
Kimberly Joi Burrell
Nursing
Jennifer L. flutter
Business Adminorranon
Cheryl Lynne Button
Nursing
Daniel Keith Byrum
Preserninory
Patrick Roy Code
Undeclared
Gay! Marie Calkins
Nursing
Judy R. Calle
Business Admoistrarico
Christine Marie Carob,
Business Administration
Renee L Carr
Business Adminisrrarion
David Russell Comber
UndeClored
Kathleen R. Carroll
Business Ad /Secreranol
Becky Lynn Caner
Secretarial Science
Andrew Louis Chandler
Chemsrry
Christine M. Cheek
Behavioral Science
Paul Edward Chilson
Premedicol
Mason Chung
Speech
Mork A. Clark
Prelow/Biology
Ronald Alan Clayton
Biology
Koren E. Clifford
Undeclared
Steven Scott Cochran
Physical Educarion
Shelley Kay Coffman
Undeclared
Cindy Ann Collier
Nursing
Peggy Ann Collier
Elemenrory Educarion
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Nancy K. Columbo
Undeclared
Doryle Scott Conlin
Undeclared
David Earl Conway
Accounting
Lnnie E. Cooper
Morhemorics Education
Gregory Kyle Crawford
Business Administration
Matthew Doryl Creamer
Music
Daniel Leeland Cron%
Business Administration
Kristi L Culp
Nursing
Sue Ann Cunningham
Nursing
Sherri Lynn Crurer
Nursing
Lorolee M. Cruz
Secretarial Science
Rhonda Renee Culbert
Elementary Educorion
Tino Marie Daley
Biology
Todd Bryon Dehus
Undeclared
David William Dennis
Psychology
Keith Alan Dc Walt
Business Administrotion
Edward Lyndon Dible
Undeclared
Cynthia Mode Dixon
Accounring/Secreroriol Sci.
David Joe Douglas
Undeclared
Todd Allen Dowden
Accounting
Sarah Lynn Drake
Elementary Educarion
Joy A. DuBois
Nursing
Janke L. Dudley
Music Education
Michele L. Dunlap
Secretarial Science
Kimberly K. Eager
Nursing
Jody Paulo Eckert
Mothernotics/Comp. Science
Susan Lod Edwards
Secretarial Science
Ruth A. Elssens
Poliricol Science
Brad N. Dicky
Physical Education
Jeff Brion Elliott
Business Administration
Koren J. Elliott
Secretarial Science
Mark G. England
Business Administration
Evan W. English
Business Administration
Daniel Bruce Erlandson
Broodcosring
Jeffrey Scott Erikson
Undeclared
Layne E. Etclison
Physicol Education
Donna Jean Evans
Elementary Education
Tanya Lynne Evans
Elementary Education
Jennifer Lynn Everoge
Undeclared
Susan Renee Everitt
Nursing
Antonio Terrill Ewing
Business Administration
Mork H. Fairhurst
Elementary Educoion
Brenda J. Fannin
Chernarry/Prernedical
Melissa E. Felt
Spanish
Alice L. Feneemeker
Elementary Education
Melody Rose Ferguson
Business Administration
Laura Jeanne Fetzer
Undeclored
Keith Eldon Field
Music
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Gregory David Fish
Business Adminisrrorion
Leon Fisher
Business Adminisrrarion
Dethany Jayne Renner
Mathematics
Lisa A. Ford
Elemenrory Educorion
Kimberly Ann Fordyce
Morhemarics
Debbie Lynne Foster
Undeclared
Greg L. Fronk
Undeclared
Judy Lynn Frank
Bible Comprehensive
Michael Freeman
Business Administration
Brooke Linn French
Prelow
David Eugene Friar
Comprehensive Bible
Christine A. Friedkin
Elementary Educorion
Eileen Dawn Friesen
Music
Charles A. Fullerton
Business Adminisrrarion
Elaine R. Gardner
Speech Ed /Phys,cal Ed
David Anthony Garrett
Speech
Daniel William Gasket!
Prelow
Donnie Faye Gates
Speech Education
Mork A. Govorski
Presermory
Julie Elizabeth Gayer
Undeclared
Carol Ann Geese
Elementary Eaucorion
Julie Ellen Gersema
Undeclared
Allen Dole Gipson
Preengineenng
Thomas Joy Goehring
Music Education
h, college, the hurdle few snakes
ever cross, rhe slope few snakes
ever ski. Yes, it is true, a snake has actually
mode it through one entire year at Cedar-
ville College.
It was a real privilege for me to be
accepted by this college. All during the
summer of 84, I anxiously awaited the
day to finally leave home; to arrive at that
city of excitement, Cedarville — the pride
and joy of Ohio. You may be asking your-
self: Why did this snake choose Cedarville,
Ohio, of all places to go to school? Simple
— I am from a city named Normal; is
further explanation needed?
As the year progressed, I learned many
things. Number one was to stay clear of
"Chuck's Diner." I learned this lesson early
in my freshman year. Would you believe I
found a mouse in a burrito once, which, to
a snake, is a connoisseur's delight. My
compliments to the chef. I also learned
that snakes cannot drive manual RX-7's, as
the Presidenr hates teeth marks on his
stick-shift. Lastly, and by for the most im-
portant thing I have learned would prob-
ably have to be limiting myself to no more
than 24 dates during "rwirp week." Three
lunches every day is just a little too much
for me. By the fifth day it starts showing.
Sorry, girls.
I am eagerly looking forward to my
sophomore year, for new memories and
old food.
— Vance A. Viper
I'll have to apologize for Vance; he
really does not mean it. I also am looking
forward to my future or Cedarville. I'm
sure it will be interesting, to say the least.
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Jonathan David Golden
Psychology
Sandra IC Goocey
Bementory Educaricn
Tommy Evonne Groff
Undeclared
Mike A. Green
Undeclared
Robert William Gresh
Prelow
Mork L. Groves
Business Adminisrrotion
Cindy Guido
Nursing
Down Marie Guskk
Business Adminisrrorion
Heidi Lynn Hoist
Nursing
Daniel Lee Hale
Preengineering
David Warren Hall
Accounring
Melanie G. Hall
Elementary Education
Steve M. Hall
Undeclored
Melissa Jane Hofleck
Elementary Educotion
Paul Lee Hamlin
Undeclared
Lisa Ann Hamilton
Undeclared
Keith Allen Hammer
Accounting
Alysio Kay Honey
Elementary Education
Sherri Lynn Hannay
Biology
Mork Allan Harden
Undeclared
Kothleen JoAnne Hardman
Undeclared
David R. Harper
Undeclared
Gregory Alan Harris
Preengineedi
Jennifer Kiisten Haufler
Elementary Education
V es, God had given us a second
I chance after high school to be fresh-
man again. We came to college expect-
ing it to be totally different. We had
visions of wild co-ed parties, all night
study sessions and dotes with the oppo-
site sex. But reality soon set in; the parties
were for from wild (with an exception of
the "reindeer" or the freshman Christ-
mas party); the study sessions were ad-
journed, and dares were few and for
between.
We soon had the campus down like
the back of our hand along with the
layout of downtown Cedarville. Our first
shopping spree consisted of the micro-
wave sole at the hardware store, 194
tomato soup at the Village Super Value,
and o small garage sole. After the
achievement of becoming second quar-
ter freshman come the arrival of our first
big day in Dayton. All we can say is that
Dayton Moll has never seen such excite-
ment.
Our time here or Cedarville has been
very special. We have both made many
close friends that will last a lifetime. The
Christian unity we have felt has enriched
our lives, making Cedarville close to our
hearts.
HUM 81 MAROL MOGALEMSM,
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Jennifer Sue Haupt
Psychology
Nancy Joann Hawkins
Business Administration
DeAnn Ruth HozePon
Elementary Educorion
Joel Alan Hayden
Biology
Stephanie Jean Hein
Biology/Prevererinary
Rondo Moe Heise
Nursing
John Scott Helmick
Chemistry
Cheryl Dianne Herr
Undeclared
Marc Alan Herrman
Undeclared
Loony Rosue Herron
Elementary Education
Patricia Judy Hess
Undeclared
Cheri Annette Hill
English
Michael A. Hines
Computer Information Systems
Kasten T. Hoddelmonn
Undeclared
Kristina Theresa Hoddelmann
Undeclared
Motile Hofer
Undeclared
Gretchen Anne Hoffmeyer
Biology
Sandra Lee Holbrook
Music
Cheryl Lynn Holland
Elementary Education
Von B. Holloway
Comprehensive Science
Robert Timothy Holmes
Business Administration
Joanne R. Hornbeck
Physical Education
Sheltie Kim Horton
Chemistiy/Premedicol
Laura Susan Huggart
Accounring
Beth Ann Hughes
Music
Brian Albert Hukr
Physical Education
Todd D. Hummel
Computer Information Systems
Dove W. Hunter
Business Administration
Lisa Renee Hurst
Business Administration
Norma Kay Hutchison
Behavioral Science
Kevin Allen Ingram
Undeclared
Vkkie Yvonne Jackson
Undeclared
Barbara Louise Jacobs
Elementary Education
James William Jacobs
Biology/Premedical
Mork D. James
Business Administration
Elizabeth A. Jaquis
Undeclared
Rebecca Sue Jenkins
Secretarial Science
Julie Ann Jensen
Elementary Education
Eric Lynn Johnson
Nursing
Jon Renee Johnson
Preengineering
Kristyn Elaine Johnson
Special Education
Karen Sue Johnston
Behavioral Science
Brenda Lee Jones
Nursing
Amy Lee Joslin
Elementary Education
Kathleen Lynn Kegel
Undedaed
P0111010 Beth Kenyon
Music
Deborah Lee Ken.,
Psyd niuyy
Beth A. Keyes
Biology
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M any things come to my mind whenI remember this first year at Cedar-
viHe. I think of the fun of Homecoming, the
comic relief of the "Cedar What" cam-
paign, the plays at Alford, concerts in the
Chapel, soccer in the gym, Dr. Dixon's
handkerchiefs, and "Vance the Viper."
I think, however, what I will remember
most about the 1984-85 academic year is
rhe friendships I have developed. Yes, it
does sound trite, but people care at Ce-
darville. I would not delude anyone by
saying that the students at this school are
one big happy family all of the time: we
all have problems relating to each other.
LOHRTIE COOPER
Yet, in spire of this, we can almost al-
ways be assured of being greeted with a
smile from everyone ranging.from Mrs. St.
Clair or the switchboard to Chuck McKin-
ney in the cafeteria.
The friends I hove made in my unit
though my involvement in drama, by
"rotting" at the gym and while sitting in
class are ones that I have surely come to
cherish. I know that God has given me
these friends through His special love just as
He gave me my ultimate friend, Jesus. Iris
my prayer that we will all be the kinds of
friends which God expects us to be.
Kendra lean King
Nursing
Robert W. Kinney
Biology
Jon Mark Kirtland
Undeclared
Barry Lee Kitchen
Computer Information Systems
Laurie Anne Knowles
Undeclared
Kara Frances Kozmo
Premedical
Jennifer Lynn Kreuscher
Psychology
Michele Denise bird
Biology
J. Michael Landis
History
Martin Ala* Larsen
Undeclared
Rage Down Lash
Undeclared
Terry Edward Lassitter
Accounting
Angela Marie Latin!
Physical Educanon
Beth Anne Lotorello
Nursing
Robert Louis Lowell°
Accounring
Dearborn Lynn LaVoncher
Elementary Education
Shari K. Leach
Speech
Sheryl Ann Lee
Business Admin./Accounring
Michelle Jon Lelah
Physical Education
Craig W. Libby
Preengineering
David Andrew Lindley
History
Kristin Elaine Lickikler
Nursing
Christopher S. Link
Accounting/CIS
ROX011/1 Lee LIVOI1900d
Accounring
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Gino Roe Long
Undeclared
Amy Down Lamson
Business Education
Syndy J. McCafferty
Psychology
Jody M. McCann
Special Education/Spanish
Stacy Marie McCaskill
Undeclared
Theresa Joann McClure
Secretarial Science
Shawn Lyndeon McConnell
Undeclared
Christine Ann McCormick
Elementary Education
Mkhele Lea McGarry
Nursing
Amy Beth McKibben
Behavioral Science
Cherry J. McLaughlin
Psychology
Heather Lynno Macfarlane
Special Ed /Elementary Ed
Thomas Swart Mach
Undeclared
Robbie Allen Mockeen
Mathematics
Ronald W. Mackey
Undeclared
Mork D. Magian
Undeclared
Jeffrey Donald Main
Music/Comp. Science
Body Alan Male*
Business Administration
Karl E. Mansfield
Business Adminisrrorion
Kristine Carol Mansfield
Elementary Education
Brion Jeffrey Morburger
History
Ruth Evelyn Morgraff
Undeclared
David Lawrence Morkison
Accounting
Jeff A. Martin
Prephormocy
Stacy Ann Mellott
Secretorgl Science
Deborah Lyn Meriwether
Accounting
Janet Kay Merriman
Business Administration
Phillip R. Meyer
Business Administration
Sharon Lynn Michael
Elementary Education
James David Miecien
Undeclared
Kimberly D. Miller
Undeclared
Andrew Lowell Mininger
Undeclared
Pamela Sue Mitchell
Nursing
Michele Denise Moody
Nursing
Pamela J. Moon
Nursing
Christopher Dale Moore
Mathematics
Kelly Micheal Moore
Undeclared
Tommy Ann Moreland
Elementary Education
Scott David Morgan
Biology/Chemistry
Ruth Down Morris
Undeclared
Holly Ann Morse
Special Educahon
Jeannette Lee Massburg
Secretarial Science
David Lee Mossmast
Comprehensive Bible
Gretchen Lynn Mountz
Accounnng
Steven Robert Moyer
Business Administration
Paul Kenneth Muckley
Mathemancs
Elan Gone Mulberry
Broadcasting
Lori A. Murray
Biology
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Glenn S. Nosh
Undeclared
Tommie Sue Nosse
Physical Education
Patrick M. Nesbitt
Business Administration
David Netzley
Biology/Chemistry
Dean Edward Newell
Computer Information Systems
Sharon Denise Nichols
Underclored
Tom John Niederer
Biology
Dionne M. Haggle
Music
Golyn Francis Nook
Accounting
Derrick Norfleet
Undeclared
Gordon G. Ooms
Prelow
Rebecca Linn Orton
Accounting
Lod Diane Osborn
Behavioral Science
Beth O'Toole
Business Administration
Lod Ann Ottowoy
Biology
Tim A. Panel
Business Administration
Lod Ann Popp
Nursing
Peter L. Pappas
austne-s Adminaration
Patti J. Porker
Physical Education
James Wayland Parvis
Accounting
Carolyn S. Patrick
Comprehensive Bible
Crystal Ann Patrick
Physical Education
Jennifer Lynn Patrick
Elementary Education
Jennifer Marie Parry
Nursing
Cheryl Lynn Paxson
Nursing
Shelly Roe Payne
Nursing
Silos Pearson
Accounting
Lynda S. Peon.
Biology
Suzanne Marie Perron
Undeclared
Rick C. Petek
Business Adminisrratior
Becky J. Peters
Nursing
Debra Jean Peters
Preogriculrure
Den A. Peterson
Undeclared
Mike Alan Phelps
Biology
Diana Sue Phillips
Undeclared
Darlene J. Piercy
Biology
Cheryl Ann Plooy
Nursing
Anthony Lee Plummer
Comprehensive Bible
Lori Lynn Poole
Business Administration
Annette R. Poppy
Premedical
Sondra Jean Potter
Broadcasting
Marion Denise Presley
Nursing
Gwen Renee Price
Psychology
Yvette Priory
Music Education
Becky Lynn Pruner
English Education
Bryon Dwayne Quids
Premedical
Steven Allen Race
Compurer Information Systems
Eddie Joy Radcliff
Dostness Administration
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_YVETTE PR11NTY
"Hi! What's your name?"
"Yvette."
"Yvette who?"
"Yvette Printy."
"Hey! Do you happen to be any relo-
rion to Ma Printy?"
"Ye-e-es, it just so happened that she's
my Grandma."
T his is the usual reaction I receivewhen I meet new people and intro-
duce myself. People are always asking
what it is like to have "Ma" as my
grandma. Well, let me tell you, there is
never (and I mean NEVER!) a dull moment
when I'm with my grandma.
In addition to her dynamic personality,
you all probably know that "Ma" has an
unlimited amount of energy. She is con-
stantly on the go (especially as she ca-
reens around in her big blue Cadillac!) and
she never seems to rest, nor even for a
moment. She will do anyrhing and ever-
ything to help a student including her
granddaughter.
Everyone on campus knows her as
"Ma"; but to an ordinary girl from Holr-
ville, California, she's just good ol'
Grandma. She has given me her unselfish
love, her support; she has helped me ad-
just, and she has mode life very exciting or
times. I love her with all my heart.
Jon W. Roder
Accounting
Debbie M. Remake,
Psychology/Comp. Bible
Joan E. liellteve
Elementary Educorion
Orion Reebel
Business Administronon
Kristo G. Reed
Secondary Education
Mork A. Reed
Business Administration
Michele Beth Reed
Elementary Education
Chris A. Reese
Physical Education
Lori L Reid
Undeclared
Thomas Christopher Reiter
Accounting
Robert Stephen Revers*, Jr.
Preengineering
Lori Ann Rhoden
Business Adminisrronon
Melissa Carol Riggs
Secondary English Educorion
Theo Karina Rivera
Nursing
Lynn Renee Robinson
Secretarial Science
David Worren Robison
Undeclared
Karol A. Rogolewski
Preharmocy
Kimberly A. Rogolewski
Elemenrary Education
Tomato Koren Rogers
Undeclared
Kristine Kay Rose
Business Adminisirorion
Wendy M. Rose
Computer Information Systems
Jason Deon Rowland
Business Admnisrrotion
Laura Roe Rowland
Psychology
Doyle Lesley Ruggles
Nursing
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Heidi Marie Ryon
Elementary Education
Kerr! Lynn Sadler
Elementary Education
Jon P. Sadowim
Chemistry
Kimberly Kay Salmon
Secretarial Science
Meegon Anne Sank,Hi
Biology/Premedical
Eric Charles Savage
Computer Information Systems
Melanie Faith Schack
Predental
Scot A. Schieferstein
Speech
Kevin J. Schleinitz
Business Administrorion
Foy Down Schenk.Id
Undeclared
Charles Vernon Scott
Comprehensive Bible
Erick Jon See fried
Undeclared
Lila Moe Seest
Preveterionary
Donald R. Shade
Secondary Education
Loreno Hope Shoff
Social Science
Ardena Leigh Shaffer
Premedical
Ronette Shank
Comprehensive Bible
Robert Dean Shark
Undeclared
Phil A. Shaul!
Broadcasting
Daniel Scott Shepherd
Broadcasting
Sondra Koye Shuise
Accounting
Lynne M. Sicken
Business Administration
Don Howard Simerly
Undeclared
Jane Lynn Simington
Secretarial Science
Korlo Rene Simpson
Undeclared
Jill M. Slayton
Business Administration
Robin K. Sloan
Elementary Education
Janoe Michelle Smart
Secondary Education
Allyn N. Smith
Premedical
Kimberly Kay Smith
Nursing
Kristine Lynn Smith
Special Ed./Elementary Ed.
Lee Anne Smith
Nursing
Rhonda Lynch Smith
Comprehensive Bible
Rich Roy Smith
Undedared
Stephen Andrew Smith
Undeclared
Tonfo Ann Smith
Nursing
Beth A. Snyder
Elementary Education
Bonnie Beth Snyder
Chemisrry
Michele Marie Snyder
Undeclared
Connie Mode SaeBinger
Undeclared
Scott E. Sorenson
Undeclared
Keith Duane Soules
Preengineering
Ann Troutman Specs
Secrerarial Science
Kevin Lee Sperry
Business Administrorion
Corol Hope Spicer
Behavioral Science
Lori Jon Spiegel
Nursing
Kristen Elizabeth Stagg
English
Susan Lynn Stolter
Nursing
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Pamela S. Stanfill
Business Education
Lorry Von Starkey
Comprehensive Bible
Meredith Ann Steiner
Chemistry
John Robert Stephens
Computer Informotion Systems
Betsy Goy Stoltzfus
Undedored
Kevin Brooks Storms
Psychology
Scott Allan Stover
Accounting
Lilo Louise Strouse
Biology
Heather Renee Stretch
Business Administration
Koren Leslie Stromley
Business Administration
Timothy Paul Schroupe
Business Administration
Jock James Stumme
Comprehensive Bible
Brenda J. Sutliff
English
Rebecca Leah Tacker
Broadcasting
Valerie Jean Teed
Business Administration
Linda Kay Tewksbury
Secrerarial Science
Ronald Dole Thomas
Undeclared
Joanne Elizabeth Thompson
Elementary Education
Rob Bruce Thomson
Business AdminICIS/Physicol Ed
Thomas R. Thornton
Undeclared
Debra Sue Timco
Nursing
Penny Lynn Tobert
Undeclared
Aubrey A. Tom
Undeclared
Andrea Lee Torok
Undeclared
I knew the transition from high schooland its lifestyle would be a challenging
experience. After being at home in a fairly
comfortable and secure environment, all
of my life, I knew that all the standards
and beliefs I hod formed with my parents'
guidance would be put to the test when I
was away getting my education. I would
be gaining on independency and a re-
sponsibility for myself. I realize that this was
very important and I needed to go to a
college that would build and invest in my
life intellectually and most importantly,
spiritually.
I realized that the influences on my life
as I was on my own could determine my
character. I wonted those influences to be
Godly — the type that would make me a
better person. I knew from talking with
friends and looking or the college that it
was the type of college that had these
good influences and high standards.
Still it rook some time before I realized
that I needed to make a decision to have
the attitude that was open to the influ-
ences of the sincere Christian people that
are here. I think that everyone who
comes ro Cedarville needs to be open to
what it has to offer. We need to reach our
and take what God is giving through Ce
dorville College.
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Kim Ann Trammel
Business Admin./Secretarial Sci.
Sara McKeen Triehy
Undeclared
Valerie Anastasio Truman
Business Administration
Donald Tung
English
David Christopher Tyler
Undeclared
Kevin Alan Tyree
Undeclared
Lori Lynn Tyree
Nursing
Deborah Sue Uhl
Business Administration
Terri Lynn Vonbeveren
Elementary Education
Toni Lynn Vanbeveren
Nursing
Deborah K. VonDorf
Mathematics
Mork 5. VanKleeck
English
Lisa Marie Vaughn
Business Administration
William R. Veltman
Computer Information Systems
James Chase Venmon
Undeclared
Tamara Lynn Venmon
Nursing
Cynthia Jayne Wagner
Undeclared
Troy R. Waller
Preengineering
Brett J. WOleSS
Biology/Premedical
Michael William Worfield
Business Administration
Melissa Sue Way
Speech
Conrad Roy Weaver
Chemistry
Patti Lynn Webb
Biology
Carlo C. Weitkomp
Undeclared
Deborah Lynne Wemett
Secretarial Science
Loreeno G. Westfoll
Elementary Education
Loree 5. Wicks
Secretarial Science
Chris A. Wiedenhoft
Undeclared
Russell Allen Wight
Undeclared
Tim Alan WiIlrns
Undeclared
Rebecca Ann Wilson
Elementary Education
Melissa Madine Windlsh
Accounting
Wendy Joy Windowle
Elementary Education
Down Jylene Winklemon
Undeclared
David Alan Wolcott
Prelaw
Jeffrey Owen Wolfe
Preengineering
David Richard Woodard
Mathematics Education
Antony P. Wright
Chemistry
Dove Paul Wuestner
Physical Education
Diane Lynn Wuthrkh
Undeclared
Jill Shorysse Wyse
Undeclared
Michelle Marie Yager
Undeclared
Orion Duane Young
Business Administration
Christopher Scott Young
Undeclared
Grace Ann Young
Elementary Education
Elizabeth Jean Zeck
Business Administration
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SECRETARIAL GRADUATES
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Nancy Ellen Anderson
Donna Lee Birtch
Rebekah J. Bennett
Jan Marie Boulet
Cynthia Kay Cooley
Janet Fay Derstine
Janice Fugett
Frances Jane Haskowich
Valerie Gay Hite
Lisa Howard
Mary Ann Rose
Deborah Sue Schonfeld
Rhonda Kay Smith
Karen Sue Stagg
Diane E. Stamm
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Norman L. Romig
Gilbertsville, PA
Steve and Marlene Rose
Manchester, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Ross
East Providence, RI
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry K. Rotramel
Elkhart, IN
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin L. Ruby
Elizabethtown, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene C. Ruggles
Michigan City, IN
Mr. and Mrs.
Rochester, NY
Mr. and Mrs.
Fulton, MD
Marshall Runge
James Rushe
Mrs. Kathleen Russell
North Olmsted, OH
Lee and Donna Ryan
Almond, NY
Billy and Betty Sadler
Walbridge, OH
Norman and Jane Sand
Franklin Lakes, NJ
Mr. and Mrs. William Saunders
Milford, MI
PaTent Pafrona
Mr; and Mrs. George Schaedel
Mattituck, L.I. NY
Mr. and Mrs. Roger M. Shaull
Mansfield, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Stan Schonfeld
Upper Brookville, NY
Richard and Shirley Shaw
Cass City, MI
Mrs. Carol! A. Shove1ton
Canajogarie, NY
Herman and Shirley Simerly
Detroit, MI
Clinton and Jean Sinclair
Sheridan, MI
Rev. and Mrs. William H. Smallman
Strongsville, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Smart
New Carlisle, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur M. Smith
Lanham, MD
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Smith
Elyria, OH
The Gail Smiths
Indianapolis, IN
Dr. and Mrs. James D. Smith
Sioux City, IA
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Smith
Akron, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell 0. Smith
Cedar Falls, IA
Roger and Martha Smith
Johnstown, OH
John and Barbara Smyth
Pleasantor, CA
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Snider
South Bend, IN
Mr. and Mrs. Larry G. Snyder
Elizabethtown, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sparling
Benius Point, NY
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Spees
Grand Rapids, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin L. Sperry
Frostburg, MD
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Stagg
Malumghat, Bangladesh
Dr. and Mrs. William Stalter
Dayton, OH
Mrs. Glenn Starkey, Jr.
Albion, MI
Kent and Ann Stockham
Carroll, IA
Mr. and Mrs. H.G. Stone
Birmingham, AL
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Strait
Runnells, IA
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Stroupe
Freedom, PA
Paul and Joan Sturgis
Fairfax, VA
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Supplee
Fremont, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Sutliff,
Huntingdon Valley, PA
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Swanson
Cuyahoga Falls, OH
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Tait
Elma, NY
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Dean Taylor
Edgewood, KY
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Taylor
Williston, ND
Mr. and Mrs. Neil C. Taylor 235Parent PatronsKempton, PA

Organizations:
Together
We Trust
In God
I rusting in God is usually thought of
as a singular, individual effort Each one
of us has made a personal commit-
ment to God, each has a unique rela-
tionship with Christ As we reach out to
other believers, however, we have
opportunities to share the faith and
trust we place in God as a common
body of saints Here on campus we
have a variety of organizations with an
equal variety of purposes, but or the
heart of each group is the bond that
we all shore because of our trust in our
God
f ACADEMIC ADVISORY BOARE
'he Academic Advisory Board
is a group of students selected
to supply sugguestions to the admin-
istration.
Lori Hess, Dr. Johnson — Advisor, Dave
Smyth, Rick Rogers, Jill Campbell, Judy
Bears, Denise Ross, Mark Dolhouse, Jennifer
Matthews, Kevin Todd.
Zw9he Advisory Seven is an elect-ed group of young men who
meet the spiritual needs of the stu-
dent body and serve the Fellowship
by coordinating Sunday and
Wednesday church services.
Seored: Bob Beikerr, Dove Blackstone, Tom
Carr,
Sronding: Brad Rickard, Chris Tupps, Keirh
Holt. Nor Pictured: Kirk Fairhursr.
 ADVISORY SEVEI
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ALPHA CHI 
1LPHA DELTA OMEGA
A lpha Chi, a society for men,has the aim of cultivating
Christian personality and leadership.
First Row: Doug Whitrenburg, Glen Jones,
John Sergeant, Scott Moyer
Second Row: Jim Kirtland, Mork Wolter,
Presidenr — Greg Dudrow, Mike Edwards,
Bob Beikert, Sreve Kuhn, Jim Murdock, John
Moore, Thurman Payton, Neil Sergeant
Third Row: Advisor — Dr. Murdock, Paul
Jones, Ken Alliver, Steve Meyer, Chuck
Scorr, John Weber, Darrell Terpenning, Jeff
Barnes, Keirh Holt, Dave WilIcor, Eric John-
son, Sreve Cooke, Scott Howder
A lpha Delta Omega is an orga-nization for women designed
to develop character in its members
through personal service to students
and others.
First Row: Laura Dimachio, Barbra Hoskins,
Chris Dell
Second Row: Donna Ford, Advisor — Mrs.
Enrner, Amy Thomas, Carol Koppe, Denise
Auchland, President — Deb Battaglia
Tiled Row: Elaine Srone, Sally Cockrin, Beth
Hoecke, Laurie Colas, Joy Windham, Sherri
Watson, Sarah Anderson, Mary Rose, Barb
Taylor, Diane Blosdell, Lisa Steele
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4. ALPHA MU CHI
A Alpha Mu Chi is a society forengaged girls which provides fel-
lowship, instruction in homemaking
and ideas for weddings.
Seated: Kim Rupe, Valerie Hite
Seared on Couch: Betty Smith, Lori Leach,
Heather Heflick, Deb Miller
Standing: Tommy Evans, Charlene Hunt, Advi-
sor — Ma Prinry, Renee Bowen, Donna Geon
Nichols, Karen Troyer, Sandy Pratt, Marcia
Yoder
Cedars staff is made up of studentswho create and publish the cam-
pus newspaper semi-monthly.
First Row: Gordon Ooms, Holly Marshall, Kevin
Todd
Second Row: Sherri Warson, Koren Troyer,
Lyle Campbell, Mork Prevost, Sherri Crewer,
Shellie Benson, Nancy Crick, Lisa Fawcett
Third Row: Jim Liebler, Joy Benson, Stacy
Gunther, Bob Kojko, Rurh Muroff, Brian Moos,
Mark Home
mt. Akr
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CEDARS STAFF
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CHI THETA PI 
Chi Theta Pi is a group of studentswho have a common interest in
health and science professions.
First Row: President — Teresa Geiger, Advisor
—Dr. Helmick, Cheryl Clayton
Second Row. John Helmick, Joan Parsons, Brian
Roger, Amy Dykes, Sarah Barr, Jean Mozer,
Robin Srockham, Joy Hart
he Cedarville Elementary Educa-
tion Club provides fellowship and
encourages professional growth
among students studying to be educa-
tors.
Firsr Row: Kathy Clayton, Brian Worfle, Teena
Fleerwood, Amy Johnson; Second Row: Mar-
lene Siefert, Lori Casteel, Lynn Dee Cramer,
Chris Dail, Dorothy Howdyshell.
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  C.C. REPUBLICANS
Cedarville College Republicans is agroup of politically aware students
who stimulate involvement in political
issues.
First Row: Robin Stockhom, Lyle Campbell, Ka-
ren Troyer, Dave Edwards, Beth Nestor, Theo
K. Rivera; Second Row: Brian Biggs, Lori Cos-
reel, Laura Hancock, Down Baughman, Cindy
Helmick, Scott Zimpfer, Holly Marshall, Sherri
Watson, Jim Koerber, Matt Biggs, Amy Jo
Guest.
Communications Club provides fel-lowship for those students interest-
ed in careers in the field of communica-
tions.
First Row: Pere Wright, Judy Heppe, Jeff Lyle
Lynn But-eke, Jennifer Matthews; Second Row:
Becki Tackert, Judy Denning; Third Row: Steve
Banning, Mark Tinner, Paul Wenz, Brett Monr-
ford, Ken Oliver, Chad Bresson, Joy Benson.
 
COMMUNICATIONS CLUB
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E.M.S.
-Ziyhe Emergency Medical Squad isa group of trained E.M.T.'s and
paramedics that function as the
school's rescue service.
First Row: Joel Harbaugh, Ken Giesmen, Tony
Demetri, Jim Jacobs. Second Row: Grant Kauf-
man — Chief, Bryan Austring, John Bartus,
Cheri Abresch, Randy Marrior. David Dustin,
Rich Sharpe.
g'ellowship of World Missions meetsweekly to discuss, support, and
pray for missions.
First Row: Tonja Smith, Michelle Livingston,
Diane Blasdell, Annagrer Grosse; Second Row;
Jay Butcher, Dina Barchelder, Kendra Doctor,
Rachel Cook, Richard Durham, Mike Lane, Syl-
vie Rinderknechr, Joy Harr, Don Hawk.
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f FORENSIU
F orensics is a speech team which competesin areas of dramatic interpretation along
with extemporaneous and persuasive speak-
ing.
Seated: Nadine Terrill, Elam Michael
Standing: Tracy Grimes, Sherry Rotramel
Standing Bock: Gary Barker, Mark Home, Advi-
sor — Mr. Robey, Advisor — Mr. Lopez, Jim
Liebler
Gamma Chi, o society for women, seeks toprovide service and social opportunities to
develop Christian personality and leadership.
 
GAMMA CH
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GAMMA ZETA THETA 
IKAPPA EPSILON ALPHA
Qammo Zeta Theta is a women'sorganization which is dedicated to
community service. Its functions include
raking children to the zoo, cleaning
houses and yards, and selling valentine
cookie-grams.
First Row: Laurie Knowles, Wendy Border,
Rhonda Kyser, Lori Howley, Ellen Spencer, Ber-
ry Smith
Second Row: President — Teresa Carrer,
Becky Bennett, Denise Lowe, Brenda Jones,
Lisa Fisher, Barbaro Yonda, Alise Alexander
Third Row: Advisor — Mrs. Ager, Judy Den-
ning, Rhonda Trueman, Julie Gayer, Judy Eag-
lesron, Anne Gordon, Cynthia Wagner, Shelley
Clemenrs, Kim Ports, Lorene Norton, Cheryl Phil-
lips, Suzanne Herr, Betsy Stoltzfus
Kappa Epislon Alpha provides in-sights into the word of business
and promotes free enterprise. Every
year they sponsor the "Students in
Free Enterprise" conference.
Seated: Debbie 13arloglio, President — Mork
Horne, Koren Simpson, Linda Woodgare, Mork
Marrews, Kathleen Kirby
Standing: Dove Smyrh, Joy Martin, Wayne
Keisling, Greg Clemens, Judy Runge, Kevin
Clark
Seared Center: Cregon Cooke, Rob Loy
 J
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4Married Student Fellowship is agroup of married students
organized for the purpose of spiritual
and social development through
family fellowship.
Jack Riggs, Bruce Compton, Bill Mazey, Tom
Friedman.
MENC is our chapter of MusicEducators National Confer-
ence for music majors and others
involved in pursuing a music teach-
ing program.
First ROW: Diane McClure, Mike Law, Beth
Hughes
Second Row: Eileen Friesen, Jill Campbell,
Dianne Noggle, Mary Ruth Cook, Steve
Wood, Joy Burr, Sandra Holbrook, Terri
Mackenzie, Kim Murphy
MARRIED STUDENT
FELLOWSHIP
 
M.E.N.I
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1,11RACLE STAFF 
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ti°he Miracle staff is a courageousgroup of students responsible for
the publication of the yearbook.
Front. Marsha Jones, Brenda James, Cindy
Helmrick, Bill Taft, Charlene Hunr, Koren Bear-
tie, Jacque Ward, Scot Schiefersrein, Robin
Stockham, Christ Moore
Up: Brion Roger, Steve Walter, Keith Beres
P EMM Club is an organization offuture professionals in the fields
of health, physical education, and re-
creation.
Front: Nancy Columbo, Donna Nichols, Layne
Erchison, Kevin Bradshaw, Bob Fires, Mark
Kempron, Gary Wallace, Denise Bass, Tracy
Turner, Dr. Diehl — Advisor, Middle: Cathy
Eckom, Michelle Lelah, Deena Shriver, Joy
Boersma, Deb Pare, Jewel Schroder, Linda
Smart, Tommie Nasse, Sue Baldis, Bock: Steve
Cox, Brian Hulrz, Jim Robinson, Steve Sograves,
Cliff Fawcett, Daniel Collins, Tip Link — Pres.
Organizations 247
 PI DELTA
pi Delta is a volunteer, honorary,coeducational student group
whose purpose is to host campus
visitors.
First Row: Christina Harr, Laura McElroy, Lin-
da Hess, Beth Lundstrum, Janice Warren;
Second ROW: Melissa Marshall, Amy Jo
Windnogle, Mocia Yoder, Heidi Hempel,
Shannon Saunders, Beth Hornbeck, Debbie
Battaglia; Third Row: Eric Helmuth, David
Zehrung, Brian Ensminger, Jim Kohlmeyer,
Benjamin Hurr, Gory Barker, Dove Robin-
erre.
Pi Sigma Nu is a campus men'sgroup that seeks to aid in the
development of the whole man
through service projects and social
activities.
Front: Rick Manuel, SC011 Haynes, Jon Turtle,
Jon Reid, Kevin Todd, Brent Long, Jeff
Ulmer, Gregg Norden
Bock: Tom Fire, Jim Atkinson, Tom Hill, Kevin
Shaw, Dave Ormsbee, Kelly Mathis, Joy
Martin, Ric Zehr, DeMaurice Smith, Wayne
Anderson, Greg Clemens
 PI SIGMA NU
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PRE-LAW SOCIETY 
p relaw Society is devoted togathering and distributing in-
formation relative to a law career.
Guest speakers address areas of per-
sonal expertise and student interest.
Seored. Tracy Roy, Holly Marshall, Srondind
Jim Koerber, Todd Shannon.
p Si Chi consists of students whohave the common interest of
pursuing a career in the field of psy-
chology and behavorial sciences.
Firsr Row: Brent Budd, Sherri Rotramel, Va-
leri Jones, Debby Kottel, Tim Dysert
Second Row: Jenny Haupt, Laura McElroy,
Ralph Sprague, Marilyn McNeish, Trena Cor-
onoro, Eric Helmuth, Cynthia Walker, April
Augustus, David Zerung, Mary Welch, Ben
Herr
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 STUDENT NURSES
National Student Nurses is agroup of students with the
common interest of pursuing a ca-
reer in nursing.
First Row: Nancy LaBonte, Angela Yosh,
Mary Jo Soboge, Tressa Price
Second Row: Gayle Taylor, Marcia Yoder,
Sara McGuire, President — Cheryl Clayton,
Teresa Geiger
Srudent Senate consists of ogroup of students elected to re-
present the student body. The main
purpose of the Student Senate is to
assist in providing a well-rounded at-
mosphere and program of activities
on campus.
Kneeling: Greg Harris, Dave Zehrung, Vice
President — Scott Haynes, President — De-
Maurice Smirh, Mark Home, Keith DeWalt,
Jim Liebler, Andy Wilson.
Standing: Joy Burr, Lisa Steele, Cynthia Cron-
rarh, Laura McElroy, Cindy Guido, Kathy
Harris, Jill Michonski, Gayle Taylor, Holly Mar-
shall, Amy Johnson, Alise Alexander.
STUDENT SENATE
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VARSITY "C" 
VANCE THE VIPER
11 arsity "C" consists of indivi-duals who have earned varsi-
ty letters in intercollegiate sports.
Front Row: Gary Coiro, Bruce Richards, Rog-
er Luttrell, Bob Fires, Dan Hawk, Norm Cox,
Lamar Eiferr, Clancy Cruise, Tom Greve.
Bock Row: Noel Hack, Don Olinger, Mork
Fleetwood, Tom Ewing — president, Dove
Moody, Gory Anderson, Gory Wallace,
Dove Yeager, Sreve Terpstra, Kirk Fairhurst,
Coach Sreve Young.
V once the Viper is a comic stripwhich appears in the Cedars
newspaper to make light of the ups
and downs of college life through
the adventures of Vance A. Viper.
L to R: Robbie the Robot, Cedarville Joe,
Tom SaHick, Vance A. Viper, Dr. Ivan Von
Schlook, Heroldo Rivera, Gordon Ooms
(Creator of Vance the Viper).
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BRENDA JAMES
Student Life/Christian Ministries Editor
ROBIN STOCKHAM
Class/Organizations Editor
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BRIAN ROGET
Darkroom Editor
TAMMY PICK THORN
Copy/Christian Ministries Editor
CHARLENE HUNT
Photography Editor
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KEITH BERES
Sports/Organizations Editor
Editorial Staff
Trusting In God
M e? Yearbook Editor?! My first response was "You gotta be kid-ding!" But the more I thought about it, the more I thought of it as
a great challenge. Life is full of challenges, and without them we would
not grow. I looked forward to the challenge, but little did I know how
much I would grow during the year ahead of me.
When the theme "In God We Trust" was finally decided, it didn't
mean much to me at the time. The phrase is used so much that it
seemed like a cliche. However, throughout the year I gradually found a
very deep meaning in that short phrase. To trust in God is not easy. But I
learned to trust in Him when nothing seemed to go as planned, when I
felt terribly inadequate for the job, and especially when it seemed like
the book would never get done. When browsing through this book,
hopefully you will also find a deep and personal meaning in a seemingly
trite phrase.
I could nor finish this book without mentioning those who helped
produce the 1984-85 MIRACLE. A very special thanks to Jeff Wassenaor
who "taught me everything I know" and for his help as Co-Editor,
consultant, and friend, and to Mrs. Dixon for her great example and
words of wisdom. Lastly, but certainly nor least, I wont to thank all of
those who spent many hours in the yearbook office diligently working
and occasionaly making it fun. Thank you for helping me "create a
miracle."
KAREN BEATTIE
1984-85 MIRACLE EDITOR
A Special Thanks To:
Jeff Wassenaar
Consulting Editor
 iJ
MRS. PAT DIXON
Ad visor
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Chufcch Patrans
Alaska Baptist Church
7240 68th Street, S.E.
Caledonia, MI 49316
Pastor: None at present time
Anchor Baptist Church
4460 Annistown Road
Lithonia, GA 30058
Pastor: Rev. Sheri P. Walls
Anchor Point Baptist
Church
P.O. Box 147
Mile 156 1/2 Sterling Hwy.
Anchor Point, AK 99556
Pastor: Kenneth V. Van Loon
Ankeny Baptist Church
2842 S. W. Third St. Pl.
Ankeny, IA 50021
Pastor: Norman Hoag
Bailey Road Baptist Church
2121 Bailey Road
North Jackson, OH 44451
Pastor: Rev. Lester R. Webster
Berea Baptist Church
250 West St.
Berea, OH 44017
Pastor: Kenneth I Spink
Berean Baptist Church
3401 South 6th Street
Springfield, IL 62703
Pastor: Dr. Richard R. Ahlgrim
Bible Baptist Church
20 Avalon
Bedford, OH 44146
Pastor: William L. Davis
Bible Baptist Church
2635 S. Dixon Rd., P.O. Box
2798
Kokomo, IN 46902
Pastor: Richard T. McIntosh
Bible Baptist Church
200 Elicken Rd.
Pittsburgh, PA 15239
Pastor: Don R. Stokes
Brown Street Baptist
Church
3125 Brown St.
Alton, IL 62002
Pastor: Rev. Marvin W. DePenning
Calvary Baptist Church
636 North Best St.
Forest City, IA 50436
Pastor: Douglas P. Domokos
Calvary Baptist Church
3575 Shaeffer Ave., P.O. 4025
Kingman, AZ 86401
Pastor: Rev. Gerald L. Booth, Jr.
Calvary Baptist Church
3007 Marietta Road
Lancaster, OH 43130
Pastor: Fred C. Hand
Calvary Baptist Church
Union, IA 50258
Pastor, Bill Miller
Calvary Baptist Church
1399 Falls Ave.
Wabash, IN 46992
Pastor: Stanley Lightfoot, Jr.
Carpenter Baptist
Route #3 Box 72
Albany, OH 45710
Donald 0. Shue
Central Baptist Church
1606 Front St.
Binghamton, NY 13901
Pastor: Gorden P. Hay
Central Baptist Church
Rte. #2 Cleveland Road
Hobart, IN 46342
Pastor: Dale E. Fisher
Christ Baptist Church
R.D. #2 Box 2406
Columbia, NJ 07832
Pastor: Mark C. Trautman
Curtis Baptist Church
P.O. Box 67
Curtis, MI 49820
Pastor: None at the present time
Daniels Road Baptist
Church
5878 Daniels Road, S.E. R. 25
Fort Myers, FL 33908
Pastor: Willard R. Benedict
Echoes of Joy, Inc.
Sidney, OH
Rev. J. Edward Quick
El-Bethel Baptist Church
12915 West 10th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46234
Pastor: Dr. Robert M. Hooten
Emmanuel Baptist Chruch
1120 S. Detroit St.
Xenia, OH 45385
Pastor: R. William Wheeler
Euclid-Nottinham Baptist
Church
18901 Lake Shore Boulevard
Euclid, OH 44119
Pastor: Donald E. McClintick
Evangel Baptist Church,
Inc.
225-17 143 Ave.
Laurelton, NY 11413
Pastor: None at the present time
Evergreen Baptist Church
2005 E. Coolspring Ave.
Michigan City, IN 46360
Pastor: Brooks N. Henry
Faith Baptist
2220 Western Ave.
Mattoon, IL 61938
Pastor: R. Dean Cooper
Fellowship Baptist Church
5046 Broadway
Lorain, OH 44052
Pastor: Rev. Frank R. Chittock
First Baptist Church
2809 E. Church St.
Eden, NY 14057
Pastor: Lawrence Walter
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First Baptist Church
R.D. #3
Edinboro, PA 16412
Pastor: James W. Lynn
First Baptist of Elimsport
RR # 1
Allenwood, PA 17810
Pastor: Rev. Dale E. Moore
First Baptist Church of
Enfield
253 Brainard Road
Enfield, CT 06082
Pastor: George H. Heiland
First Baptist Church
Third and Locust
Gallipolis, OH 45631
Pastor: Joseph Godwin
First Baptist Church
Lincoln at Prairie Streets
Creston, IA 50801
Pastor: None at the present time
First Baptist Church
26 E. Church Street
Niles, OH 44446
Pastor: G. Ben Reed
First Baptist Church
P.O. Box 273
Paden City, WV 26159
Pastor: Donald E. Matheny
First Baptist Church
1556 W. Houghton Lake Dr.
Prudenville, MI 48651
Pastor: John E. Pruden
First Baptist Church
302 West Main
Spencer, OH 44275
Pastor: Rev. John T. McCourt
First Baptist Church of
University Place
2844 Mt. View Drive
Tacoma, WA 98466
Pastor: Dr. Phil Williams
First Baptist Church
2336 Buena Vista Ave.
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
Pastor: Tom Younger
First Baptist Church
125 Grand Ave.
Wellington, OH 44090
Pastor: Rev. David L. Birch
The First Baptist Church
Willowick
31433 Vine St.
Willo wick, OH 44094
Pastor: Donald Leitch
Foothills Baptist
P.O. Box 431
Hardy, AR 72542
Pastor: Norvin T. Jones
Norwood Baptist
2037 Courtland Ave.
Norwood, OH 45212
Pastor: Lee Fullmer
of Oak Grove Baptist Church
5500 Woodend
Kansas City, KS 66106
Pastor: James R. Gray
Good News Baptist Church
812 Anderson RD.
Churubusco, IN 46723
Pastor: Dr. David B. Hileman
Grace Baptist Church
100 4th Ave. S.E.
Austin, MN 55912
Pastor: Jack Dowden
Grace Baptist Church
109 N. Main
Cedarville, OH 45314
Pastor: W. Paul Jackson
Grandview Park Baptist
Church
1701 East Thirty-Third St.
Des Moines, IA
Haddon Heights Baptist
Church
Third and Station Avenues
Haddon Heights, NJ 08035
Pastor: C. Powers Payton
Hagerman Baptist Church
1105 Knoll Ave.
Waterloo, IA 50701
Pastor: Robert Humrickhouse
Huntsburg Baptist Church
16419 Mayfield Rd.
Huntsburg, OH 44046
Pastor: Rev. Ben H. Garlick
Northwest Maranatha
Baptist Church
7126 Spring-Cypress Rd.
Spring, TX 77379
Pastor: Floyd Wilcox
Pleasant Heights Baptist
Church
1817 Montana Ave.
E. Liverpool, OH 43920
Pastor: Rev. J. Edgar Beckley, Jr.
Prairie Baptist Church
R.R. #3, 206th Street
Noblesville, IN 46060
Pastor: Rev. Gene Parker
Prattsburg Baptist Church
North Main Street
Prattsburg, NY 14873
Pastor: Wayne W. Keisling, Sr.
Riverside Baptist Church
1250 West Mound Road
Decatur, IL 62526
Pastor: Rev. Richard Woodworth
Southgate Baptist Church
2111 S. Center Blvd.
Springfield, OH 45506
Pastor: John R. Greening
Southside Baptist Church
379 South Commerce Ave.
Sebring, FL 33870
Pastor: Russell E. Lethbridge, Jr.
Trinity Baptist Church
1525 W. Superior
Alma, Michigan 48801
Pastor: None at the present time
Worthington Baptist
Church
Box 130
Worthington, PA 16262
Pastor: Walter E. Pifer
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Abel, Charles E. 91, 146
Abel, Joyce Ann 146
Abresch, Cheri Ann 207, 243
Abston, 0. Diane 219
Acker, Joel D. 207
Adams, Kimberly Sue 229
Allard, Mary J. 219
Albright, Laura D. 196
Alexander, Alise A. 196, 245, 250
Allen, Amy Suzanne 207
Allen, David R. 219
Alliver, Ken 239
Altimus, Shari Lynn 146
Amas, April Lynne 5
Anderson, Gary B. 96, 97, 146, 251
Anderson, Hugh M. 145
Anderson, Kathy Sue 219
Anderson, Kurt Daniel 207
Anderson, Lau,ly Ann 219
Anderson, Leslie Marie 207
Anderson, Mark D. 207
Anderson, Michael A. 65, 219
Anderson, Sarah Jo 196, 239
Anderson, Sharon A. 207
Anderson, Wayne Paul 91, 146, 248
Angell, Anne W. 63, 66, 219
Angell, Dawn Marie 196
Anthony, Marc R. 1%
Armor. Robert A. 219
Armstrong, Patricia J. 219
Ash, Kimberlyn Sue 196
Ashley, Tina Lynn 146
Atkinson, James A. 1%, 248
Auckland, Denise Ann 207, 239
Augenstein, Sharon R. 196
Augustine, Beth 219
Augustus, April S. 62, 1%, 249
Austin, Lee Stacy 62, 219
Austring, Bryan Allen 219, 243
Averill, Dave C. 146
Averill, Rebecca J. 207, 94
Avery, April L. 66, 196
Ayres, Kimra 1. 146
Baise, Cindy L. 207
Baker, Debbie Jo 219
Baker, Jeffrey Alan 90, 91, 219
Baker, Justine M. 219
Baker, Mark Andrew 64, 219
Baldis, Suan Marie 207
Baldwin, Douglas F. 219
Bane. Kenneth D. 65, 1%
Banks, April Leann 219
Banning, Stephen A. 196, 242
Banzhof, Sharon Lynn 146
Bany. William W. 196
Barber, Caryn Lynn 219
Barber, James R. 146, 162
Bedell, Daniel Dale 147
Barker, Gary W. 196, 248, 244
Barker, Joel Bates 219
Barnes, Jeff 239
Barnard, Bret Alan 66, 207
Barr, Sarah Ann 207, 241
Barram, Lorene F. 147
Barrett, Albert G. 219
Bartholomew, Krisanne 219
Bartlett, Rebecca L. 59, 66, 196
Barton, Tammy Jo 207
Bartus, John Edwin Jr. 1%, 243
Basler, Michael P. 66, 207
Bass, Denise Marie 219
Batchelder, Dina M. 64, 207, 243
Bath, William David 220
Battaglia, Ann Deborah 147, 239, 245, 248
Bauer, Robert A. 147
Baughman, Dawn E. 196, 242
Baughman, Jane Marie 207
Bayes, Lowell Daniel 64, 220
Beach Melissa Jane 196
Beach, Timothy W. 57, 220
Beachum, Dawn F. 66, 220
• Beachy, Kent Lamar 196
Beal, David Jonathon 220
Beaman, Rick Anthony 207
Bean, Marilyn Louise 207
Bears, Judy L. 147, 238
Beattie, Karen Lynn 196, 253, 46
Beaujean, Deborah Lee 220
Beeson, David Alan 220
Beight, James D. 66, 207
Beight, Jon D. 147
Beikert, Robert C. Jr. 62, 147, 239, 238
Belford, David Allen 57, 196
Belford, Linda Sue 220
Bell, Debra Joy 64, 1%
Bell, Wendy Kaye 220
Bellerson, Rebecca Jo 66, 220
Beltz. Joan L. 220
Bela, Jodi Lynne 196
Benedict, James Robert 147
Benedict, Laurie Ann 61, 147
Benevides, Prudence L. 59, 196
Bennett, Becky 245
Bennett. David J. 65. 207
Bennett, Jim A. 147
Bennett, Richard Wayne 197
Bensink, Kehl Larae 220
Benson, Jay Paul 147, 242, 240
Benson, She/lie L. 147, 240
Bercaw, John Andrew 220
Berdy, Debbi Lynn 207
Bergandine, Jeffrey W. 220
Beres, Keith Alan 207
Bergman, Julie Marie 148
Beste, Jeffery S. 62, 196. 197
Beverly, David Edward 220
Bigelow, John R. Jr. 207
Biggs, Brian K. 208, 242
Biggs, Matthew B. 197, 242
Bigler, Cindy A. 220
Bishop, Janet Lynn 220
Bishop, Lori P. 148
Bishop, Peter Charles 197
Bishop, Todd Andrew 220
Bitterman, Carol Sue 197
Bixler, Melissa Jo 208
Black, Judith Lynn 62, 220
Black, Suellen Marie 61, 208
Blackburn, Sara J. 148
Blackman. Rodney J. 220
Blackstone, David J. 8, 238
Blake. Susan D. 197
Blaker, Arthur S. 197
Blasdell, Diane L. 62, 148, 239, 243
Blass, Brenda 148
Blaylock, Valerie A. 63, 208
Blessing Ann E 94, 197
Bliss, Carol Joy 220
Bliss, Nancy Jean 197
Bliss, Rebecca Dawn 66, 220
Bloxhan, Annette Joy 65, 208
Boer, Jenny Anne 148
Boersma, Joy C. 208
Bohr, Rae Jean 220
Bonning, Therisa D. 208
Border, Wendy S. 148, 242
Borleis, Debbie Ruth 220
Borleis, Diane M. 220
Bosworth, Tahtha Ann 220
Bowen, Renee Ann 208, 240
Bowers, Ricky Clayton 148
Bowers, Martha Sue 220
Bowers, Aaron Timothy 148
Bow/en, Lisa Carol 66, 220
Bowling, Angela Dawn 220
Bowling, Robin R. 148
Bowman, Bruce Howard 62, 220
Bowman, Rachel Ann 197
Bowman, William Chad 220
Boyd, Alice Paulette 148
Boyd, Brooke Allison 208
Boyd, Marie Joann 220
Boyer, Colleen Ruth 197
Brace, Gregory W. 208
Brace, Laura Melinda 220
Bradley, Melinda Leign 208
Bradman, Kristian D. 66, 220
Bradshaw, Kevin U 220
Bradshaw, Kimberly A. 220
Brady, Gerald C. 220
Bragg, Kimberly K. 61, 220
Brandt, Sara J. 197
Braun, Michelle Ann 197
Bresson, Brad Lee 220
Bresson, Chad R. 197. 242
Bresson, Jonathan F. 63, 208
Brezee, Michelle Dawn 220
Brewin, James Paul 197
Briggs, Laurie Ann 197
Briggs, Linda Lee 149
Briggs, Susan B. 197
Britton, Beth 94, 149
Brock, Timothy A. 208
Broline, Robert Lee 63, 208
Brooks, Amy Elaine 220
Brooker, Scott R. 97, 197
Broughton, Shelly Ann 208
Brown, Diane L. 208
Brown, Glen Chalmer 59, 149
Brown, Jerrery P. 220
Brown, Lon Lynne 220
Brown, Ruth May 58, 60, 208
Brown, Tracy Lee 149
Brown, Warren Keith 197
Browne, Shelley Lynn 197
Browning, Linda Gail 220
Brugger, Jennifer Gray 197
Buck, Martha 197
Buckholz, John Ross 208
Bucklew, Elizabeth Ann 197
Bucklew, Ester Kay 149
Budd, Brent Edward 220 249
Bugno, Joy Ellen 208
Burnpus, Tonya Jonell 98, 220
Burchett, Brenda D. 197
Burdette, Gail Lynn 220
Burdick, Dale J. 149
Burghen, David C. 149
Burke, C/a yin B. 220
Burr, Joycelynn Renee 197, 250
Burt, David A. 221
Burtis, M. Scott 149
Burton, Kristi 98, 208
Burrell, Kimberly Jo 221
Butcher, Jay Randall 208, 243
Butcke, D. Lynn 149, 242
Butler, Cynthia L. 149
Butler, Darlene S. 208
Butler, Jennifer L. 65, 221
Butler, Julie Ann 98, 208
Button, Cheryl Lynne 221
Butzlaff, Jeanne 1. 66, 208
Byrd, Lorrie A. 208
Byrd, Warren William 149
Byrned, Heather Lynn 197
Byrum, Daniel Keith 59, 91, 221
Cadle, Patrick Ray 221
Cahill, Colleen 208
Caldejon, Randy Ivan 149
Calhoun, Antoinette J. 208
Calhoun, Dennis E. 197
Calash, Lynne B. 208, 209
Calkins, Gayl Marie 221
Callan, Jon David 150
Calle, Judy R. 221
Calvert, Susan Kay 197
Campbell, Jill Marie 150, 159, 238
Campbell, Lyle 208, 240, 242
Campbell, Steven Mark 208
Campbell, Mike Alan 101, 197
Card& Christine M. 221
Carano, Darleen L. 150
Carey, Daniel W. 150
Carey, Richard J. 208
Carpenter, Sandra S. 197
Carr, Renee L. 221
Carr, Tom A. 197, 238
Carraher, David R. 221
Carroll, Kathleen R. 221
Carter, Becky Lynn 221
Carter. Jeffery P. 208
Carter, Teresa Lynn 197, 245
Caruthers, Sydney S. 197
Casteel, Lisa Michele 150
Casteel, Lori Renee 208, 241, 242
Chamberlain, Jonathan 197
Chance, Stephen M. 197
Chandler, Andrew Louis 221
Chandler, Lisa J. 197
Chapin, Allyson Anne 150
Charter, Melody D. 208
Chase, Christina Anne 57, 197
Chasse, Richard D. 197
Cheek, Christine M. 221
Cherry, Douglas E. 97, 208
Chiarelli, Perri E. 62, 208
Chilson. Paul Edward 221
Chitwood, Marc D. 59, 197
Christmas, David Keith 151
Chung, Misun 221
Clark, Kevin L. 151. 245
Clark, Mark A. 66, 221
Clarkson, Rebecca 1. 197
Clayton, Cheryl Lynn 64, 151, 241, 250
Clayton, Kathleen M. 197, 241
Clayton, Ronald Alan 221
Clem, Deborah Ann 208
Clemens, Gregory Scott 197, 245, 248
Clements, Shelley L. 151, 245
Clifford. Karen E. 221
Clifford, Phillip E. 197
Cline, Kristine E. 66, 208
Coates, Steven David 208
Cobb, Jeannette Dawn 197
Cochran, Sally Jean 62, 150. 197, 239
Cochran, Steven Scott 221
Coffman, Erin E. 65, 208
Coffman, Shelley Kay 221
Coiro, Gary Justin 151, 251
Colas, Laurie D. 151, 239
Collier, Cindy Ann 221
Collier, Peggy Ann 221
Collins, Meredith R. 197
Collins, Paul Brent 58, 208
Colon, Eduardo N. 208
Colthorp, Rebeca J. 151
Columbo, Nancy K. 222
Comfrot, Janis Lynne 62, 197
Comfort, Ronald D. 151
Compton, Bruce 246
Conlin, Daryle Scott 66, 222
Conway, David Earl 222
Cook, Mary Ruth 197
Cook, Rachel L. 208, 243
Cook, Randall J. 151
Cooke, Angela F. 151
Cooke, Cregan Stanley 198, 245
Cooke, Gary 151
Cooke, Steve 239
Coons, Mary E. 208
Cooper, Diane Ruth 178
Cooper, Lonnie F. 222, 226
Corchado, Luis A. 151
Cornish, Jerry Wayne 63, 208
Coronato, Teena Marie 61, 208, 249
Cory, Matt 59
Coston, William Todd 59, 208
Cotton, Craig Robert 152
Cotton, Traci Lyn n 152
Cowser, Daniel B. 152
Cox, Norman D. 198, 108, 251
Cox, Steve M. 97, 198
Craig, Mark A. 152
Cramer, Lynn D. 208, 241
Cranick, Jennifer E. 152
Crawford, Gregory Kyle 222
Cremean, Steve J. 65, 198, 109
Cremeans, Angela K. 209
Creamer. Matthew Daryl 222
Crick, Nancy D. 152, 240
Critcher, Curt 91
Cronrath, Cynthia H. 65, 209, 250
Crotts, Daniel Lee/and 222, 90
Cruise, Clancy Calvin 209, 210, 251
Crump, Bryan L. 61, 198
Crurer, Sherri Lynn 66, 222
Cruz, Loralee M. 222
Culbert, Rhonda Renee 66, 222
Culp, Kristi L. 222
Cunningham, Mary Ellen 198
Cunningham, Sue Ann 222
Curtis. Linda Darlene 198
Custodio. Troy Dale 91, 209
Dachenbach, Karen Kay 198
Danielson, Carey M. 64, 198
Dicker, Gail C. 66. 209
Dail, Christine Fern 209, 241
Daley, Tina Marie 222
Da/house, Mark Taylor 152, 238
Danec, Richard D. 152
Dangler, Cheryl Jean 209
Darr, Ruth Ann 152
Davis, Dianne A. 209
Davis, Kimberly Anne 209
Davis, Sherie P. 198
Davis, Timothy Paul 91, 209
Day, Tim M. 66, 209
Dean, Jenny 209
Dean, Susan Marie 209
Decker, Kelly Jo 209
DeCook, Steven John 209
Deeter, Deborah Sue 198
DeFelice, Perry C. 66, 209
Deffet, Brian Patrick 209
Dehus, Todd Bryan 222
Dell, Christine Marie 152, 239
Denney, Shawna Marie 66, 209
Demetri, Guy A. 198. 243
Denning, Judy Kay 65. 209, 242, 245
Dennis, David William 222, 231
Deranek, Beth E. 198
Derstein, Janet 66
De Walk, Keith Alan 222, 250
Dexter, Shawn L. 152
Dible, Edward Lyndon 222
Dickinson, Matthew J. 59, 209
Diem, Debra Louise 209
Eli/Icy, Jeffrey Keith 152
Dillsworth, Gary Alan 198
Dimacchia, Annette 1.109
Dimacchia, Laura Ann 198, 239
Dixon, Cynthia Marie 222
Dobbel, Karrel Diane 153
Doctor, Kendra Jean 209, 243
Donahoe, Michael W. 198
Dooley, David Frank 209
Douglas. David Joe 62, 222
Douglas. Donna Marie 63, 198
Dowden, Todd Allen 222
Dowsett, Jana L. 63, 198
Drake, Sarah Lynn 222
Driscoll, Terri Lynne 153
DuBois, Joy A. 222
Drummer, William J. Jr. 153
Dudley, Janice J. 222
Dunlap, Michele L. 222
Dudrow, Gregory S. 153, 239
Dull, Cynthia J. 153
Dustin, David Craig 153, 243
Dye, Jennifer Susan 62, 153
Dya, Rebecca Jane 210
Dykes, Amy J. 198, 241
Dykstra, Laura Jean 62, 198
Dysert, Debbie Ann 210
Dysert, Timothy J. 198, 249
Eager. Kimberly K. 222
Eagleston, Judy Elaine 65, 210, 245
Eaton, Luke S. 210
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Eckam, Cathy Carol 153
Eckert, David Paul 153
Eckert, Jody Paula 222
Eddy, Calrence David 198
Edwards, Anne E. 61, 210
Edwards, Daniel Earl 64, 153
Edwards, David P. 66, 198, 242
Edwards, DonaIda L. 198
Edwards, R. Michael 153, 155, 239
Edwards, Susan Lori 222
Eifert, Lamar C. 59, 210, 251
Diners, Tami 198
Eisentrager, Steve R. 198
Eissens, Ruth A. 98, 222
Elicky, Brad N. 222
Eller, David Scott 57, 62, 196, 198
Elliott, Jeff Brian 65, 222
Elliott, Karen J. 222
Ely, Mitchell D. 153
Emerson, Trivia M. 153
Emmons, Steve James 59, 198
Engdahl, David A. 198
England, Mark G. 222
English, Evan W. 222
English, Julia L. 154
English, Rob S. 210
Enman, Michael James 101, 210
Ensminger, Brian S. 62, 154, 248
''rdmann, Julie Diane 154
Erickson, Steven R. 154
Erikson, Jeffrey Scott 64, 222
Erikson, Keith Mallery 198
91andson, Daniel B. 222
Estes, Janice Lynn 66, 198
tclison, Layne E. 222
..vans, Donna Jean 222
..vans, Tammy Ann 207, 210, 240
Evans, Tanya Lynne 66, 222
verage, Jennifer Lynn 66, 222
Everett, Dan David 66, 210
Everitt, Susan Renee 222
-wing, Antonio Terrill 100, 101, 222
..wing, Paul Thomas Jr. 154, 251
-xley, Jonathan L. 66, 210
-acey, Yvonne A. 210
-airhurst, Kirk A. 63, 101, 198, 251, 238
-airhurst, Mark H. 222
'alt, Melissa E. 222
annin, Brenda J. 222
arley, Catherine E. 154
awcett, Lisa C. 210, 240
enstermaker, Alice L. 66, 222
erguson, Melody Rose 222
etzer, Laura Jeanne 222
ield, Keith Eldon 222
igary, Wendi Anne 210
Eras, Robert W 101, 154, 251
irman, Debra Ann 66, 198
irth, Karen Lynn 210
ish, Gregory David 223
ish, Laura Marie 66, 210
Ether, Brandi Lee 154
Ether, Brenda Jean 198
Ether, Jody Kay 210
Ether, Leon 223
isher, Lisa Lorraine 198, 245
Eta, Tom A. 91, 198, 248
lack Jodie Lynn 210
leaf wood, Mark Wesley 91, 198, 251
7eetwood, Teena Marie 198, 241
lenner, Bethany Jayne 223
lenner, Holly Anne 210
ogle, Philip Ray Jr. 91, 210
ord, Andrew Scott 210
ord, Donna Marie 198, 239
ord, Lisa A. 223
ordyce, Kimberly Ann 223
ornell, Lorene Leigh 154
orrest, Henry Joseph 154
ortosis, Claire Anne 210
osier, Debbie Lynne 223
rank, Greg L. 223
rank, Judy Lynn 223
rank, Shelly Lena! 198
rank, Sherry L. 198
razier, Susan Carol 154
read, Robert A. 210
rederick, Randall G. 198
ree, Todd, T. 210
reeburger, Donna M. 155
reeman, Michael 101, 223
reeman, Robert W. 155
reeman, Steven Earl 155
'ranch, Brooke, Linn 223
ray, David C. 211
rey, Dawn L. 211
oar, David Eugene 223
riedkin, Christine A. 223
ultz, Joe R. 198
:abel, Deanna Kay 211
/nay, Daniel F. 211
Galland, Cynthia A. 155
Gerbig, Darci Marie 211
Gardner, Deborah D. 155
Gardner, Elainew R. 223
Garmatter, Janet Sue 211
Garrett, David Anthony 223
Garrison, Bradley A. 198
Gaskell, Daniel W. 223
Gaston, Renee S. 198
Gates, Bonnie Faye 223
Gavorski, Mark A. 223
Gayer, Julie Elizabeth 62, 223, 245
Geese, Carol Ann 223
Geiger, Teresa Annette 156, 241, 250
George, Dan 58, 156
Gephart, Diane Lynn 211
Gersema, Julie Ellen 223
Gersema, Lynette Marie 156
Gerzema, Kevin Robert 211
Getz, Sarah M. 66, 211
Gibson, Jill Rae 198
Gibson, Mal Derrick 156
Giesel, Timothy D. 198
Giesman, Kenneth A. 211, 243
Gifford, Jody M. 211
Gilbert, Jeffrey W. 211
Gipson, Allen Dale 64, 223
Glezen, Debbie A. 211
Goehring, Thomas Jay 223
Golden, Jonathan David 224
Goldsmith, Beth Ann 63, 98, 199
Golemba, Brenda L. 199
Goocey, Sandra K 224
Goocey, Tony Vaughn 199
Good, Timothy Scott 199
Gordon, Anne L. 211, 245
Gorges, Crissie-Ann M. 156
Gorman, George Charles 156
Gorman, Ruth Eudene 211
Gornowich, Theresa L. 211
Grady, Wendy Jo 211
Graef, Stephen Ronald 211
Graff, Tammy Evonne 224
Grant, Kelly Ann 211
Grasley, Michelle Ann 199
Green, Mike A. 224
Green, Sandra Lee 199
Greetham, Susan Lynn 63, 199
Gresh, Robert William 224
Greve, Thomas Alan 101, 156, 251
Grimes, Tracy E. 211, 244
Groves, Mark L. 62, 224
Grosse, Annagret 243
Gruet, Katrina Renee 156
Gruet, Thomas James 156
Grumbeck, Holly A. 199
Guido, Cindy 61, 224, 250
Gruneisen, Virginia A. 211
Guest, Amy Jo 64, 211, 217, 242
Gunther, Stacy L. 211, 240
Gusick, Dawn Marie 224
Gust, Brenda Jo 211
Gwinn, Rebecca C. 199
Haberli, Lori R. 211
Habermehl, Elizabeth A. 156
Hack, Noel Martin 59, 91, 199, 251
Hackbarth, John Robert 211
Hacken berry Lyn Marie 211
Heist, Heidi Lynn 224
Hakes, Caryn Beth 156
Hale, Daniel Lee 224
Hale, David C. 199
Hale, Gregory Allen 211
Hall, David Warren 224
Hall, Melanie G. 224
Hall, Steve M. 224
Halleck, Melissa Jane 224
Hallman, Donna Sue 60, 199
Hamlin, Paul Lee 224
Hamilton, Lisa Ayn 59, 224
Hammer, Keith Allen 58, 224
Hammond, Michael F. 199
Hancock, Crystal Ann 199
Hancock, Debra C. 156
Hancock, Laura S. 211, 242
Haney, Alysia Kay 224
Hannay, Scott R. 199
Hannay, Sherri Lynn 224
Heppe, Judy 199, 242
Harbaugh, Joel 243
Harden, Joy Ann 199
Harden, Mark Allan 224
Hardman, Kathleen J. 224
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